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ABSTRACT 

A computer program which can "understand" natural language texts must 
have both syntactic knowledge about the language concerned and 
semantic knowledge of how what is written relates to its internal 
representation of the world. It has been a matter of some controversy 
how these sources of information can best be integrated to translate 
from an input text to a formal meaning representation. The 
controversy has concerned largely the question as to what degree of 
syntactic analysis must be performed before any semantic analysis can 
take place. An extreme position in this debate is that a syntactic 
parse tree for a complete sentence must be produced before any 
investigation of that sentence's meaning is appropriate. This 
position has been criticised by those who see understanding as a 
process that takes place gradually as the text is read, rather than 
in sudden bursts of activity at the ends of sentences. These people 
advocate a model where semantic analysis can operate on fragments of 
text before the global syntactic structure is determined - a strategy 
which we will call early semantic analysis. 

In this thesis, we investigate the implications of early semantic 
analysis in the interpretation of noun phrases. One possible approach 
is to say that a noun phrase is a self-contained unit and can be 
fully interpreted by the time it has been read. Thus it can always be 
determined what objects a noun phrase refers to without consulting 
much more than the structure of the phrase itself. This approach was 
taken in part by Winograd [Winograd 72], who saw the constraint that 
a noun phrase have a referent as a valuable aid in resolving local 
syntactic ambiguity. Unfortunately, Winograd's work has been 
criticised by Ritchie, because it is not always possible to determine 
what a noun phrase refers to purely on the basis of local 
information. In this thesis, we will go further than this and claim 
that, because the meaning of a noun phrase can be affected by so many 
factors outside the phrase itself, it makes no sense to talk about 
"the referent" as a function of -a noun phrase. Instead, the notion 
of "referent" is something defined by global issues of structure and 
consistency. 

Having rejected one approach to the early semantic analysis of noun 
phrases, we go on to develop an alternative, which we call 
incremental evaluation. The basic idea is that a noun phrase does 
provide some information about what it refers to. It should be 
possible to represent this partial information and gradually refine it as relevant implications of the context are followed up. Moreover, 
the partial information should be available to an inference system, 
which, amongst other things, can detect the absence of a referent and 
provide the advantages of Winograd's system. In our system, noun 
phrase interpretation does take place locally, but the point is that 
it does not finish there. Instead, the determination of the meaning 
of a noun phrase is spread over the subsequent analysis of how it 
contributes to the meaning of the text as a whole. 
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1. Introduction 

The work described in this thesis is an attempt to address the 

question - how much of the meaning of a text can a computer program 

extract as it reads from left to right? One area where an attempt to 

"guess" the meaning too soon can cause problems is in the 

interpretation of noun phrases. The problems with interpreting noun 

phrases have led us to formulate a new approach to reference 

evaluation, which we call incremental evaluation. This approach is 

designed to cope with the claim that 

The notion of "referent" is something shaped by the 
context of a noun phrase's use, rather than being a simple 
function of the phrase itself. 

The new approach involves three key ideas: 

1. The representation and use of levels of meaning between 
the description provided by a noun phrase (its sense) and 
the set of entities in a world model which the phrase is 
talking about (its reference). This includes the 
representation of partially-evaluated references and 
various kinds of "typical elements". 

2. The viewing of definite reference evaluation as a global 
problem of satisfying consistency constraints and 
presuppositions, rather than a local problem of finding an 
object satisfying a description. This introduces the 
possibility of using existing algorithms for constraint 
satisfaction, such as that used by Waltz [Waltz 72]. 

3. The idea of expressing the determination of quantifier 
scope and set cardinality by operations on dependency 
information, which represents the structure of sets 
represented by typical elements. 

1.1 Early Semantic Analysis 

A natural approach to the computer analysis of natural language 

inputs sees the process as being divided into two stages. A first 
pass ("syntactic parsing") determines the syntactic structure of the 

input, expressing it usually in the fore of a parse tree. Then a 
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second pass ("semantic interpretation") examines the tree and 

produces a symbolic "meaning" on this basis. For example, a system 

using this two-stage approach might go through the following stages 
1 

of representation for a particular sentence. First of all comes the 

sentence itself: 

Two men visited Tom in the bakery. 

Then the first pass determines the syntactic structure, which is 

appropriately represented as a tree: 

S 

NP VP 
i i 

DET N V NP PP 1I---i 
N P NP 

DIT 
N 

41 

Two men visited Tom in the bakery 

Finally, this tree is "interpreted" to yield a meaning 

representation, something like the following, perhaps: 

There are two objects 'manl' and 'man2' and a time 't' such that: 

isman(manl), isman(man2) 
before(t,now) 
visit(manl,Tom,t), visit(man2,Tom,t) 
location(Tom,t,bakeryl) 

where 'bakery'' is some already encountered object such that: 

I 

The examples in this chapter are meant to suggest plausible 
representations for the various structures arising in natural 
language analysis. They are not supposed to correspond to anything 
used by an existing system. The next chapter will discuss the actual 
representations used in our computer program. 
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isbakery(bakeryl) 

Note that, for the stage of semantic interpretation, the syntactic 

structure of the whole of the sentence is available for consultation. 

Therefore the derivation of meaning can take into account information 

about the context of phrases as well as information about their 

internal structure. 

This two-stage approach to natural language analysis has been used 

successfully in practical applications [Woods et al 72] and is 

arguably the most straightforward way of obtaining a meaning 

representaticn, especially as the first stage (syntactic parsing) is 

relatively well understood on its own. However, there has been much 

concern that this rigid separation of syntax and semantics is too 

inflexible - that the search for efficient, explanatory or 

psychologically valid models must look elsewhere. 

This dissatisfaction is expressed by Riesbeck [Riesbeck 75], when 

he says: 

"Why should consideration of the meaning of a sentence 
have to depend upon the successful syntactic analysis of that 
sentence? This is certainly not a restriction that applies to 
people. Why should computer programs be more limited?" 

Any alternative to the two stage approach must involve bringing 

forward parts of the semantic processing to take place before or 

during syntactic analysis. It must suggest ways of extracting 

meaning representations from a sentence before a ccmplete parse tree 

is available. There will be same degree of emphasis on the 

incremental accumulation of meaning rather than a sudden burst of 

semantic activity at, for instance, the end of each sentence. There 
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will also be some amount of emphasis on local semantic processing 

rather than a global organisation of meaning extraction. Looking at 

our example sentence, it is clear that bits of meaning can be derived 

before we get to the end of the sentence. After reading the first two 

words, we know (more or less) that two men are being introduced into 

the conversation. So we can start building meaning representations to 

this effect. After the next word, we know that the men visited 

somebody at some time in the past, and we can start to represent this 

information. And so on. All this can happen before a syntactic 

analysis of the sentence as a whole is available. 

Let us use the term early semantic analysis to refer to the 

strategy of bringing forward the extraction of meaning in this way. 

Such a definition is necessarily vague, and we will see in later 

sections some of the more concrete control regimes that might be 

covered under this title. Early semantic analysis is concerned with 

building up the meaning of a piece of text while it is being read and 

not as part of an appendix to some other process. 

What advantages can early semantic analysis give? It could be 

claimed that researchers must consider it if they are ever to develop 

psychologically real models of language comprehension. However, we 

will not attempt to consider psychological implications in this 

thesis. If we look at the question purely from an engineering 

viewpoint, we can see possible gains in efficiency. Although it is 

very hard to make rigorous efficiency arguments in a domain as poorly 

understood as this, there are plausible reasons why early semantic 

analysis should be of benefit. Firstly, natural languages are 

notorious for the ambiguity of their syntax, and frequently the only 
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way to resolve a syntactic ambiguity is to make use of semantic 

information. If the semantic analysis is proceeding hand-in-hand with 

the syntactic analysis of a sentence, it can give immediate guidance 

on any choice that may come up. Early semantic analysis can cut down 

the syntactic search space by quickly rejecting choices that lead to 

no reasonable interpretations. The alternative is to follow every 

false path until either a syntactic inconsistency is found or a 

complete syntactic parse is obtained and then rejected by the 

subsequent semantic processing. A second argument for the efficiency 

of early semantic analysis concerns the problem of changing 

representations. However appropriate parse trees may be as a 

representation of important sentence structure, they have to be 

specially built up by syntactic routines and then unpacked again by 

semantic interpretation in a two-pass system. Early semantic analysis 

suggests the interpretation of phrases as soon as their structure is 

apparent and hence the abandonment of unwieldy intermediate 

representations. 

Are there any problems in introducing early semantic analysis? 

Unfortunately so. Building up the meaning of a sentence incrementally 

is perfectly straightforward if the sentence is composed of small 

independent parts. However, as we shall see, it is quite frequent 

that the interpretation of something early in a sentence depends 

crucially on the context provided by the rest of the sentence. Early 

semantic analysis emphasises building up meaning representations 

locally before the global picture is available, but for many 

sentences the global structure has a strong influence on the meanings 

of the individual parts. Tne presence of these uncertainties imposes 

limits on the scope of early semantic analysis. The question 
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naturally arises as to what the limits of its usefulness are - just 

how much early semantic analysis is it feasible to build into a 

computer program? In this thesis we will try to answer this question 

in the context of the interpretation of noun phrases. 

1.2 Levels of Noun Phrase Interpretation 

What do we mean when we talk about interpreting a noun phrase? We 

will start by taking a fairly conventional view of this question. A 

language processing program must be able to assign a "meaning" to a 

text as a whole, in such a way that it can afterwards answer 

questions and solve problems related to it. A natural way to organise 

extracting this "meaning" is to say that the individual phrases of 

the text themselves have meaning, and that the meaning of a large 

phrase is a function of the meanings of its subphrases. The meanings 

of different types of phrases may well be different types of things. 

A traditional approach sees a sentence as conveying a proposition 

about the world, and a noun phrase as mentioning some set of objects 

in the world. Thus the task of noun phrase interpretation is to 

determine what objects in the world a given noun phrase is talking 

about. Of course, a computer program will not actually have direct 

access to these objects being talked about. Instead, it must relate a 
2 

noun phrase to some entities in its model of the world . We call 

these entities the referents of the phrase. The simple model of noun 

phrases as talking about specific (sets of) objects actually does not 

In our discussions, we will often blur the distinction between the 
entities in a world model and the objects in the world which they are 
supposed to correspond to, when the context makes it clear what is 
meant. 
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cover all examples in a watertight way. Nevertheless, for the cases 

we will consider, it will serve as an adequate basis. In particular, 

we will not have anything to say about "generic" reference. 

When we come to consider early semantic analysis of noun phrases, 

we must actually take into account two kinds of semantic processes: 

1. Those that work at the level of noun phrases and 

2. Those that work at the level of referents. 

The first aspects of a noun phrase that are available for senant;c 

processing come from the words of the phrase and how they fit 
together. That is, the first features that are identified are things 

like attached determiners, adjectives and prepositional phrases. As 

far as these features are concerned, the phrase is a single 

descriptive unit, irrespective of its semantic import. Eventually, 

however, the phrase must be considered as covering a set o" objects 

in the world and as specifying some properties of these objects. It 
is then necessary to consider hcw many of these objects there are, 

whether they are already known about and so on. Semantic processes 

acting on the phrase must eventually yield results that say something 

about the objects it covers, but there is no reason why some of the 

processing should not be based solely on the structure of the phrase 

itself. Consider a simple example: 

Two particles of mass 5 lbs 

Analysis of this at the noun phrase level can consult L e 'meanings' 

of the words and the syntactic relationships to build up a 

description like, for instance: 
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noun phrase(np23) measure(np25,5) 
determiner(np23,2,indefinite) units(np25,lb) 
isa(np23,particle) 
mass(np23,np24) 

Such a description can give information about how the referents are 

to be found ("indefinite", "2") and what properties are mentioned. 

The properties need not be represented in a way that mirrors the 

syntactic structure exactly - for instance, one might represent the 

existence of the adjective "red" by something like 

'colour(np23,red)'. At this level, it is possible to look at the 

dictionary meanings of words and check on co-occurrence restrictions. 

For instance, the adjective "smooth" can only be used with a noun 

naming a solid object. Also the noun "table" can mean either a 

physical table (with four legs, perhaps) or an abstract table (as in 

a table of numbers). By looking at the alternative dictionary 

meanings, it is possible to determine the unique sense of "smooth 

table". This is the basic principle behind semantic markers [Katz and 

Fodor 64]. 

On the other hand, analysis at the level of referents of the same 

phrase "two particles of mass 5 lbs" might create two tokens for 

objects ("particlel" and "particle2", say) and ascribe properties to 

them (as well as their masses). For example: 

isa(particlel,particle) measure(massl,5) 
mass(particlel,massl) units(massl,lb) 

isa(particlel,particle) measure(mass2,5) 
mass(particle2,mass2) units(mass2,lb) 

Because they often look very similar, the difference between these 

two levels of analysis has not been emphasised much in the literature 

(see, for example, the confusion in [Simmons 73]). Indeed, we have 
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added to the confusion in this example by using the same predicates 

to mean different things in the two cases. Thus 'isa(np23,particle)' 

means something like "the noun of phrase np23 is 'particle"' or, 

perhaps, "whatever objects np23 refers to are all particles". On the 

other hand, 'isa(particlel,particle)' means something like the 

object 'particlel' is a particle". If the kinds of sentences 

considered only involve proper names or singular indefinite noun 

phrases (examples like "John hit Mary" and "John has a red ball") 

then the difference between the levels may be of no practical import. 

When we use plural phrases or definite reference, however, the 

difference starts to be significant. For example, a noun phrase level 

analysis of 

The fixed pulley of mass 5 lbs. 

would assemble a structure something like: 

noun_phrase(np25) measure(np26,5) 
determiner(np25,1,definite) units(np26,lb) 
isa(np25,pulley) 
property(np25,fixed) 
mass(np25,np26) 

but would only be able to assess the reasonableness of the structure 

by general considerations (whether pulleys can be fixed and can have 

masses). On the other hand, an analysis at the level of referents 

would be able to use additional information about particular objects 

(whether there actually are any fixed pulleys of mass 5 lbs). 

In the first example, much of the processing of the referents was 

very similar to the noun phrase analysis repeated twice. This is an 

unnecessary repetition and would not be practical if the number of 

referents was large (or unknown). There is also a problem that 
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referents may not always be ascertainable on the basis of local 

analysis (although AI programs tend to assume that they are). Both of 

these factors limit the usefulness of doing semantic processing at 

the level of referents. 

Unfortunately, using the noun phrase level also has disadvantages. 

This is because even quite superficial semantic analysis cannot 

always treat every object covered by a phrase in the same way. There 

is frequently a need to consider subsets of objects that behave 

differently, as we will see in Chapter 6. Again, the necessity for 

such manoeuvres does not become apparent until one considers 

operations on sets. Also, as we saw with "the fixed pulley of mass 5 

lbs", looking at a phrase in terms of referents can yield stronger 

acceptability conditions than an analysis that stops at the phrase 

level. For it can use information about what is actually true in the 

world described, as well as what must be true in every situation. 

Finally, most semantic processing at the noun phrase level can 

actually be translated into operations at the level of referents. For 

instance, the fact that "smooth" will not go with the abstract sense 

of "table" can be seen just as the fact that it is not possible for 

there to be a referent which is simultaneously a table of numbers and 

"smooth" . 

1.3 Noun Phrase Interpretation and Early Semantic Analysis 

If we wish to consider the early semantic analysis of noun phrases, 

there are two basic questions to answer: 

1. What level of semantic analysis (phrase level or referent 
level) are we considering? 

2. How "early" is this analysis to be carried out? 
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To answer the first question, we will. consider the referent level of 

semantic analysis to be the level that is most interesting. This is 

because analysis at the phrase level, being concerned with how words 

fit together, is not subject to local uncertainty to nearly such an 

extent. Hence it is relatively unproblematic from the point of view 

of early semantic analysis. As regards the second question, it would 

be foolish to try and understand a noun phrase exactly as it is read, 

in a strictly left-to-right way. For the first words to be 

encountered would givc very little information about the meaning. The 

level of meaning that one can associate with a determiner on its own 

is unlikely to be of any usefulness until. some representation of the 

rest of the phrase is available. Also, the significance of an 

adjective can depend crucially on the head noun of the phrase. So we 

will initially consider a less extreme form of early semantic 

analysis, and will investigate the possibility that: 

The referents of a noun phrase can be obtained by the time 
the phrase has been read.. 

Consideration of this will reveal some of the problems with early 

noun phrase Interpretation ai,d lead us to develop a more satisfactory 

formulation. 

1.3.1 Proper Definite Noun Phrases 

Let us now consider to what extent this approach to early noun 

phrase interpretation has been used in existing orograris, and how 

well it works. Firstly, what happens in this approach when a definite 

noun phrase is encountered? For the moment, we will consider only 

proper definite noun phrases, that is, not pronouns. In this regime, 

the analysis of a phrase like 
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the blue rod on the green table 

would involve no investigation of possible referents until all the 

modifiers had been processed. Then an object which is simultaneously 

blue, a rod and on a green table would be selected as the referent. 

The idea of performing reference evaluation this early was 

introduced by Winograd [Wiuograd. 72], who justified it by its utility 

in resolving certain syntactic ambiguities. For instance, in the 

sentence: 

Put the blue pyramid on the block in the box. 

there is ambiguity about where the two prepositional phrases should 

be attached. Two possible readings are shown with bracketing as 

follows: 

Put (the blue pyramid on the block) in the box. 
Put the blue pyramid on (the block in the box). 

Winograd's point is that the first reading can only he appropriate if 

there actually is a blue pyramid on a block, and the second can only 

be appropriate if there'actuelly is a block in a box. Thus the 

existence or not of a referent can resolve syntactic ambiguity. In 

order that it can affect syntactic decisions, it is essential that 

reference evaluation take place at the end of the noun phrase, if not 

earlier. Unfortunately, Winograd's program suffers as a result from 

the fact that the referent of a definite noun phrase must be 

ascertained solely from the information provided by he phrase (and 

recency considerations). 

Novak's program to solve statics problems [Novak 76] follows 
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Winograd's approach closely. However, the program does not use 

information about the existence of referents to reject inappropriate 

parses. Instead, it allows for rejection by the use of powerful 

checks of semantic appropriateness. Thus a locational prepositional 

phrase will not be attached to a noun phrase if the two underlying 

objects mentioned are the same. This check serves Lo reject one 

possible reading of the fillowing (from [Dull, Metcalfe and Williams 

64]): 

One painter stands on the scaffold 4.0 ft from one end 

Novak's program will not attach the phrase "4.0 ft frcm one end" to 

"the scaffold", because both one end" and "the scaffold" are talking 

about the same object (the scaffold). Again, the desire to be able 

to police syntactic decisions with semantic consistency checks 

motivates the early evaluation of references. This kind of 

consistency check, using the information in the world model rather 

than just the information at the phrase level, will be strongly 

motivated by some of the examples we will consider. Unfortunately, 

there are two problems with Novak's system. First, the checks are 

built in as ad hoc procedures (he has no proper inference system). 

Second, the checks are only used to reject syntactic possibilities - 

they cannot influence reference evaluation in any way. 

Both of these programs fail to cover an important problem with 

reference evaluation. When a definite noun phrase occurs iii a text, 

it does rot always provide a detailed enough aescription uniquely to 

identify the referent. Sometimes even the syntactic and semantic 

context up to that point do not give much guidance. As a result, it 

is often impossible to derive the referents of a phrase by the time 
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that phrase has been read. This point was taken up in an important 

paper by Ritchie [Ritchie 76] criticising Winograd"s work. Ritchie 

showed how often the referent of a noun phrase cannot be determined 

uniquely on the basis of local processing. For instance, the referent 

of 

the president of the United States 

cannot be worked out until one knows the relevant time. So, even with 

a decision at the end of the noun phrase, it is not possible to 

guarantee a correct analysis. Instead, it is necessary to take into 

account how the referent fits in consistently with the context. With 

the president of the United States", the relevant context might be 

provided by the fact that the discourse is discussing the state of 

the "arms race" in 1962. On the other hand, it might be provided by a 

time adjunct like "in 1962" that does not appear until later in the 

sentence. One might propose some other unit apart from the noun 

phrase to determine the occurrence of reference evaluation. For 

instance, it might be possible to evaluate all references at the end 

of the sentence, or perhaps at the end of the paragraph. However, it 
seems likely that one could extend Ritchie's argument to show that no 

arbitrary unit can guarantee the presence of enough information for 

reference evaluation in every case. What is needed is a much more 

flexible mechanism, and this is what our system of incremental 

evaluation will provide. 

Let us consider a more complicated example where the global context 

is important - a description of a complex physical configuration. The 

following example is from [Loney 39]: 
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A hollow vertical cylinder, of radius 2a 
and height 3a, rests on a horizontal 
table, and a uniform rod is placed 
within it with its lower end resting on 
the circumference of the base ... 

Here there are two pronouns and a definite noun phrase to resolve 

(these are shown underlined). The local semantic context can provide 

some useful information - for instance, because of the meaning of 

"within", the first "it" must be a reference to the hollow cylinder 

(the only hollow object available). However, both the cylinder and 

the rod have ends, and so we cannot initially tell what "its" refers 

to. Also, "the base" could conceivably refer to part of the cylinder 

or part of the rod (or part of the table?). So the other two 

references are not at all straightforward. In order to resolve 

these, we must bear in mind the global situation and what physical 

configurations are possible. For instance, an end of the rod cannot 

rest on part of itself. Also, the rod being inside the cylinder 

precludes part of the cylinder resting on part of the rod. These 

restrictions mean that in fact some of he possible interpretations 

can be quickly ruled out. 

Ritchie's analysis and our example demonstrate how important it is 

to take into account global conditions of consistency. It is 

impossible to do this if an arbitrary decision is made about when 

references are to be evaluated. However, the only alternative seems 

to be to postpone reference evaluation indefinitely. This would be in 

direct violation of our goal to pursue early semantic analysis. 

Yet another problem with this "end of noun phrase" 'lode of 

reference evaluation from an "early serantics" point of view is that 

noun phrases can be complex and may even contain relative clauses, as 
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in: 

The string which hangs over the fixed pulley 
at an angle of al. 

If we are not allowed to consider referents of the head noun phrase 

until an analysis has been made of the whole relative clause, the aim 

of "early semantic analysis" is hardly being fulfilled. For an 

arbitrary number of words may have to be read before we come to work 

out the noun phrase referent. Also, the amount of semantic analysis 

that can be carried out on the embedded clause in the first pass is 

severely restricted by the fact that the referent of one of the 

important noun phrases is not available. So we can criticise this 

mode of reference evaluation both for its inability to allow for 

contextual factors and also for its failure to keep to the spirit of 

early semantic analysis! 

In summary, then, we have seen two problems with the approach of 

obtaining definite noun phrase referents after the phrase has been 

read: 

1. Because of the importance of the global "environment" of 
the phrase, this may not be late enough to make a sensible 
choice. 

2. Because noun phrases may be complex structures, 
considering referents at this tithe may be too late for any 
kind of early semantic analysis of embedded clauses. 

How have other workers dealt with the problems of definite noun 

phrases? The only other approach has been to postpone reference 

evaluation until a first pass of the input is finished. Those 

systems employing the two-stage model. of natural language analysis 

have adopted this approach, which has been very successful in 
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practice. However, we clearly cannot build on this in constructing 

an approach to early semantic analysis. The two-stage approach has 

been used by Woods [Woods et al 72] in his system for answering 

queries about lunar rock samples. In addition, Schank's SAM system 

has much of this flavour. For, although the first pass of the system 

(the operation of the ELI parser) is building semantic structures, 

the analysis is only at the noun phrase level at this stage, and 

reference evaluation is performed by a separate module (MEMTOK) 

operating afterwards. Charniak's program to understand children's 

stories [Charniak 72] does not operate with natural language inputs 

at all, but works entirely on formulae of a meaning representation 

language. Hence there can be no question of reference evaluation 

occurring before the overall structure of the meaning is apparent. 

Brown and Burton's SOPHIE program also postpones the evaluation of 

complex noun phrases. Thus the result of local analysis of "the 

voltage at the collector of Q5" is a program to be run when the 

student's question is answered - represented in their notation by 

(MEASURE VOLTAGE (COLLECTOR Q5)). 

In conclusion, none of the existing systems provides the 

combination of an early derivation of referents with the sensitivity 

to context that Ritchie shows to be necessary. Given this 

unfortunate state of affairs, the only way forward is to devise a 

completely new approach to reference evaluation. We have seen how the 

determination of a noun phrase's referent can require the 

consideration of any amount of the context of that phrase. Our 

approach will be to see this fact from another angle. We will say 

that a "referent" is something provided by the context, with only 

some help from the noun phrase itself. Hence it makes no sense to 
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centre the whole interpretation around the noun phrase. Early 

semantic analysis is still possible, but it is necessary to be more 

flexible about when reference evaluation happens. Instead of seeing 

it as a process with a fixed start and end, we must view it as a 

continuing, incremental process. 

1.3.2 Pronouns 

Let us now consider pronoun referents. Here, the noun phrase itself 

does not provir?e much information about the referent, and some 

contextual information must be used. The usual technique is to have 

available a "history list" of objects that have been mentioned in the 

discourse. This provides a set of candidate referents, and a choice 

can be made on recency and other criteria. The programs of Charniak 

and Schank contain interesting mechanisms for resolving pronoun 

references by seeing how the proposition expressed manifests 

something that was already "expected" to occur in the given context. 

However, as we have noted, neither of these programs has anything to 

say about how one can begin to evaluate references as one reads from 

left to right. 

The programs of Winograd, Novak and Brown & Burton all use the 

"history list" idea. Winograd [Winograd 721 postpones the derivation 

of pronoun referents until the end of the sentence, at which point a 

decision is made, on the basis of syntactic clues. Novak uses recency 

as well as person/number agreement to pick a referent.. Brown and 

Barton's system is more refined, because their semantic grammar can 

actually predict what kind of object a pronoun referent or deleted 

object must be. This cuts down the set of objects o.i the history list 

that need to be considered. However, the restrictions that can be 
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expressed are only ones of simple class membership. Other kinds of 

consistency checks are not possible. 

As we saw in the last section, evaluating references can require 

information about the consistency of the meaning as a whole, as well 

as information derived from the phrases themselves. This is 

particularly important with pronouns, which in themselves give little 
information about what they refer to. However, none of the existing 

systems combines an "early" approach to pronoun interpretation with 

the possibility of having consistency checks of any power. 

1.3.3 Indefinite Noun Phrases 

The majority of AI natural language processing programs have been 

designed around the idea of answering questions about and carrying 

out operations on a given database. The programs of Woods [Woods et 

al 72], Winograd [Winograd 72J and Brown & Burton [Brown and Burton 

751 all fall into this category. In such situations, it is not a 

significant task for the Program to accept declarative information 

about the world it operates on. As a result, few programs (Novak's 

[Novak 76] being an important exception) have attempted to deal with 

declarative informatior. in any significant way. In this thesis, we 

will be concerned almost entirely with declarative sentences. This 

immediately leads to some differences. 

Perhaps the main difference between the two approaches is in the 

treatment of indefinite noun phrases. In questions and commands, such 

phrases represent "patterns" or combinations of properties that will 

become descriptions of goals for a theorem prover or prcblem solver. 

For instance, in Winograd's program, the noun phrase "a red cube" in 

the context of 
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Is there a red cube behind a pyramid? 

gives rise to the following PLANNER description (program for finding 

such an object): 

(THPROG (X1) 
(THGOAL (#IS $?X1 #BLOCK)) 
(#EQDIM $?X1) 
(THGOAL (#COLOUR $?X1 #RED))) 

Since the existence of such an object is only questioned and not 

asserted, it is not appropriate for understanding the sentence to 

consider how reasonable this description is or how many objects it 
could cover. The idea of the phrase having a "referent" seems to 

make no sense. On the other hand, in a declarative sentence an 

indefinite noun phrase can often be seen as having a referent, and it 
is possible to set up appropriate entities in the world model. This 

is what happened in our example representation of "two men visited 

Tom in the bakery". Here it is possible to build up a "concrete 

model" of what the sentence is saying and how it relates to the world 

as it is read. We will present here only mechanisms for dealing with 

declarative sentences. A preliminary idea for extending our system 

to questions and commands is mentioned in Section 8,2.3. 

Whilst looking at indefinite noun phrases, we should consider 

briefly `low Novak's program treated them. As with definite noun 

phrases, Novak always took the approach of finding referents as the 

phrases were read. In order to do this, he had to introduce various 

heuristics to determine the number of objects. One heuristic was to 

assume the number 2 for an unnumbered phrase that was plural but not 

compound. Another was to take the number from the number of locations 

if a location modifier was present. Hence he could determine that 
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there are two piers in the following (from [Dull, Metcalfe and 

Williams 64]): 

A bridge 60 ft long is supported by a pier at each end. 

because of the existence of the location modifier "at each end". Of 

course, this heuristic will not work except sometimes when an "each" 

phrase is used to describe the locations. Thus in the sentence 

There is a man beside the two urns. 

there need only be one man. Finally, the program sometimes had to 

resort to creating additional referents if the initial guess turned 

out not to work. Thus in his analysis of the following (from [Dull, 

Metcalfe and Williams 64]): 

A painter ... stands on a plank ... which is 
supported at each end by a stepladder 

the semantics of "support" require a separate support for each end 

and hence create an extra referent in addition to the one already 

created for "a stepladder". Such a revision of a previous piece of 

semantic analysis (the evaluation of this indefinite noun phrase) 

deserves a more principled treatment than Novak provides. How can he 

be sure that meaning structures already built on the basis of there 

being a single stepladder will still be valid when the number of 

objects is changed? 

Novak's heuristic rules work for the examples he gives, but do not 

tackle the problems with any generality. We will attempt to deal with 

the following two problems in a more principled way. 

1. The problem that many first references to sets are made in 
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such a vague way that local analysis cannot sensibly make 
all the decisions. In the following (from [Richards et al 

66]): 

Small blocks, each of mass m, 
are clamped at the 
at the centre of a 

ends 
light 

and 
rod. (1.2) 

the normal interpretation is that there are three blocks. 
one on each end of a rod and one in the centre of the rod. 
However, in a left-to-right analysis of the sentence, the 

number of blocks is not known until a relatively late 
stage (when a pairing between blocks and positions on the 

rod is made). It is impossible to carry out semantic 
analysis reliably in terms of individual blocks until that 
stage is reached. Moreover, it would be foolish to try to 
guess the number of objects early in order to resolve the 
uncertainty. 

2. The problems introduced by the possible presence of 

quantification. Note that we will only consider here 
quantification over finite, known sets. The following 
example is from [McKenzie 60]: 

A wooden stool 2 ft 2 in high consist's of ... 

a uniform vertical leg at each corner. (1.3) 

In this sentence, the initial "leg" noun phrase seems to 
refer to a single object until the quantifier is 
discovered later on in the sentence. What was a single 
entity now has to be considered a "prototypical member" of 
a set of (three?) legs. It is clearly inappropriate for 
semantic analysis to make early decisions in such cases. 

We might ask whether any of the existing work on quantification 

provides any help here, Indeed, computer programs which can interpret 

complex combinations of quantifiers have been developed, following 

the ideas of Woods [Woods 77] and Colmerauer 
[Colmerauer 

77]. It is 

important to note, however, that the aim of Woods and Colmerauer was 

to provide rules for translating from quantification in English to 

quantification in a logical formalism, taking into account zit the 

information available. It was not part of their a{.m to see how 

sentences with quantification could be understood in an early 
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semantics framework. In this respect, their work differs 

fundamentally from ours. There is no reason to expect that 

approaches with such different aims need have anything much in 

common. Indeed, Woods' and Colmerauer's work has not proved suitable 

for use in a system using early semantic analysis. Conversely, our 

own work has not suggested any new rules for determining quantifier 

scopes or even proved to cover examples of the complexity dealt with 

by these two-stage systems. 

The main thing to note about the approaches of Woods and Colmeraur 

is that they both involve building up a structured logical formula 

for the meaning of a sentence. Thus, for instance, Colmerauer's 

representation of the sentence 

The man gives a ball to each child. 

would be someth!_ng like: 

the(xl,isman(xl), 
each(x2,ischild(x2), 

a(x3,isball(x3), 
gives(xl,x2,x3) 

) 

The trouble with using this kind of representation is that it means 

that the meaning cannot be accumulated incrementally - each part of 

the structure can only be interpreted given its place in the whole. 

In the example, the interpretation of 'a ball" is buried in the 

structure and not a separable item about which inferences can be 

made. Also, there are problems with definite reference, because the 

notation does not immediately make available candidate referents for 

anaphoric phrases. The advantage with considering the logical 
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structure of a sentence as a whole is that rules about quantification 

scope can take into account the global position. Thus it is possible 

to formulate rules like 

The quantification introduced by the article of the 
subject of a verb dominates the quantifications introduced by 
the complements closely related to that verb. 

(from [Colmerauer 77)). It may be that this approach is the most 

general way of tackling complex interactions between quantifiers, but 

it remains to be shown that it can make any contribution in a system 

carrying out early semantic analysis. 

In conclusion, indefinite noun phrases covering sets of objects 

provide another example of where the "referents" of a noun phrase can 

only be determined by a consideration of the context. Existing 

programs can not provide much guidance here. Our model of 

incremental noun phrase interpretation will cope with this. 

1.4 The Basic Problem 

The basic problem with the early semantic analysis of noun phrases 

is that full information about referents is not always available 

before the context is taken into account. Moreover, the relevant 

context may not be provided until some time after the original noun 

phrase is read. Therefore any attempt at an early derivation of 

referents will be faced with serious uncertainties. We have seen 

examples of this in two main areas: 

1. In the interpretation of definite noun phrases and 
pronouns, where cr!ceria of global consistency may be 
essent!al to narrow down the possible referents. 

2. In the interpretation of indefinite noun phrases, where 
cardinality information cannot always be determined before 
later noun phrases have been read. 
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Existing work that attempts to derive referents at the time a noun 

phrase is read suffers from both of these problems. However, the only 

alternative seems to be to abandon early semantic analysis 

altogether. We will show that this is not necessary - that, given a 

suitable representation system, it is possible to carry out a 

significant amount of early semantic processing without suffering 

from these particular problems of uncertainty. 

1.5 Our Approach 

If early semantic analysis leads to serious uncertainties in 

certain situations, one solution is to simply abandon it in those 

places. We can then describe its limitations by characterising when 

the problems arise. However, such a solution would do little to 

reveal the underlying reasons for the problem. An alternative 

approach is to look more closely at the kind of semantic analysis we 

are considering and see why it is letting us down. Problems with 

uncertainty often indicate an inadequate representation of a problem 

domain, and. it is possible that while trying to represent 

inappropriate factors we are missing out on important information. 

That is, if we could represent what is conveyed by the text rather 

than what we would like to be there, the problems might disappear. 

The basic idea of representing and reasoning about the incomplete 

information provided by an input, rather than trying to force a 

decision about its overall significance has already been used by 

Marcus [Marcus 79] for syntactic analysis and Brady [Brady and 

Wielinga 77] for computer vision. Brady sums up his philosophy by 

saying: 

... a vision program should explicitly represent 

partially-formed percents, and should operate by 
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incrementally refining such partial percepts by looking at 
each stage for what seems to be the information which can be 
computed most cheaply" 

The fundamental assumption that we will challenge here is that 

referents are things that belong essentially to noun phrases. 

Instead, we will see them as being determined by global consistency 

conditions, only some of which are contributed by noun phrases. 

Following up this idea, this thesis develops a system of 

representation for the interpretation of noun phrases. Using this, it 
is possible to express the various kinds of partial information that 

noun phrases actually provide. Moreover, most processes of inference 

and semantic interpretation can carry on working with this 

representation system because they simply do not need anything more 

specific. Because irrelevant decisions are not forced, it is actually 

possible to introduce much more early semantic interpretation than 

the above discussion might suggest. 

Before looking in detail at the representation system, let us 

briefly review some of the characteristics it must have. Ideally we 

should be able to make use of precisely the information that is given 

unambiguously by the text, gradually refining this to accommodate 

more information as it arrives. Semantic analysis should be as 

thorough as it can without having to make ill-advised decisions, so 

that it can provide a good check on syntactic choices but so that 

backtracking is never necessary. Thus ideally it should be possible 

to. 

- Store results of semantic processing without over- 
commitment with respect to questions that cannot be 
decided, 

- Accumulate disambiguating information smoothly so that it 
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is not necessary to redo or undo previous work, 

- Use what information is available in inferential processes 
to implement consistency checks of reasonable complexity. 

In summary, the representation should allow us to build up noun 

phrase meanings incrementally as the relevant information arrives, 

rather than according to some strict timing principle. 

The way that we introduce the new representational ideas involves 

enriching the usual notion of "world model". There is no reason why 

the entities represented in a world model need correspond in a simple 

way to the objects in the world. It suffices only that the symbols 

and what they represent provide a consistent view of the world that 

supports whatever language task is being undertaken. We introduce 

the idea of having symbols in the world model to represent a variety 

of different kinds of under-specified and intensional objects. These 

represent levels of meaning between the sense of -a phrase (the 

description it conveys) and the referent of a phrase (the objects it 
is talking about). Having these extra levels available makes it 
possible to represent certain kinds of vague statements - by 

expressing them in terms of suitable symbols in the world model. 

Because of the intensional nature of some of the objects, information 

about a single world object may be expressed in the model in terms of 

several different symbols. Thus the system must constantly keep 

track of how different objects in the model relate to one another in 

the world and how partial specifications are gradually enriched. 

Specifications become enriched partly through the operation of 

reference evaluation as aconstraint satisfaction process and partly 

through the communication of dependency information about cardinality 

and scope. The extra information kept about the entities in the 
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model provides an important input to an inference system designed to 

reason about what is true in the world. 

If we wish to develop a representation system of this kind, it is 

necessary not only to consider the semantics of what is represented 

but also to ensure that appropriate algorithms exist to make use of 

the representations. Hence we will be considering to some extent how 

the system of representation can actually be used to carry out early 

semantic analysis. The discussion will focus on the performance of a 

running computer program (described more fully in Chapter 2 and 

Appendix V) that "understands" mechanics problems stated in English. 

1.6 The Structure of this Thesis 

The main structure of this thesis reflects the gradual building up 

of a system of representation for incremental noun phrase 

interpretation. The development begins with an extremely simple 

system and ends up with a scheme complex enough to confront most of 

the problems we have discussed. At each stage it is considered how 

the representation can actually be used in a natural language 

understanding system. This is illustrated by examples from the 

computer program. 

Chapter 2 gives an outline of the starting point of the work. It 
describes some basic assumptions and the framework on which our 

program has been built. In particular, it shows how noun phrases can 

be dealt with in the simplest possible case - where each phrase 

introduces a single new object. 

Chapter 3 discusses how singular definite reference can be 

incorporated into such a system. It is suggested that reference 
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evaluation should be seen as a classical constraint satisfaction 

task, so that filtering algorithms like that of Waltz [Waltz 72] can 

be used. This enables semantic interpretation to retain its 

incremental character. It also introduces special "reference 

entities" into the world model. 

Chapter 4 develops a more sophisticated representation for the 

interpretation of indefinite noun phrases. The intensional 

significance of world model entities is emphasised and the status of 

reference entities seen in a more general framework. The notion of 

dependency lists is introduced, to represent partial information 

about sets and quantifier scope. 

Chapter 5 looks at some other phrases that refer to sets. The 

representation of plural definite references and "each" phrases is 

developed, with the existing mechanisms for definite reference being 

appropriately extended. 

Chapter 6 investigates further how propositions about sets can be 

analysed and how the dependency list representation can be used in 

this. In particular, it shows how matching operations on dependency 

lists allow information about set cardinality and quantifier scope to 

propagate. 

Chapter 7 goes into some more detail about the inference system 

needed to support consistency checks using the representation 

developed. 

Chapter 8 gives a set of examples to characterise the scope of our 

methods and some remaining problems. This is followed by some 

conclusions about what has been discovered about the possibilities 
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for early semantic analysis. 

1.7 A Note on Examples 

Before the main body of the thesis begins, it is appropriate to 

make some remarks about the examples that appear throughout the text. 

Examples whose sources are cited are quoted as they appear in the 

original sources; all other examples have been constructed by the 

author to illustrate specific points. It should not be assumed, 

unless it is explicitly stated, that an example appearing in the text 

can be processed by the computer program. 
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2. Basic Framework 

This chapter describes the basic framework on which our computer 

program is built. The theoretical ideas of the thesis are meant to 

stand on their own, independent of their use in a particular program. 

Nevertheless, the discussion is made more concrete if we can give 

examples using a specific program. Also, because the ideas are 

obviously intended to be incorporated in a computer program, it makes 

sense to indicate how they fit into at least one natural language 

understanding program as a whole. Therefore we will say a few words 

about our program as such. Some of the description of the domain of 

application (mechanics problems) and the kind of syntactic analysis 

undertaken is only relevant to this program. Other parts of the 

description, relating to the basic structural model and the use of 

the given/new distinction, must apply to a large extent to any 

program that is to make use of the theoretical ideas. 

2.1 General Context and Choice of Meaning Representation 

The work described here has taken place in association with a wider 

research project [Bundy et al 79j to develop a computer program that 

can solve mechanics problems stated in English. Working in such an 

environment inevitably means that certain common assumptions must be 

held, standards of compatibility must be adhered to and that 

attention is focussed mainly on problems in the restricted domain 

under consideration. This section aims to introduce some of the 

conventions that underlie the work and characterise the limitations 

involved in considering only mechanics problems. 

We use the notation of Predicate Calculus throughout to represent 

pieces of 'meaning' and pieces of the world model that a computer 
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program might build up. Thus relationships are represented as 

predicates and objects in the world as logical terms that can appear 

as arguments to the predicates. This decision is not vital to the 

work described - it could be implemented in a very similar way using 

a Semantic Net formalism. Indeed, there are well known methods of 

translating between the two formalisms. A definition of some of the 

main predicates that we use in examples is given in Appendix III. 

An important assumption behind the ideas presented here is that in 

general the semantic analysis necessary for 'understanding' a 

sentence must involve complex mechanisms that need to call on the 

full power of an inference system. This is strongly motivated by the 

study of mechanics problems, for the kinds of representations that 

will allow a problem-solving program to perform such intricate 

manoeuvres as resolving forces and calculating relative velocities 

must necessarily be detailed and specific. Hence the semantic 

analysis must elucidate many details of the physical configuration 

that are not directly available from the text. The choice of 

predicates in the representation needs to enable subtle distinctions 

and fragments of information to be expressed, and so a relatively 

simple predication in English may expand into a number of basic 

assertions. Although the examples given here will not emphasise this 

aspect, the fact that semantic analysis must have this depth has been 

an important consideration. 

What are the important features of mechanics problems that 

distinguish them from other uses of language? A mechanics problem can 

be viewed as the presentation of a tiny world which is completely 

isolated and self-contained and about which some interesting features 
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are to be derived. No prior knowledge of the particular situation is 

required on the part of the reader, who must use his general 

knowledge together with the problem statement to produce an accurate 

model of all the important aspects of the world presented. A 

consequence of this is that the main emphasis is on processing 

declarative information, assimilating new knowledge into a growing 

world model rather than answering questions about information known 

in advance. The mechanisms presented here are primarily designed for 

declarative sentences, although extensions to cover questions and 

commands are considered in 8.2.3. A second consequence is that the 

kinds of information conveyed are normally restricted by the 

finiteness of the worlds described. There are usually a finite number 

of objects and a finite (if large) number of possible relationships 

(this may not be the case in some representations of continuously- 

changing systems). As a result, quantification tends to be over 

finite sets and the use of complex logical connectives is not very 

common. The 'meaning' of the problems we consider can thus always be 

expressed as a simple conjunction of atomic propositions (unit 

assertions) containing no variables. We have made full use of this in 

designing ways of handling information. The restrictions on 

quantification have also been an important factor, and it is not 

clear whether the mechanisms described can be extended to handle 

quantification in general. 

Finally, the domain of discourse in mechanics problems is 

restricted. Mechanics problems do not talk about intentions or human 

interactions, for instance. Instead, the emphasis is on simple 

physical relationships, like contact and support, and changes of 

state like movement and collision. How relevant this restriction is 
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to the kinds of semantic processes that are involved is not clear. 

2.2 The Program 

The ideas that are presented here have been explored in the 

development of a computer program to work in the mechanics domain. 

This program takes as input English statements of mechanics problems 

and produces meaning representations suitable to be used by the 

mechanics problem-solving program. It makes use of semantic routines 

written by Nartha. Palmer. This thesis will not discuss the semantics 

of mechanics problems, and we will tend to give examples where Vie 

semantic processing has been greatly over-simplified. For we are 

more concerned with how the semanti(_ routines fit Into the overall 

structure than with what their internal properties are. The 

framework that is developed is intended to be as independent as 

possible of the subject matter, and so a detailed discussion of the 

semantics would be out of place here. 

The structural model on which the program is built is shown in 

Figure 2-1. The idea is that the top level of control is some sort 

of syntactic analysis, which calls semantic routines (semantic 

operations) as early as possible (see Section 2.4). In the more 

complex cases, a stage of preprocessing is necessary (this is 

explained in Chapter 6), but this can be ignored for now. Semantic 

operations generate assertions, which represent constraints to be 

satisfied or new information to be recorded in the database. (Section 

2.5). The satisfaction of constraints in turn requires the use of an 

inference system (Chapter 7). This takes into account the known 

inference rules, extra information about the objects in the world 

model aid the information in the database. The types of extra 
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Figure 2-1: Basic Structure of the Program 

information about objects that we use will become clear as the 

representational system is developed. 
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The program is written in Prolog [Roussel 75], a programming 

language based on Predicate Calculus. Prolog provides an automatic 

backtracking facility, but the program has been carefully designed to 

avoid unconstrained backtracking as much as possible. Nevertheless, 

in certain situations (as will become clear) it is necessary to rely 

on backtracking as a last resort, and so it is arranged that every 

action (including adding something to the database) can be undone if 

necessary. Some traces generated by the program are given in Appendix 

VI, and more details about the implementation are to be found in 

Appendix V. 

The program's top level syntactic analysis is expressed as a 

Definite Clause Grammar [Fereira and Warren 80] and behaves in much 

the same way as a traditional ATN parser with mixed top-down and 

bottom-up processing. At the clause level, it tries to collect up a 

set of top level constituents (noun phrases, prepositional phrases, 

verb groups and so on), interpreting each one semantically as it 

finds it. Then finally a semantic routine associated with the main 

verb is invoked to interpret the main proposition being expressed. 

The treatment of noun phrases involves first moving to the head noun, 

using this to obtain a "referent", then interpreting each adjectival 

phrase before the noun. Finally, each modifier after the noun 

(prepositional phrase, relative clause etc) is interpreted 

semantically as it is syntactically parsed. No syntax trees are built 

up during noun phrase analysis. Relative clauses are treated as 

ordinary clauses where the referent of the head noun phrase fills 

some syntactic role (subject, object of a preposition, etc). 

It can be seen from this brief description that the program falls 
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short of the ultimate application of early semantic analysis in many 

ways. The main limitations are the postponement of the verb 

semantics and the delayed treatment of pre-nominal adjectives. 

However, these factors are largely irrelevant to the problems we are 

concerned with. In order to study the problems of early noun phrase 

interpretation that we have mentioned, it suffices to have a system 

that interprets noun phrases as they are read. In this respect, our 

program performs adequately enough to be a useful research tool. 

2.3 Example 

Figure (2-2) shows the input and output of the program for part of 

a simple mechanics problem. The meanings of the predicates used are 

given in Appendix III. 

A particle of mass b rests on the smooth table. 

isa(particle,particlel). 
mass(particlel,massl,periodl). 
measure(massl,b,arbs). 
point of(tablel,pointl). 
contact(particlel,pointl,periodl). 

Figure 2-2: Sample Input and Output 

It is assumed here that a smooth table has been mentioned in some 

previous input, and that the symbol 'tablel' has already been 

assigned to represent it in the world model. The symbols 'particlel' 

and 'massl' are new symbols that are created in response to this 

sentence - standing for the particle and its mass respectively. 

'periodl' represents the period of time over which these 

relationships are supposed to hold. As a result of this input, five 

new assertions are added to the database. Various other assertions, 

which serve to identify the referent 'tablel' by saying that it is 

smooth and a table, are considered by the program, but do not form 
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part of the output. 

2.4 Semantic Operations and Interaction with Syntax 

Although the view that motivates this work sees early semantic 

analysis as an important factor of a natural language understanding 

system, it does not reject syntactic analysis as an unimportant part 

of the language processing. Indeed, it is hard to see how any 

semantic analysis of the text can take place before some preliminary 

syntactic processing (such as recognising simple groupings of words 

and taking account of basic word order) has occured. This position 

does not contradict'the overall goal of introducing early semantic 

analysis. Instead, it means that semantic processes must be closely 

anchored to syntactic ones, so that as soon as a fragment has 

received some syntactic classification it can be semantically 

interpreted. In the work of Winograd [Winograd 72], the semantic 

analysis is divided between a small set of "semantic specialists". 

Thus, for instance, there are two specialists associated with noun 

phrases, and the semantic processing of a whole noun phrase is 

distributed between just the two of them. We follow Ritchie [Ritchie 

77] in believing that it is productive to decompose these specialists 

into smaller routines. By making the "grain" of the semantic 

processing smaller we can invoke semantic routines earlier and can 

generally increase the amount of interaction with syntactic analysis. 

The result of this decomposition in our program is a set of 

semantic operations which act on small syntactic and semantic 

fragments. Typically, a semantic operation will be associated with a 

particular syntactic category or sub-category. Thus in the computer 

program there is an operation to apply an adjective to a referent, 
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find a dimension (for instance, height, weight or velocity) of a 

referent, interpret a preposition relating two referents and so on. 

The action of a semantic operation in general involves expanding out 

the meaning of a word (adjective, dimension, etc) applied to a 

referent or referents into assertions about them. It follows from the 

kinds of words mentioned that the operations are mainly binary and 

unary. Not all semantic operations are tied to specific syntactic 

items -- for instance, in the mechanics world a fundamental operation 

is predicating contact between two objecrs. However, this can be 

expressed linguistically in many ways and instances of contact may 

only be implicit in descriptions of other relationships. The 

semantic analysis of verbs tends to involve a decomposition into more 

primitive operations such as this (see [Palmer 81]). 

Figure (2-3) indicates the semantic operations that would be 

invoked in the simple example. They are numbered to reflect the 

order in which the program would invoke them. 

A particle of mass b rests or. the smooth table. 
V 

(1) (3) Apply meaning 
Apply meaning Apply measure of 'table' 
of particle' 'b' to 'massl' to referent 
to particle?' I 

(2)t 
Apply meaning 
of 'mass' to 

particlel" and 'massl 

(5)1 
Apply meaning 
of 'smooth" 
to referent 

(6)[ 
Apply meaning 

of 'on' to 
particl2l' and 'tablel' 

Figure 2-3: Semantic Operations 

(We have been deliberately vague here about what kind of referent the 
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meanings of 'table' and 'smooth' are applied to. The whole point 

about these semantic operations is that they serve to identify the 

referent in this example. Exactly what form the referent might take 

before it has been fully determined will be investigated in Chapter 

3). 

2.5 Using the given/new distinction 

The purpose of semantic analysis in our program is to create tokens 

for objects known to exist and output a set of assertions in terms of- 

these to express information about the world. As the natural 

language analysis proceeds, more and more output assertions are 

produced. At each stage the system has a partial model of the world, 

and the assertions generated augment this with new information. 

However, the system does not only have to deal with new information, 

even though this forms the main message of the text. The use of 

language frequently involves the calculated expression of given 

information to provide a context in which the message can be 

economically conveyed. This usually involves reference to previously- 

mentioned objects or situations as a preliminary to adding further 

information about them. For the program, any 'given' information 

provided by the input must be in accord with the partial model of the 

world that has been built up so far. If it is not, there is usually 

something wrong, as 'given' information expresses presuppositions for 

the communication it occurs in to be interpretable. it follows that 

the checking of 'given' information is an important guide when 

ambiguity presents itself - a possible line of analysis that leads to 

violated presuppositions can be abandoned immediately. Because of 

this advantage, we use not only the 'given' information provided 

explicitly by the text but we also generate extra presuppositions as 
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"semantic checks" on the appropriateness of the analysis. In 

summary, 'given' information, whatever its source, is a valuable 

source of constraints on possible interpretations. These constraints 

are propositions that the program must show to be true in order to 

validate the current interpretation. If a constraint cannot be 

satisfied, then it is necessary to reject the current analysis and 

try another possible interpretation. We will look at constraints in 

more detail in Chapter 3. 

In this discussion, we are employing the distinction between 

given' and 'new' information as used by Haviland and Clark [Haviland 

and Clark 741. They define 'given' information as "what the listener 

is expected to know already" and new information as "what the 

listener is not expected to know already", proposing this distinction 

as the basis of a human language comprehension strategy. There is no 

universal agreement about this terminology - Chafe [Chafe 761 would 

probably use the words "definite" and "indefinite" to express the 

difference. -Certainly there is a correlation between what is called 

'given' information here and the use of the definite article, but 

this is not exact. Moreover, it seems unnatural to characterise the 

information provided by a clause as "definite" or "indefinite", since 

these terms are usually associated only with noun phrases. Because of 

this, we will use the terminology of Haviland and Clark, whatever its 

weaknesses. 

The given/new distinction is a distinction on how information is 

used and is essentially independent of the content of that 

information. Thus it is possible to use "dictionary meanings" of 

words (involving expansion in terms of simple semantic operations 
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leading to Predicate Calculus assertions) which can be used in either 

way. As a simple example, one "meaning" of the word "rope" when 

applied to an object X might be the assertions 'linesegment(X)' and 

massive(X)' (X is a line with mass). These could either represent 

information to be added to the world model (in the context "a rope is 

suspended from a fixed peg" when X would be the name of a new object) 

or constraints to be satisfied (in the context "the rope weighs 10 

lbs" where X would be a variable to be instantiated with the required 

object name). Because of this independence of given/new with 

"dictionary meaning", the same routines can be used to generate 

assertions in both situations, and the use of the assertions need not 

be considered except at the very lowest levels. 

To determine how information is to be used at any point, our 

program uses the concept of environments for pieces of analysis. The 

idea is that the current environment specifies whether a fragment of 

text under consideration is providing 'given' or 'new' information. 

An environment will normally extend over a complete noun phrase or 

clause. In our program, environments are established by simple 
3 

syntactic criteria In the example, the program operates in a 

'new' environment except when it is dealing with the internal 

structure of "the smooth table". The general problem of determining 

given/new status of information is hard. Thus, for instance, in the 

dialogue: 

3 

To simplify slightly, the definite article is taken to introduce a 
given' and the indefinite article a 'new' environment. However, see 
Appendix IV for some exceptions. 
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A: Where did you put the tape measure? 
B: I put it on the table. 

there are at least two propositions being conveyed in the second 

utterance: 

1. B put the tape measure somewhere. 

2. The place B put the tape measure was on the table. 

Our program would actually treat these both in the same environment 

('new'). Hence it would not be able to classify the first as 'given' 

and the second as 'new', as it should. The syntactic strategy used 

is simply a crude solution introduced so that we can bypass the issue 

of deciding given/new status. 

Although it is inappropriate to investigate the details of 

particular semantic operations here, the above discussion indicates 

some assumptions that we are making about semantic operations in 

general. The purpose of a semantic operation is to generate 

assertions - either 'given' or 'rew', according to the current 

environment. Apart from these, an operation will generate some 

assertions that are always 'given' - these are the semantic checks on 

or preconditions for its correctness. Because of this, semantic 

operations need to have two basic actions available: 

1. To generate assertions with the status 'given' or 'new', 
according to the current environment 

2. To generate assertions with the status 'given' 

These two actions are illustrated is a simplified semantic operation 

for the word "smooth" (gig (2-4)). 
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Semantic operation: "smooth" 

When applied to an object X, yields assertions 

isa(surface,X) ("semantic check" - always -given') 

coeff(X,zero) ('given' or 'new' according to environment) 

Figure 2-4: Semantic Operation for "smooth" 

2.6 The Simplest Case 

Let us now consider what happens in the simplest possible case of 

noun phrase interpretation - when each noun phrase introduces a 

single new object. The idea is that we will try and retain the 

simplicity of the system that works for this case, whilst gradually 

introducing more and more sophisticated features to cope with the 

obvious drawbacks. In this simplest situation, finding referents is 

trivial - the system can create a new model symbol for each phrase 

and does not have to worry about the possibility that two symbols 

might represent the same object. Moreover, since uncertainties such 

as we have discussed do not arise (there are no propositions about 

sets), semantic operations can generate assertions about completely 

specified objects. There are no obstacles to an early, incremental 

semantic analysis from this direction. 

In this simplest case, 'new' assertions represent atomic 

propositions to be added to the database. From here they can be used 

in whatever inferences the system decides to make. 'Given' assertions 

also have a very simple interpretation. Since constraints generated 

in such a basic system can only mention well-defined, single objects, 

they represent atomic propositions that must be true if the analysis 

is to be valid. There can be no uncertainty about whether they are 
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true - the database and the inference rules must be able to give a 

firm answer. 

We now show in more detail the steps that the computer program goes 

through in processing the sentence 

A particle of mass b rests on a smooth table. 

The actual trace of the program running is to be found in Appendix 

VI. 

Analysis of noun phrase "a particle of mass b": 
"particle" - 

Environment is 'new', so 
new referent 'particlel' introduced. 

Semantic operation 'particle' applied to 'particlel': 
new' assertions 'isa(particle,particlel)' 
and 'hasname(particle,particlel)' generated. 

of mass b" - 
Semantic operation 'mass' applied to 'particlel': 

given' assertion 'thasprop(particlel,mass)' 
(particlel must be capable of having a mass) 
generated - succeeds. 
Environment is 'new', so 
new object massl' introduced. 
new' assertion 'mass(particlel,massl,periodl)' 

generated. 
Semantic operation 'measures b' applied to 'massl': 

given assertion 'not(measure(massl,*,*))' 
generated ('massl' must not already be known) 
- succeeds. 
new' assertion 'measure(massl,b,arbs)' generated. 

The following is placed in the "subject" role for the clause - 
type: physobj (physical object), value: particlel 

Analysis of verb group "rests": 
The following is placed in the "main verb" role for the 

verb: rest, attributes: [singular,active, ....] 
clause 

Analysis of prepositional phrase "on a smooth table": 
Analysis of noun phrase "a smooth table": 

"table" - 
Environment is 'new', so 

new referent 'tablel' introduced. 
Semantic operation table' applied to 'tablel': 

'new' assertions 'isa(surface,tablel.)' and 
'hasriame(table,tablel)' generated. 

"smooth" - 
Semantic operation smooth' applied to 'tablel': 
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given' assertion 'thasprop(tablel,coeff)' 
generated ('tablel' must be able to have 
a coefficient of friction) - succeeds. 
Environment is 'new', so 
new object 'coeffl' introduced. 

new' assertion coeff(tablel,coeffl,periodl)' 
generated. 
given' assertion 'not(measure(coeffl,*,*))' 

generated (the coefficient of friction must not 
already be known) - succeeds. 
new' assertion measure(coeffl,0,arbs)' generated. 

The following is put in a "prepositional phrase" 
role for the clause - 

prep: on, type: physobj (physical object), value: tablel 

Semantics for the main verb "rest" now invoked. 
This involves invoking the semantics of the preposition "on". 

Semantic operation on applied to 'partialel' and 'tablel': 
given assertion 'not(tshape(tablel,point))' 
generated ('tablel' must not have the shape of a 
point) - succeeds. 
Environment is 'new', so 
new object 'pointl' introduced. 
new' assertion point of(tablel,pointl)' generated. 
new' assertion contact(particlel,pointl,periodl)' 

generated. 

The model of assertion generation allows semantic analysis to 

produce meaning in small pieces as the text is read. If all noun 

phrases have a simple character, this can work without being 

threatened by those examples of uncertainty. In fact, we are able to 

keep to this basic model even when the representation has developed 

to encompass various kinds of partially-specified entities. The main 

changes that are necessary are for the inference system to use an 

extra level of knowledge about the entities and for a stage of 

semantic preprocessing to be introduced between the syntactic 

routines and the semantic operations. This is what has been done in 

our program. 
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3. Singular Reference Evaluation 

3.1 Reference Evaluation and Early Semantic Analysis 

In Chapter 1, we saw some of the problems with finding the referent 

of a definite noun phrase when the phrase has just been read. The 

essential point was that such an approach would not allow reference 

evaluation to be influenced by important contextual factors. There 

only seemed to be only two plausible solutions: 

- First, we could postpone reference evaluation until some 
very late stage. This would amount to giving up the idea of 
early semantic analysis. It is not even clear that an 
appropriate point could be picked, by which all the 
relevant information would always be available. 

- Second, we could carry out early reference evaluation 
anyway. In this case, we would inevitably be forced into 
making early decisions on inadequate evidence and many of 
these would be wrong. Hence we would have to accept 
backtracking as an important part of the processing. 

Fortunately the situation is not as bad as it looks. Much of 

semantic analysis can proceed with only partial knowledge about 

referents and it is often possible to keep several options for a 

referent open for some time. This chapter will present a mechanism 

for carrying out incremental reference evaluation which allows 

semantic operations to manipulate partially-evaluated references, 

both for adding 'new' information and for testing 'given' 

information. It is possible to make this general and relatively 

efficient by using "filtering" algorithms such as that used by Waltz 

[Waltz 72] for finding line labellings in drawings. In order to see 

the applicability of these techniques, however, it is first necessary 

to view reference evaluation as a classical constraint satisfaction 

problem. 
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3.2 Constraints and Reference Evaluation 

Reference evaluation is the task of deciding which object(s) in the 

world a given phrase refers to, and can be seen as the process of 

instantiating a variable with an appropriate value. Many factors 

influence what possible instantiatiors can be considered - these act 

as constraints on the value of the referent. In our basic framework, 

constraints take the form of 'given' assertions - preconditions for 

the analysis to be meaningful. Through the generation of 'given' 

assertions, a complex network of constraints on the values of 

references is produced. It is this that must be manipulated to yield 
4 

a globally acceptable solution for each reference. Before we 

investigate how the mechanisms work in more detail, let us consider 

briefly where constraints arise in natural language analysis. There 

are three kinds of constraints that are of importance to reference 

evaluation: 

1. Constraints that arise directly from the meaning of the 
text. Every referring phrase provides some information to 

narrow down the set of possible referents. Thus "the 
particle of mass 3 lbs" can refer only to something that 
is a particle and has a mass of 3 lbs. At worst, the 
information given may only be minimal - the only immediate 
constraints on the referent of "it" are that it be an 
inanimate object that appears in the current discourse 
context. 

2. Constraints generated by "semantic checks". At various 
points of the analysis, semantic routines will wish to 

carry out complex operations on referents of phrases (such 

4 

Notice that we are tak;ng a very simple approach here. Seeing 
reference evaluation solely as a constraint satisfaction problem 
involves only seeing factors that cause candidates to be rejected. 
The work of Wilks [Wilks 75] on "preference semantics" has shown how 
important it is also to consider factors providing evidence for 

candidates (how one candidate may be preferred c-ier anothei). See 
Section 3.7 for a discussion of this. 
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as predicating relationships between them). These 
operations may have associated "preconditions" that must 
be satisfied for the operations to be "well-formed" or 
"meaningful". These "semantic checks" are constraints on 
possible analysis paths - a hypothesised line of analysis 
can be rejected if its preconditions are not satisfied. 
Thus, in particular, these checks can be viewed as 
constraints on possible referents of the phrases involved. 
As an example, if the phrase "its ends" appears in a 
sentence, semantic routines will eventually have to 
consider which precise objects the ends of "it" are. As a 
precondition to this, "it" must refer to something 
belonging to a class of objects that can have ends. 
Because of this, "it" could never refer to a particle or a 
pulley, for example. 

3. Constraints derived from the syntactic analysis. Syntactic 
considerations are known to sometimes yield coreference 
and disjoint reference information. For instance, the 
referent of "him" in "John hated him" cannot be the same 
as the referent of "John" (if it were, the sentence would 
have to be "John hated himself"). In fact, we will not say 
any more about constraints of this kind in this thesis. 

As an example of constraints in action, consider the referent of "the 

particle" in: 

The particle moves from A to B with a velocity of 3 ft/sec. 

This must be a particle because of the explicit definitional 

information. It must, however, also be capable of the motion 

described (it cannot be fixed, located at B, moving with velocity 4 

ft/sec, and so on). Whereas the "particle" constraint is given 

directly by the text to narrow down the set of possible referents, 

these other constraints are not to be found in the text at all. 
Instead they are necessary preliminaries before the 'new' information 

conveyed can be properly assimilated. Both sets of constraints must 

be satisfied in order for the sentence to be meaningful. It can be 

seen from this example that constraints on a referent can arise in 

several different places in the analysis. Here, the fact that the 

object must be a particle comes from the noun phrase itself. However, 
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the fact that it cannot be located at B must follow from the analysis 

of the verb "move" and the prepositional phrase "to B". Also, the 

fact that it cannot have some other velocity than that given comes 

from the analysis of the adverbial phrase "with ... ft/sec". 

Incremental reference evaluation recognises and builds on the fact 

that constraints on a referent may arise from many sources. Hence it 

is foolish to try to finish off the evaluation of a reference at some 

arbitrary point. Rather, semantic analysis should be able to use all 

the information provided, but still proceed with only incomplete 

knowledge of a referent. In order to carry out incremental reference 

evaluation it is necessary to have representations of partially- 

evaluated references and to be able to perform semantic operations 

with these. We will now look at this in more detail. 

3.3 Representation of Unevaluated References 

If semantic routines are to be able to handle unevaluated 

references in the same ways as other entities in the world model, 

there must (at a superficial level) be no significant difference 

between the ways in which these are represented. Thus, since 'new' 

objects are given names to represent them in assertions this must 

take place for definite references too. Each singular definite phrase 

will give rise to a new symbol that "represents" whatever is referred 

to by the phrase. Since at a deeper level there are basic differences 

between how the two kinds of entities are to be treated, those for 

definite references must be distinguished in some way. This is done 

in the computer program by assigning them names 'ref(1)', 'ref(2)', 
Iref(3)' etc. For the normal manipulations of semantic operations 

(generating 'given and 'new' assertions) it is possible to abstract 
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from these differences; for deciding quite how a 'given' or 'new' 

assertion is to be processed, however, it may be necessary to take 

the differences into account. As an illustration of this, consider 

the difference between the two sentences: 

A particle lies on a table. 
The particle lies on a table. 

In the first of these, the subject noun phrase gives rise to a new 

world model entity, represented by the symbol 'particlel' say. In the 

second we obtain a reference entity, say 'ref(1)', for "t1ie 

particle". The semantic operation for the situation when an object X 

lies on an object Y (in a 'new' envirol.ment) might generate a 'given' 

assertion 'isa(physobj,X)' (X must be a physical object) and a 'new' 

assertion 'on(X,Y)'. The form of the assertions generated will be 

the same regardless as to whether X is 'particlel' or 'ref(1)'. 

However, satisfying the constraint 'isa(physobj,Darticlel)' involves 

a simple check on particlel; satisfying 'isa(physobj,ref(1))' 

involves eliminating candidates for "the particle" that are not 

physical objects. 

our system keeps special information so that it can appropriately 

deal with these low-level operations oa referents. What information 

does need to be stored for each 'ref' entity? Firstly, it seems 

appropriate to have some indication of the state of its evaluation - 

so that it is possible to see how assertions containing it may be 

relevant to other entities. Secondly, it is necessary to be able to 

apply constraints easily. In order to see whether a fresh constraint 

is applicable, it would be very inefficient to proceed by trying to 

satisfy the conjunction of it and all the previous constraints right 

\A.EDINBG 

m 
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from the start. Thus, rather than storing the accumulated constraints 

to indicate the state of evaluation, we keep a set of candidate 

referents. This candidate set will be given an initial value when 

the first constraint on the reference appears and will gradually 

become smaller as candidates are eliminated. The use of candidate 

sets avoids the necessity of reapplying constraints, although it does 
5 

presuppose that candidate sets need never be unmanageably large. In 

association with the candidate set it is useful to keep an indicator 

of the minimum number of candidates that are expected to be valid. 

For a singular reference this is 1, for plural references 2 or more. 

Whenever a 'given' assertion containing the name of a reference 

entity is generated, it must be considered whether all the current 

candidates are still valid. We must reconsider each candidate in 

turn in the light of the extra constraint provided. When this has 

been done, the candidate set has in general become smaller. If the 

number of candidates left by a constraint has fallen below the 

minimum number, backtracking must occur; if the numbers have become 

equal then the referent has been finally established; otherwise the 

referent may still need further specification. Because constraints 

can cause failure even when they are applied to these partially- 

specified objects, a reasonable level of semantic guidance is 

maintained in spite of the indefiniteness implied by the approach. 

Although the idea of keeping several options open in parallel 

suggests a very loose control of parsing options, it is still 

5 

In fact, the next section will show that certain types of 

constraints do have to be stored, but the main state of affairs is 
nevertheless given by the candidate set. 
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possible for these semantic constraints to have a strong influence on 

the analysis. In particular, this means that we can still use the 

kinds of semantic checks used by Winograd and Novak (Section 1.3.1). 

What does it mean when a 'new' assertion about a reference entity 

is generated? Consider what happens in an example like: 

It is smooth. (3.1) 

when the 'new' information about the referent of "it" (that it is 

smooth) is processed. Since there will probably be several candidates 

for the pronoun referent, this information is about an entity (a 

reference entity) that is not completely defined. If the value of 

the reference were known, then this would be equivalent to making the 

assertion about that value. But otherwise it is not so clear what the 

interpretation should be. We have taken the ascription of a property 

to a reference as the rather vague assertion that "whatever is 

referred to in-the phrase has the property". This has a similarity 

with the attributive interpretation of definite descriptions 

described by Donnellan [Donnellan 71], who considers statements like 

"Smith's murderer is insane" in circumstances when the referent is 

not known. In the context of the computer program, the vague 

assertion mentioned has immediate consequences in terms of what 

statements might possibly be true. The property could possibly hold 

of any one of the candidates for the reference. Our knowledge of the 

possibilities will change as the candidate set gets reduced. Thus the 

'meaning' of the assertion does not change but different amounts of 

outside knowledge allow more or less concrete consequences to be 

deduced from it. This must be handled by a special inference rule 

(Chapter 7). 
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3.4 Imposing Constraints 

When a 'given' assertion is generated, it provides a check on the 

validity of the current analysis path. If the constraint can be 

satisfied then all is well; otherwise the system must backtrack to a 

previous choice. This situation is more complicated when the 

assertion involves partially-evaluated references, because of the 

extra degrees of freedom possible. In such cases the constraint may 

be satisfied by some candidates but not by others. We can thus 

'force" the constraint to hold by eliminating the failed candidates. 

Because of the retained ambiguity of the reference, there is some 

extra play available before a failure condition has to be generated. 

Of course, sometimes there will be no acceptable candidates under the 

criterion given, in which case a failure occurs anyway. The basic 

mechanism is still a simple success/failure system, but the choice to 

allow a constraint to hold has side-effects on what must be true 

about the references involved. 

The rest of this section gives an informal description of an 

algorithm for imposing constraints. This algorithm, which is used by 

our computer program, is presented formally in Appendix I. It is 

highly reminiscent of already existing "filtering" algorithms (see 

Section 3.8). 

When a 'given' assertion is produced, there are three things to be 

done: 

1. Determine which reference entities are mentioned in it. 

(This is simply done, because their names are 
distinguished). 

2. "Filter" the candidate set of each such reference, to take 

into account the new constraint. 
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3. Investigate the repercussions of all changes made to 
candidate sets for the other references that might be 
affected. 

If the constraint only involves one reference entity, the initial 
filtering step is simple. It suffices to run through the candidate 

set, substituting candidates for the reference, and attempting to 

satisfy each of the resulting assertions separately. If the attempt 

succeeds, the candidate can be kept; otherwise it must be rejected. 

After the whole set has been processed, it is necessary to check that 

there are enough candidates left to come up to the minimum number for 

the reference - if not, failure can occur immediately. 

If the constraint involves more than one reference, more 

complicated manoeuvres are necessary. Such a constraint means that 

the values of several references are dependent on one another. Thus, 

if we later get some more information about one of them then this may 

have immediate consequences on what we know about the others. 

Moreover, a candidate for one need not be considered if there are no 

candidates for the others that allow the common constraint to be 

satisfied. Hence filtering the candidates of one leads necessarily to 

considering the candidates of the others. These complexities are 

probably best illustrated by an example: 

Let 'pl', 'p2' and 'p3' represent particles, 'tl' and 't2' 
tables and 'z' something else, with the following extra 
information known: 

contact(pl,tl) 
contact( p2, t2) 
contact( p3,z) 
shape( t2,circle) 

In such a context, the phrases "the particle" and "the table" 
will give rise to reference entities, "ref(1)' and 'ref(2)' 
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say, with candidate sets {pl,p2,p3} and {tl,t2} respectively. 

If some semantic operation on these generates the 'given' 

assertion: 

contact(ref(1),ref(2)) 

then as a result both sets will be filtered. If we proceeded 
completely independently for the two references, no 

candidates would be rejected - 'pl', 'p2' and 'p3' can all 
appear as first arguments cf 'contact' assertions; 'tl' and 
't2' can both appear as second arguments. However, the 

constraint is more than two simultaneous unary constraints. 
In addition it specifies that we only want to accept a 
candidate X for 'ref(1)' if contact(X,Y) can be satisfied for 
some Y which is a valid candidate for 'ref(2)' (and vice 
versa). However, if 'p3' substitutes for X in the assertion 
then there is no candidate Y for 'ref(2)' such that the 

constraint holds. Hence 'p3' must be rejected. All other 
candidates remain, so the situation is now: 

ref(1) one of {pl, p2} 

ref(2) one of (tl, t2} 

Another 'given' assertion: 

shape(ref(2),circle) 

now causes 'tl' to be rejected as a candidate for 'ref(2)'. 

Unfortunately, this is as far as we can go, given the 

mechanisms so far described. The algorithm must do more than 
this in order to make gull use of the information provided. 
Because 'ref(2)' has become further constrained, 'ref(1)' 
(which is dependent on it because of the 'contact' 
constraint) should be reconsidered. The 'shape' assertion is 
no help in this - what we need to do is revive the 'contact' 
one and hence correctly reject 'pl' as a candidate. 

The example shows that 'given' asserriono involving multiple 

references cannot necessarily be used up and forgotten immediately. 

The state of candidate sets is not enough to summarise all the 

information known - some of the constraints must be stored as well, 

ready to be reapplied. The example also illustrates the necessity of 

considering the other references when a complex constraint is used to 
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filter a candidate set. 

Once the initial filtering for a 'given' assertion has been done 

(and complex constraints stored as necessary) the repercussions of 

any changes must be followed up. These may bring about further 

changes with their own repercussions, and so the propagation of 

changes may continue for several passes before either a stable 

situation is reached or a failure is generated. How is it ascertained 

what repercussions need to be considered at any point? Whenever a 

candidate for a reference is rejected, all the references which share 

constraints with that reference may be affected. Thus these can be 

placed in a set of references to be reconsidered. The algorithm 

simply involves working through this set, filtering the candidates of 

the references, until the set is empty. Each time a reference is 

reconsidered, its candidate set is filtered using the stored 

constraints containing that reference. 

3.5 Some More Complex Examples 

The mechanisms that have been presented for handling constraints 

involving unevaluated references are very general and this generality 

is unlikely to be needed for understanding most coherent text. Most 

simple sentences do not involve zoraplex relationships between 

references and do not need intricate inferences for their 

disambiguation. To indicate that the full generality of the methods 

can indeed be useful in some cases, we will now present a couple of 

examples. 

The first example serves to motivate informally the idea of 

constraint propagation in reference evaluation. 
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Into an open box is placed a wedge 
with half its horizontal dimensions. 
It extends 3 in above the top 

and also holds an inelastic ball. 

If we concentrate on the second sentence, there are two references to 

resolve - "it" (the box or the wedge?) and "the top" (the top of the 

wedge, or of the box?). Let us assume that these give rise to 

Iref(l)' and 'ref(2)' respectively. The first of the two conjoined 

clauses "It extends 3 in above the top" imposes some restrictions on 

possible pairs - nothing can extend 3 inches above its own top. This 

leads to a "not part of" constraint involving 'ref(1)' and 'ref(2)'. 

We can illustrate this diagrammaticalXy, with a line between 'ref(1)' 

and 'ref(2)': 

not part of 
ref(l) ref(2) 

In diagrams of this sort, we will use labelled arcs to show where 

referents are dependent on one another, and hence in what directions 

further information about one referent can have ramifications. In 

spite of this constraint, there is still not enough information to 

resolve the references at this point. The second clause introduces a 

relationship between 'ref(1)' and a new object, 'balll' say. This 

imposes restrictions on 'ref(1)' - in order that it can hold 

something, it must be a container. So we now have the following 

constraints: 

not part of 
ref(1) ref(2) 

container 
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Investigating this new constraint reveals that the only valid 

candidate for 'ref(1)' is the box. Following up the consequences of 

this, the only valid candidate for 'ref(2)' is the top of the wedge, 

because of the "not part of" constraint. So the extra constraint on 

Iref(1)' leads to the eventual disambiguation of the other reference. 

This is the power of constraint satisfaction at work. 

Here is a more detailed example of constraints being used in the 

understanding of a mechanics problem. The following comes from a 

mechanics textbook [Loney 39]. In this case, the techniques of 

constraint propagation allow an awkward reference problem to be 

resolved in a pleasing way. 
6 

A uniform rod ... is supported ... by a string 
... attached to its ends. (3.2) 

The description of this example will have to be confined to a brief 

treatment of the reference evaluation aspects, because the treatment 

of sets has not yet been discussed. The problem here is in the 

identification of "it", which could initially refer to either the rod 

or the string. However, we would like semantic checks to allow only 

the former, since an object cannot be said to be attached to a part 

of itself (the statement that a string is attached to its own ends 

would be anomalous). 

In order to explain how this example is treated by the program, it 

is necessary first of all to indicate how the interpretation of a 

6 

A trace of the computer program running on this example is given 
in Appendix VI 
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complex noun phrase like "its ends" takes place. We take a fairly 
conventional view here - that there is a rule in the "grammar" that 

says something like: 

NP --> NP[+poss] N 

That is, one form of a noun phrase consists of the possessive form of 

a noun phrase followed by a noun. Corresponding to the syntactic rule 

is a semantic rule which states that the referent of the complex NP 

is the result of applying some operation to the referent of the 

embedded NP. The exact operation is specified by the noun. Thus in 

the interpretation of a phrase like "its ends" there are actually 2 

referents to be obtained - the referent of "its" and the referent of 

"its ends". 

When the word "its" is encountered, the program sets up a new 

reference, 'ref(1)', to represent the object described. This has as 

candidates the only two singular objects that have been mentioned, 

the rod and. the string. The next manoeuvre is to obtain the referent 

of its ends" by applying the 'ends' semantic operation to 'ref(1)'. 

This provides various constraints, which both candidates pass (both 

rods and strings can have ends). This semantic operation also ensures 

that the ends of each candidate are known and then sets up two new 

references to be the left and right ends of the unknown object. To 

establish the dependency of the end references on the original 

reference, the 'given' assertions: 

end(ref(1),ref(2),left) 
end(ref(l),ref(3),right) 

are produced. Thus 'ref(2)' stands for "its left end" and 'ref(-"I)' 
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for "its right end"; each of these has two possible candidates. 

The main constituents of the relative clause ("... attached to its 

ends") have now been interpreted and preliminary referents obtained, 

and so the processing of the main verb'semantics can take place. This 

predicates attachment between the string and the ends, which 

decomposes into two operations, one for each end. 

Now the semantic operation for attachment is called, firstly with 

the string ('stringl' say) and 'ref(3)' as the objects to be 

attached. This corresponds to the relationship that would be derived 

from "the string is attached to its right end". The operation will 

eventually generate 'new' assertions involving the predicate 

'fixed contact. One of the criteria for the acceptability of a 

statement that two objects are in contact is that they must be 

"separable". This expresses a combination of physical and pragmatic 

constraints. Two objects are considered "separable" if it is 

conceivable that they could be moved relative to one another. For 

instance, it is not physically possible for the two ends of a rigid 

rod to be in contact, because they are necessarily at a fixed 

distance apart, and hence not "separable". Also, it would be strange 

to say that a string is in contact with some part of itself, because 
7 

such a proposition would be obviously true. In this case, the string 

and its part are not separable, because they are necessarily fixed 

together. To express the separability constraint, the semantic 

1 

This is appealing to something like the Gricean [Grice 75] maxim 
of quality - that contributions to a conversation are expected to be 
"genuine and not spurious". 
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operation generates a 'given' assertion: 

separable(stringl,ref(3)) 

In order to satisfy this constraint, the system attempts to prove 

this proposition with the right ends of the string and the rod 

substituted for 'ref(3)'. This succeeds for the right end of the rod 

but not for that of the string, because an object is not separable 

from a part of itself. Hence the right end of the string can be 

rejected as a candidate of 'ref(3)'. The first part of satisfying the 

constraint has now finished (an initial filtering has been carried 

out on all the reference entities appearing in the assertion). Now 

repercussions of any changes must be followed up. The only change has 

been in the candidate set for 'ref(3)', and this can immediately 

affect only those references sharing constraints with it - that is, 

ref(1)', the original "it" reference. Filtering the candidate set of 

ref(1)' using the 'end' constraints now rejects 'stringl' because 

stringl' only satisfies the 'right end' condition if its right end 

is a candidate of 'ref(3)'; the rod now remains as the only valid 

candidate. 

The constraints relevant to this problem are again conveniently 

displayed in an informal diagram, with labelled arcs showing the 

constraints between pairs of referents (fig 3-1). In this example, 

the constraints imposed on the right ends have propagated to affect a 

completely different referent (the referent of "its"). This could 

not be done in conventional reference evaluation systems. Because the 

options for "its" are held open and later constraints only indirectly 

concerning the reference are allowed to propagate back, this awkward 

reference problem can be solved. 
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"its" left end "its left end" 
ref(1) ref(2) 

right end separable 

"its right end" separable I 

ref(3) stringl 

Figure 3-1: Constraints for "a string attached at its ends" 

However, the story is not yet over. The change in the candidate set 

of 'ref(1)' now causes repercussions for both 'ref(2)' and -ref(3)- 

to be considered (both share constraints with it). Consideration of 

'ref(3)' yields no more changes, but 'ref(2)' can now lose the left 
end of the string as a candidate. This change in 'ref(2)' causes 

'ref(1)' to be reconsidered, but no more changes are forthcoming. 

With the separability constraint satisfied, the semantic routine 

can confidently produce 'new' assertions about the attachment of 

stringl' to 'ref(3)' (details will not be given here). When the 

attachment of 'stringl' to 'ref(2)' is considered, the constraint 

separable(stringl,ref(2)) 

is trivially satisfied because the only remaining candidate of 

'ref(2)' is the left end of the rod. There are no changes to 

candidate sets (and no repercussions). With all of the uncertainties 

resolved, the rest of the semantic analysis is comparatively 

straightforward. 

3.6 Limitations - Answering 'Questions' 

The successful use of constraint satisfaction algorithms to deal 

with reference evaluation and semantic checks relies on the fact that 
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the main activity of semantic operations is forming constraints and 

'new' assertions. However, it may not be appropriate to see all the 

interfaces to the database in this way. Sometimes a semantic 

operation may require the ability to ask a question rather than 

demand that a constraint be satisfied. For instance, the 

interpretation of the modifier "6 inch" applied to an object may 

depend crucially on what kind of object it is - "a 6 inch rod" is 

probably a rod 6 inches long, but "a 6 inch cable" could well be a 

cable 6 inches in diameter. We would like to be able to define the 

semantic operation for "N inch" something like as in fig 3-2. 

Semantic operation: "N inch" 

When applied to an object X, yields assertions as follows 

If 'cable like(X)' is true, then 
diameter(X,D) and measure(I),N,inches) ('given' or 'new') 

Otherwise 
length(X,L) and measure(L,N,inches) ('given' or 'new') 

Figure 3-2: Semantic Operation for "N inch" - Version 1 

The semantic operation needs to be able to ask the question "Is the 

object cable-like?" before it can decide which assertions to 

generate. According to whether the answer is "yes" or "no", one set 

of assertions or the other will be selected. Can such notions be 

accommodated in our existing system for constraint satisfaction? 

The simplest approach to this problem seems to be to incorporate 

questions into our framework by pretending that they are really 

constraints. We end up with two possible routes through the semantic 

operation and a choice to be made between the: (fig 3-3). If we have 

to apply the semantic operation to some entity 'cablel', say, the 

first route will only work if the constraint that 'cablel' is 
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Semantic Operation: "N inch" 

When applied to an object X, yields assertions 

Possibility A: 
cable like(X) ('given) 
diameter(X,D) and measure(D,N,inches) ('given' or 'new') 

Possibility B: 
not(cablelike(X)) ('given') 

length(X,L) and measure(L,N,inches) ('given' or 'new') 

Figure 3-3: Reformulation of Version 1 

cablelike is satisfiable (otherwise the constraint will fail and 

backtracking will hit the second possibility). Similarly, the second 

route will only work if 'cablel' is not cablelike. So we can use the 

success/failure mechanism of applying constraints to answer yes/no 

questions about which path to follow. If we pose a question as a 

constraint, we can take its successful satisfaction as the answer 

"yes"; otherwise we can take the answer to be "no". 

Unfortunately, there are some penalties associated with seeing 

questions as constraints. A yes/no question at a decision point in 

the analysis is fundamentally different from a constraint. When a 

constraint is generated, an attempt is always made to answer "yes, 

this is true", and candidates for unevaluated references will be 

rejected as necessary to achieve this. With a question, however, 

there is no reason to expect either "yes" or "no" as an answer. 

Treating it as a constraint means that we will try to force a "yes" 

answer, even if this involves rejecting some candidates for 

partially-evaluated references. If there is real ambiguity, the 

constraint may be allowed when it should not be, and correct 

candidates may be rejected in the process. This may happen if we 

apply the semantic operation to a reference entity, 'ref(3)' say, 
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with many different kinds of candidates. In such a situation, some 

candidates may be cable-like and some not. When candidates are 

rejected by one of the constraints, we will have to rely on 

backtracking to keep the other open as a possibility. However, only 

the minimal choices are forced by the question - if in the example 

all the candidates of 'ref(3)' were cables then no decision would be 

necessary. 

A second kind of question that a semantic operation might ask is 

one where a non-trivial answer is involved. For instance, fig 3-4 

shows a refoxmulation of the "N inch" operation where we ask instead 

"What kind of object is X?". 

Semantic operation: "N inch" 

When applied to an object X, yields assertions as follows 

For the Y such that 'isa(Y,X)' is true, 

If Y is 'cable' then 
diameter(X,D) and measuze(D,N,inches) ('given' or 'new') 

Otherwise if Y is 'string' then 
length(X,L) and measure(L,N,iniches) ('given or 'new') 

Otherwise ... 

Figure 3-4: Semantic Operation for "N inch" - Version 2 

In this case, we introduce an assertion containing a variable ("for 

what Y is X of type Y?"), which becomes instantiated through a 

deductive process. Suppose we have a referent 'cablel' and wish to 

apply the modifier "6 in" to it. In order to determir_e what the 

appropriate meaning is, we need to ask what kind of object 'cablel' 

is - for what value of variable Y is 

isa(Y,cab? el) 
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true? Now, answering this question is again very close to seeing if 
the assertion can be applied as a constraint (does there exist Y such 

that the type of 'cablel' is Y?). The only difference is that we 

require to know in addition what value of Y makes the assertion true. 

It would seem quite reasonable for the constraint satisfaction 

algorithm to instantiate Y as a side effect if the constraint can be 

satisfied. This would allow us to deal with the question as a 

constraint again. Thus in the program we have introduced a mechanism 

for instantiating variables that occur in constraints. This enables 

questions containing variables to be answered without the 

introduction of much extra machinery. 

What happens ire the above if there are two possible values for Y? A 

plausible case where this could happen would be in asking the 

question about an unevaluated reference: 

isa(Y,ref(3)) 

If 'ref(3)' has candidates of different types, what should the answer 

be? Here there is no single value that can instantiate Y. The value 

that is returned should reflect this ambiguity somehow and also have 

its dependency on 'ref(3)' recorded. The natural way to do this is to 

set up a new reference entity for Y and treat the above assertion as 

a constraint on its value. In this case, the answer to the question 

"What kind of object is 'ref(3)'?" is soluething like "ref(4)". 

So questions containing variables can be 'answered' in some sense 

without a great change in the existing mechanisms. However, an answer 

like "ref(4)" is not in itself very informative - we need to be able 

to access more specific information sometimes. Fortunately we can do 
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this by formulating even more constraints on the answer - could it be 

equal to a certain value? could it have a certain property? and so 

on. Bearing these comments in mind, we can again reformulate the 

semantic operation purely in terms of 'given' and 'new' assertions 

(fig 3-5). 

Semantic Operation: "N inch" 

When applied to an object X, yields assertions as follows 

isa(Y,X) ('given') 

Possibility A: 
Y=cable ('given') 

diameter(X,D) and measure(D,N,inches) ('given' or 'new') 

Possibility B: 
Y=string ('given) 
length(X,L) and measure(L,N,inches) ('given or 'new') 

Possibility C: 

Figure 3-5: Reformulation of Version 2 

In this section, we have seen how the normal mechanism for handling 

given' assertions is capable of handling 'questions' from semantic 

routines. This means that in semantic operations it is possible to 

deal with conditions that are not obviously constraints. 

Unfortunately, when questions involving unevaluated references arise, 

it is sometimes necessary to rely on backtracking as a last resort. 

This is because some parts of the semantic processing may depend for 

their very structure on properties of particular referents. In such 

cases, it may be necessary to make decisions about some references in 

order that the semantic analysis can proceed at all. This is a 

problem that would affect any approach to early semantic analysis. At 

least in our system the choices are postponed for as long as 
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possible. In considering examples like this, we have found the 

limits to the possibilities for postponing reference evaluation. 

Eventually the point comes when the options can no longer be 

considered in parallel. 

3.7 Limitations - Absence of Evidence for Candidates 

We mentioned earlier the fundamental simplification that our 

concentration on constraints makes. The function of a constraint is 

primarily to reject candidates for a reference - that is, it serves 

only to provide evidence against individual candidates. In a natural 

language understanding system, we might well want to consider in 

addition evidence for individual candidates, so that we could detect 

when some candidate is preferred over its rivals. This might be 

useful for the following: 

A. To make a final decision about a reference that has 
remained ambiguous for a long time. We cannot expect 
consistency constraints always to reject all but one of 
the candidates, and we must decide what to do when it 
appears that such an elimination will not happen. One 
possibility is to choose the candidate that has been 
mentioned most recently or is most "in focus" [Sidner 79]. 

B. To make a decision about references by considering the 
relative plausibility of interpretations with various 
combinations of candidates. Here we might be considering 
global plausibility, as well as plausibility for 
references individually, and we might want to use some 
kind of "preference semantics" [Wilks 75]. 

C. To allow referents to be predicted from considerations of 
how the individual sentences of the input fit in 
coherently with the subject of the discourse as a whole. 
Predictions might come from the firing of "demons" 
[Charniak 72] or from the fitting of inputs into an active 
"script" [Schank et al 75]. 

The problem with point A is that of knowing when to make the final 

decision. We saw earlier that it is not appropriate to decide at the 

end of the noun phrase. There are probably also examples where it is 
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not appropriate to decide at the end of the sentence. We will argue 

(in Section 4.1) that a language understanding system must always be 

on the look-out for identities between entities in its world model. 

Thus establishing "coreference" is not a process that is ever 

complete, and there is no theoretical reason to force decisions when 

there is ambiguity. From a practical point of view, however, it may 

be that focus criteria can lead to reliable decisions. Moreover, a 

program will obviously perform better at question answering or 

problem solving if it has resolved all the definite references in 

advance. Hence making decisions about some references may well be 

justified to some extent. We could easily extend the current system 

to include ordering information in the candidate sets. This would 

enable us to express how likely a candidate is according to focus 

criteria, and to make a decision quickly if it is needed. 

"Preference" on a local scale can in fact be modelled by the use of 

constraints. If there is a proposition that we would "prefer" to be 

true at some point in the analysis (eg the proposition that the agent 

of "put" is animate), but which need not necessarily be true, we can 

introduce a choice point. The first alternative involves satisfying 

the proposition as a constraint (rejecting candidates as necessary) 

and the second involves satisfying its negation as a constraint. Thus 

only the candidates that allow the proposition to hold will be kept 

in the first instance; if the choice has to be remade, the others 

will be selected. That is, the preferred path is tried first. The 

first example of the use of "questions" (Section 3.6) can, in fact, 

be seen as expressing a preference (that an object described by the 

modifier "N inch" is cable-like) in this way. 
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Unfortunately, "preference" in the global sense, as used by Wilks 

[Wilks 75], cannot be easily accommodated. This is because in our 

system all choices are cumulative - any decision that is made is a 

local optimisation, given the results of the choices so far. Thus 

consider the case where there is an ambiguous reference and a 

preference involving it is generated. An attempt will be made to 

satisfy the preference, and this may involve rejecting some 

candidates. In the subsequent analysis, preferences may be satisfied 

or not, but everything must work on the assumption that the original 

preference was true. Only if an absolute contradiction is found will 

that assumption be called into question. This mechanism will not 

necessarily obtain the best global solution, because it might be a 

violation of the first preference that actually leads to a larger 

number of preferences being satisfied overall. 

Finally, as regards point C, it is not clear that a system for 

predicting referents could not be integrated with the constraint 

satisfaction framework presented. When a referent is predicted by 

such a system, it suffices to check that the predicted value is 

indeed in the candidate set. Then the other candidates can be 

rejected and any implications followed up. Moreover, if such a system 

wishes to test whether preconditicris for the applicability of a 

"script" or "frame" are satisfied, this could be catered for in the 

same way as local preferences. That is, the preconditions could be 

treated as constraints, and reference evaluation "pushed" if at all 

possible into a direction that would enable them to be satisfied. As 

we noted above, this mechanism of local preference would not 

necessarily lead to the interpretation tlat was the globally most 

plausible one. 
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3.8 Relation to Other Uses of Constraints 

Since the evaluation of references has been seen as a constraint 

satisfaction problem, it is interesting to see how the approach 

presented here corresponds to other formulations of constraint 

satisfaction problems. 

Mackworth [Mackworth 77] uses the notation of networks of relations 

to express algorithms for manipulating constraints. In his 

terminology, the specification of a constraint satisfaction problem 

can be seen as a labelled, directed graph. A node of this graph 

represents a variable whose value is to be determined and each arc 

represents a constraint that holds between the nodes that it 
connects. Associated with each node is a set of possible values for 

the variable it represents. Since he only considers unary and binary 

constraints, Mackworth can express all his problems as graphs without 

hyperarcs. 

The correspondence between Mackworth's model and the reference 

evaluation problem is apparent. Corresponding to his nodes, we have 

reference entities whose "values" are sought; corresponding to arcs 

we have the 'given' assertions that mutually constrain sets of 

references. Our candidate sets are the equivalent of his node sets. 

Since assertions linking more than two references are conceivable, 

not all our arcs are necessarily binary. 

Given this basic terminology, Mackworth goes-on to consider three 

kinds of consistency in networks - node, arc and path consistency. 

These represent states where progressively more implications of the 

constraints are reflected in the sets associated with the nodes. Node 

consistency means that each value in a node set satisfies all the 
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unary constraints attached to that node. Arc consistency means that 

each value in a node set'satisfies each of the constraints on the 

node in such a way that the values instantiated for other nodes are 

in fact elements of the required node sets. Path consistency is an 

extension of arc consistency that considers paths of several arcs 

simultaneously. 

How important are these kinds of consistency in the reference 

evaluation task? Although we have not made detailed investigations, 

it is anticipated that merely considering node consistency will clear 

up reference ambiguities in almost all example. However, the example 

of Section 3.5 (repeated here for convenience): 

A uniform rod ... is supported ... by a string 
... attached to its ends. (3.2) 

shows that arc consistency can also be needed. Whether examples can 

be fuund that require consideration of path consistency or even more 

stringent criteria (such as are discussed by Freuder [Freuder 78]) 

remains co be seen. None have arisen to date. 

Node consistency in a fixed network can be achieved in a 

preliminary pass and need never be reconsidered. This is reflected in 

our algorithm by the fact that constraints involving only one 

reference are only kept for as long as it takes to do ail initial 
filtering of the candidate set, whereas all other constraints are 

saved for possible later usc. Arc consistency can be obtained by a 

variety of algorithms. The one described here (which is implemented 

in the computer program) is similar to that used by Waltz [Waltz 72] 

in his program to analyse drawings of scenes wich shadows. Path 

consistency has not been discussed here (although the computer 
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program can be asked to attain this through a rather crude 

algorithm). 

The fact that we are using the Waltz filtering algorithm for 

reference evaluation does suggest that the structure of this problem 

is quite similar to that of labelling drawings of scenes. This is 

supported by a number of observations. Firstly, although Waltz is 

interested in obtaining the set of possible labellings of the scene 

and achieving network consistency is only part of his task, in 

practice it dominates the task. This is because the other part of the 

Waltz task, which involves enumerating unambiguous solutions, is 

unnecessary in most cases. Similarly, in reference evaluation the 

constraints should produce a unique solution except in pathological 

cases, and this is what is expected. Secondly, although the 

line-labelling task can be presented as a fixed network given in 

advance, Waltz builds it up incrementally, adding new nodes and arcs 

just as we add new references and constraints. A slight difference 

is that the reference evaluation mechanism has to offer the 

possibility of rejecting an addition to the network. This is because 

the search tree for parsing may generate Licorrect hypotheses that 

are manifested in unsatisfiable constraints. Thus the addition to the 

network of a constraint that destroys consistency must lead to a 

failure condition. In labelling the lines of a scene, one expects 

never to encounter such a situation, although one could envisage a 

system where it would cause low-level line-finding procedures to look 

for alternative solutions. 

Constraint propagation techniques have not just been used in 

computer vision programs. Other applications have included solving 
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puzzles [Burstall 69] and database retrieval [Grossman 76]. Winston 

[Winston 77] suggests using constraint satisfaction as a way of 

tackling tasks in natural language understanding, such as filling 
case slots, but this does not seem to have been implemented. The idea 

of using constraints to tackle reference evaluation is, however, 

original with us, as far as we can determine. 

3.9 Summary 

This chapter has presented a mechanism for incremental reference 

evaluation. This mechanism provides the following facilities: 

- Semantic operations taking place at widely differing times 
can all be used to constrain the value of a single 
reference. 

- Most semantic operations can proceed using information from 
partially-evaluated as well as fully-evaluated references. 
Their manipulations will remain valid when more information 
arrives and their results will not have to be altered. 

- These facilities do not in general require premature 
decisions to be made about references. 

The incremental evaluation mechanism is suggested by viewing 

reference evaluation as a classical constraint satisfaction problem 

and building on algorithms used in computer vision by Waltz [Waltz 

72] and Mackworth [Mackworth 77]. 
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4. Indefinite Noun Phrases 

In this chapter, we'consider some of the problems with the early 

semantic interpretation of indefinite noun phrases. These problems 

are: 

1. To some extent, the problems that arise when a phrase may 
be talking about something already known about (as occurs 
regularly with definite phrases) 

2. The problems of ascertaining what kind of set is referred 
to when cardinality information is lacking or quantifiers 
may appear later in the sentence. 

In order to confront these problems, we present: 

1. An approach to "coreference" in terms of the 

representation of coextension information between 
intensional entities in the world model. This generalises 
the previous use of "reference entities" and allows for 

other kinds of identification to take place. 

2. An approach to the representation of vaguely-defined sets 
using the idea of "typical elements". rhi3 involves the 
use of dependency lists to express the structure of sets 
represented and to provide a clear semantics for 

propositions about typical elements. 

Before we look at the problems in detail, we should consider the 

basic question - what are indefinite noun phrases for? A simple model 

of declarative sentences sees them as introducing objects that exist 

in the world. Thus in: 

A light inextensible string, passing over a smooth 
fixed pulley, carries ... (4.1) 

(from [Humphrey 57]) the normal interpretation is that that both the 

string and the pulley are objects that the reader is not assumed to 

be already acquainted with. The use of the indefinite article signals 

that the readers world model must be augmented appropriately. 
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It is this simple view of indefinite noun phrases that we will take 

as the basis of the approach developed. Unfortunately, this view is 

not adequate to cover all uses of indefinite noun phrases. We will 
consider some of the problems when such a phrase may be talking about 

specific objects that are already known about or when there is local 

uncertainty about the size of the set being introduced. Some of the 

problems arising from the possibility of other uses of indefinite 

noun phrases will be alluded to briefly in Section 4.6. 

4.1 Problems with Coextension 

The simple model of indefinite noun phrases that we have mentioned 

assumes that the reader is not already acquainted with the referent 

of such a phrase. In real interactions between human beings this 

assumption can be incorrect if the speaker is not fully aware of the 

hearer's knowledge. Hence a sentence like: 

Mis Jones bought a new dog yesterday. 

may be adding new information about the dog that the hearer saw in 

Mrs Jones' window. On the other hand it might be introducing what is 

to him a completely new object. In general, a process of inference is 

necessary to establish that two entities introduced in different 

contexts correspond to the same object in the world. Existing 

correspondences may indeed not be established until a long time after 

the entities are created or may never be discovered. This presents a 

serious problem to early semantic interpretation, because it means 

that full knowledge of referents may not be obtainable by the time a 

noun phrase has been read. Fortunately, this does not mean that the 

entities can no longer be used sensibly, but only that certain 

i. '-,rmation is lacking. A iot of interesting investigations and 
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deductions can take place in the absence of total "coextension" 

information. So we might hope to continue with semantic 

interpretation regardless. In the above example, the hearer might be 

acquainted with all the dogs that Firs Jones might have bought, but 

might not know which she had chosen. However, he would still be able 

to continue the conversation with remarks like 

I hope it is better house trained than the last one. 

What relevance do these considerations have for a computer program 

tc understand natural language? It certainly means that the program 

must be wary of possible redundancies among the entities in its world 

model. Inferential processes should be able to establish 

correspondences independently and record them for later use. In 

particular, it means that there is not necessarily a simple 

correspondence between symbols in the world model and objects in the 

world. The entities represented must be considered as having 

intensional status; they are assumed to correspond to distinct 

objects, but this default may be overridden at any time. We need not 

worry too much about immediately relating indefinite noun phrase 

entities to entities already existing. Indeed, we can happily create 

a new world model entity for each indefinite NP. The process of 

establishing coextension between the world model entities is 

completely independent and can be treated separately. 

This discussion serves to justify and further illuminate the status 

of reference entities in our world model. We have argued that a 

representation of the meaning of noun phrases cannot necessarily 

assume total knowledge of which entities correspond to the same 

object in the world. The kind of uncertainty that reference entities 
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express is therefore quite in place. Indeed we can see the existence 

of reference entities as'a special case of a general arrangement 

where information is kept about possible (extensional) 

correspondences between entities in the world model. Our computer 

program has this general capability, but it has only been explored 

thoroughly for the case of reference entities. One possibility is to 

use the ability to record possible correspondences in interpreting 

some meanings of the verb "to be". Thus in 

The string is a nylon cord of 
high tensile strength. (4.2) 

a conventional approach might consider the phrase "a nylon 11 to 

refer more to an abstract concept (or set of properties) than a 

concrete object. According to this view, the phrase has no 'referent' 

in the simplest sense of the word. The effect of the sentence is to 

ascribe the properties of this abstract object to the string (a 

concrete object). On the other hand, given the facilities of the 

framework developed, we can take both "the string" and "a nylon cord 

to give rise to world model entities, and the sentence as a 

whole to predicate coextensien between them. 

This section has proposed the maintenance of a world model 

populated by entities of an intensional nature. Associated with each 

entity is information about which entities it could be "identical" 

to. Indefinite noun phrases give rise to entities that are initially 
assumed to correspond to distinct objects, whereas definite phrases 

give rise to entities where there is known to be redundancy. Since 

each phrase gives rise to a new entity in the model and cc'extension 

is dealt with as separate information, we have ended up representing 
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"mentions of objects", rather than real world objects themselves. 

The inference system must be able to use information about possible 

correspondences to relate information recorded in terms of one symbol 

to information in terms of others. This is simply a generalisation of 

the methods outlined in Section 3.3. We describe the appropriate 

part of the inference system in Chapter 7. 

4.2 Problems with Numbers and Quantification 

Examples (1.2) and (1.3) illustrate how the number of objects 

referred to in an indefinite noun phrase may not be ascertainable on 

a purely local basis. These examples are repeated here for 

convenience: 

Small blocks, each of mass m, are clamped at the ends 
and at the centre of a light rod. (1.2) 

A wooden stool 2 ft 2 in high consists o 
a uniform vertical leg at each corner. (1.3) 

If it is not known how many objects a phrase refers to, it is not 

possible to reason about the individual objects. Hence it appears 

that local semantic analysis of indefinite noun phrases is impossible 

the necessary "concrete" referents are simply not available. 

However, although analysis at the level of referents may not be 

possible, an analysis at the noun phrase level is still available. 

Moreover, the referential nature of indefinite noun phrases means 

that initially this is quite adequate. An indefinite noun phrase is 

often introducing objects not already known about. Hence it makes no 

sense for the analysis of propositions phrased wholly in terms of 

indefinite phrases to worry about consistency with the specific 

details of the world as known. Such propositions can only be 
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evaluated by a consideration of their internal consistency, given 

general knowledge about the world. Thus we are led to consider a 

level of interpretation for indefinite noun phrases that is concerned 

with inferences of an intensional nature about the parts of the 

description provided. Let us see how this might be fitted into our 

rather "referential" framework. 

Consider the simple phrase "a light string". According-to our basic 

framework, the analysis of this phrase consists of finding the 

referent and generating assertions about it. The former will be 

achieved by creating a new world model entity and giving it the 

properties of a string (assuming that noun phrase interpretation 

begins at the noun). The semantic operation for "light" must 

consider the appropriateness of the property to the referent, which 

will be done by the generation of 'given' assertions. These 

constraints will. be satisfied because the known properties of the 

referent (being a string and having no known mass) are compatible 

with the "light" property. The satisfaction of these constraints can 

be phrased entirely as operations on the "referent". Nevertheless, 

the only information that is available is that coming from the 

introducing phrase itself. Hence the "referent" of the indefinite 

phrase is really just acting as a way of accessing the description 

given ("a string") and the inferences about it can be seen as 

establishing the compatibility of this with an extra piece of 

information ("light"). So inferences about the consistency of the 

description in an indefinite noun phrase can be made using the 

existing machinery, given the notion of using a "retereat" to access 

the description. Notice, however, how the same machinery of 

constraint satisfaction would end up Lreating new properties 
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expressed of a definite phrase, as in "the string is light". Here, 

because the object is already known about, checking the 

appropriateness of "light" for the referent may involve accessing 

information that has been provided about it over a number of 

sentences. This may be nothing at all like checking the consistency 

of two descriptions. 

When we come to consider a more complicated phrase like "some light 
strings", it is clear that the same problem of consistency of 

descriptions is involved, even though referents may not be available. 

Once again we can use a "handle" to access the components of the 

description being formed, by attributing the properties to a 

"referent" once more. This referent can be treated just as any other 

entity in the world model - we can see it as the "typical element" of 

the set referred to. The system can then. make deductions about this, 

for evaluating the appropriateness of modifiers and so on. Note that, 

it makes sense to reason about the typical elemeut even if (some 

aspect of) the set cardinality is known - the same techniques will 
apply to "3 light strings", "3000 light strings", "n light strings" 

and so on. The reason is that the properties will say the same about 
s 

each element of the, set . Thus it is quite safe to argue about them 

in a single operation - all the elements are known to behave 

identically under inference. Even if we think we know how many 
i 

elements there are, treating each one separately simply means 

repeating the same work many times. In this context, a number 

supplied with an indefinite NP is almost irrelevant. 

8 
That is, we are considering distributive properties. 
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4.3 Dependency Lists 

The set of objects referred to by an indefinite NP may decompose 

along several independent dimensions which are brought out by the 

phrase and its context. For instance, consider the representation of 

the pulleys in: 

A length of rope and two blocks each containing 3 pulleys 
are supplied. (4.3) 

In this example (from [McKenzie 60]), there are a total of six 

pulleys. Firstly, there is an "external" decomposition into three 

subsets, as communicated by the number in the phrase. Secondly each 

subset decomposes into two elements, corresponding to the two blocks. 

In general, an indefinite NP entity can decompose separately for: 

1. The possible "external" set elements. 

2. Each distinct universal quantifier that governs it. 

We can represent the two dimensions into which the set of pulleys 

decomposes by a simple diagram (fig 4-1): 

"External" decomposition into 
three subsets 

Decomposition < 
corresponding < 

to the < 

2 blocks < 

* 

4 
* 

1 

* 

* 

(Each * 
represents 
one pulley) 

Figure 4-1: The set of pulleys 

Although we can do a lot of work at the level of the typical 

element of such a set, it is unreasonable to expect that we will 

never have to deal with individual elements. So we must keep track of 
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what kind of set a 'typical element' corresponds to - how it 
decomposes into subsets, what cardinality information is known and so 

on. Not all of-this will be immediately available, and so we will 
have to represent partial information that can be gradually updated. 

One way to keep track of these matters is to keep a "dependency 
9 

list" associated with each indefinite noun phrase entity . This will 

be able to expand as necessary to record all the separate dimensions 

making up the set of objects. The entity arising for the pulleys in 

this example has two dependences. It has an "external" dependency 

with number 3, because the phrase is plural and the number 3 is 

provided (we are told that there are three subsets). It also has a 

dependency with number 2 (because there are two blocks) as a result 

of the the effect of the "each" quantifier. The computer program 

makes use of a dependency list representation of this kind. Each 

entry in a dependency list has three components, as follows: 

1. A dependency name. This is to indicate the origin of the 
dependency - it could be an "external" dependency or a 

dependency on a particular set. The name can be used as a 
guide to routines for establishing quantifier scope 
(Section 6.1). 

2. A number. This indicates the total number of subsets that 
the dependency creates (for "external" this may be a 
number supplied in the noun phrase; for dependencies on 
sets this gives the cardinality of the set depended on). 
This information need not necessarily be known when the 
entry is created. 

3. A "usage" indicator. This is a flag that tells whether 
this dependency has been the basis of a non-trivial 
division into sub-classes. 

9 

Later we will consider dependency lists for other entities as 
well. 
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The point of the "usage flag" in the dependency entry is to 

distinguish between entries that merely express information about how 

the set is composed, and entries where each subset created by the 

dependency has had to be considered separately for the purposes of 

some semantic operation. For instance, when we interpret "2 

particles of mass b and c", we must treat the two (possibly, sets of) 

particles separately, because we must assert that one has mass b and 

the other mass c. As a result, the first dependency of the entity 

will get marked "used". This need not happen with a phrase like "3 

particles", where the properties can be asserted of the typical 

element of the set as a whole (Section 6.2.1). A dependency cannot 

possibly be marked "used" unless its number has been established, for 

it is impossible to consider the subsets separately until it is known 

how many there are. 

The information that an indefinite noun phrase entity has an 

"external" dependency is conveyed by the plurality of the phrase. A 

number may also be communicated at the same time ("3000 particles"), 

but this information is likely to be of little importance at first 

when the entity can be treated as a single unit for the purpose of 

inferences. 

In order to distinguish between the different states that an entity 

can be in, let an entity that has at least one "used" dependency be 

called broken. Thus "2 particles of mass b and c" gives rise to a 

broken entity, but "3 particles" need not. An unbroken entity stands 

for the typical element of a set whose elements are currently 

indistinguishable. 

In the examples of dependency lists given here, each entry will be 
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shown in the form: 

(<name>, <ntmiber>, <flag> ) 

with ' ' representing an unknown number and 'T' and 'F' representing 

the possible values of the "usage" flag ('true' and 'false'). For 

instance, our final version of the dependency list of the pulleys 

entity is: 

[(external,3,F),(blockl,2,F)...J 

where 'blockl' is the name of the blocks entity. 

4.4 Semantics of Propositions about Typical Elements 

Assertions formulated in terms of typical element entities must be 

usable by the inference system at various times in the semantic 

analysis. Each time there may be more concrete information about the 

dependencies than the time before. An indefinite noun phrase entity 

may start with no known dependencies, may then accumulate some as a 

quantifier is discovered, and finally inferences may be carried out 

in terms of a very specific element of the set. At each stage, the 

very earliest assertions made about the entity may be needed. The 

information embodied in the dependency list provides the basis for 

interpreting the assertions in the correct amount of detail each 

time. We must, however, provide a clear semantics for assertions 

about typical elements, and ensure that the interpretations will 
remain true whatever extra information about dependencies may later 

arrive. 

4.4.1 Entities and Sub--entities 

First of all, we will need to be able to talk about subsets and 
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elements of sets represented by typical elements. Given a typical 

element entity, we introduce into the world model entities for 

particular elements of the set and entities for typical elements of 

certain subsets. These are called sub-entities of the original 

entity. Sub-entities are created by the syntactic device of 

subscripting. This has the advantage that: 

- it can always be determined syntactically what relation an 
entity has to one of its sub-entities. 

- sub-entities can be used only as needed, without an 
explicit step of "creation". 

Consider a simple example - the entity: 

entity: particlel 
dep list: [(external,3,T)...] 

In this state, the entity corresponds to the typical element of a set 

that breaks down into three subsets. If no more dependencies arrive, 

these subsets will in fact contain single elements. We can talk about 

the second subset by using the sub-entity: 

particlel.2 

Note that this may represent a single object (if 'particlel' receives 

4o more dependencies), or it may represent the typical element of a 

subset of the original set. If 'particlel" later becomes: 

entity: particlel 
dep list: [(external,3,T),(blockl,2,T)...j 

then 'particlel.2" will represent the typical element of a set that 

itself breaks down into two subsets. Again, these may contain single 

individuals or not (according to whether more dependencies arrive). 
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We can represent these by: 

particlel.2.1 particlel.2.2 

Notice that we add subscripts in the same order that the dependencies 

occur in the list. At this point, the lowest level sub-entities 

available are: 

particlel.1.1 particlel.1.2 
particlel.2.1 particlel.2.2 
particlel.3.1 particlel.3.2 

The structure of subscripts makes it clear how each of these relates 

to the entities of which it is a sub-entity. Also, it is clear from 

the dependency list at each point which sub-entities are meaningful. 

For instance, it would make ao sense to talk about: 

particlel.4.1 or particlel.2.5 or particlel.2.2.1 

given the dependency list above. For the first two are in 

contradiction to the information already known about the size of the 

subsets. The last one makes no sense at the moment (because it may 

amount to making a subdivision within a single individual), but it 

may make sense at some later time. At any time, the deper, ency list 

determines which sub-entities are well-formed. A semantic operation 

can use a sub-entity allowed by the dependency list withot having to 

explicitly "create" an entry in the world model. Such i entity is 

already implicitly known to exist. 

Given an entity with more than one dependency, such as our example: 

entity: particlel 
dep list: [(external,3,T),(blockl,2,T)...] 
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we can refer to the typical element of a certain kind of subset by 

just leaving off some subscripts. Thus 

particlel.3 

represents the third subset given by the first dependency. This is a 

set that divides into two subsets, each of which may have just one 

element. We can see this as some kind of abbreviation for: 

particlel.3.X 

where X is a variable, indicating that we are not interested in the 

value of this subscript - only in the "typical" value along this 

dimension. Looked at another way, we are interested in the typical 

element of the set of lowest level sub-entities of 'particlel' that 

have 3 as their first subscript. The possibility of using variables 

means that we can actually represent various other subsets, such as: 

particlel.X.2 

This is the typical element of the set obtained by taking all the 

lowest level sub-entities of 'particlel' which have 2 as the second 

subscript. If 'particlel' now has its full complement of 

dependencies (so that things like particlel.i.1' represent 

individuals) we can display some of these subsets in a diagram (fig 

4-2). 

Finally, let us consider what sub-entities of an entity are 

appropriate when there is no cardinality information about one of the 

dependencies. If we have an entity like: 

entity: rodl 
cep list: [(external, ,F)...] 
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particlel.1.1 

particlel.2.1 

particlel.3.1 

particlel.1.2 

par ticlel. 2.2 

particlel.3.2 

Typical element: particlel.3 

Typical element: particlel.X.2 

Typical element: particlel 

Figure 4-2: Subsets of Particles 

then it would be dangerous to start considering entities like 

'rodl.3' and 'rodl.6', because they may end up contradicting the 

cardinality information when it arrives. So we stipulate that, when 

the number of a dependency is not known, the dependency list only 

allows sub-entities with a variable subscript in that position. Other 

sub-entities are simply not well formed. So in this case we can only 

consider the typical element: 

rodl.X, ie. rodl 

We will, in fact, extend this stipulation to cover cases where, even 

though the number is known, it can serve no useful purpose to 

consider non-variable subscripts. This is the case when the "usage 

flag" cf a dependency is "F", indicating, that the sub-entities 

arising from the division along this dimension are currently 

indistinguishable. Here, the dependency list will prevent 

over-specific sub-entities being considered because it is only 

wasteful to perform semantic operations at such a level (see Section 
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6.2.1). 

4.4.2 Simple Assertions about Typical Elements 

Now that the subscript notation is available, the semantics of 

assertions about typical elements can be explained. We need to say 

what an assertion means if it contains a name that is 

Iunderspecified' with respect to the corresponding dependency list 

(that is, if it does not have enough subscripts). The details of this 

are embodied in an inference rule described more fully in Chapter 7, 

but the basic idea is that if a subscript corresponding to a 

dependency does not occur in the assertion then the assertion is 

about a typical element along this dimension. Thus 

isa(block,blockl) 

is equivalent to 

(X) isa(block,blockl.X) 

which is equivalent to 

(Y) (X) isa(block,blockl.X.Y) 

and so on, for as long as is meaningful. This is in accordance with 

our abbreviatory convention that: 

blockl means blockl.X means blockl.X.Y, etc. 

There are two things to be noted at this point. Firstly, when we 

translate assertions involving several variables into universally 

quantified propositions in this way, it becomes important how we name 

the variables. For 
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(X) isa(block,blockl.X.X) 

means something completely different from 

(X) (Y) isa(block,blockl.X.Y) 

We will discuss this more in the next section. Secondly, although we 

have used universal quantifiers, it must be understood that the 

possible values of a subscript are limited by whatever cardinality 

information is known about the relevant dependency. Thus if we have 

something like: 

entity: particle2 
dep list: [(a, ,F)(b,2,T)...J 

then the most concrete sub-entities that can be considered are 

particle2.X.1' and 'particle2.X.2', where X is a variable. 

4.4.3 More Complex Assertions 

We can extend the discussion of 'underspecified' assertions to a 

consideration of more complex relationships involving typical 

elements. If we want to capture the kind of relationship where each 

member of one set is related to each member of another, this f.s a 

simple extension of what we have discussed. If 'spherel' and 'wa111' 

are the appropriate typical element entities,, then we can stipulate 

that 

contact(spherel,walll) 

is equivalent to 

(X) (Y) contact(spherel.X,wal11.Y) 

and so on. 
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To get this interpretation, we must simply avoid accidentally 

choosing the same variable name twice in the translation. However, 

sometimes we want to capture relationships between corresponding 

elements of two sets. To do this, it is necessary to place an added 

restriction on the possible values of subscripts - we require the 

subscripts for two different dependencies to be consistently chosen. 

In this case, we must intentionally choose the same variable name in 

the two places to get the intended meaning. We will use the term 

linked to express the fact that two dependencies have been marked as 

corresponding in this way. Being linked together is a reflexive and 

symmetric relation, and in Chapter 6 we will consider some possible 

rules for deciding when to link dependencies together. In the above 

example, if the first dependencies of 'spherel' and 'walll' were 

linked together then the meaning of the 'contact' assertion, rather 

than that given above, would be: 

(X) contact(spherel.X,walll.X) 

with the fact that the same variable is chosen for both subscripts 

being due to the link between the dependencies. 

In conclusion, then, the meaning of an assertion involving typical 

elements is the same as that of the (universally quantified) formula 

obtained by adding variables as subscripts. The choice of all 
variable names is determined by which dependencies are linked 

together. Subscripts corresponding to linked dependencies must use 

the same variable. All others must use different variables. 

4.4.4 Example 

To illustrate the use of dependency lists, let us briefly consider 
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the example about the block of pulleys again. Some of the detail3 

will be omitted from the discussion because they are concerned with 

issues addressed in Chapters 5 and 6. Rewriting the sentence to 

exclude all but the most interesting parts, we obtain something like: 

Two blocks each contain 3 pulleys. 

The first noun phrase "two blocks" introduces a new entity. Because 

the phrase is plural, this entity is understood to have an "external" 

dependency; moreover the number associated with the dependency is 

given as 2. Hence the initial stale of the entity is something like: 

entity: blocki 

dep list: [(external,2,F)...J 

(where "..." denotes a place where more information can be added), 

Note that the "usage flag" is "false" - we cannot distinguish between 

the blocks along the "external" dimension at the moment. Since this 

is the only dependency, the entity is unbroken. Also, there is room 

for more dependencies to be added - this would be necessary if the 

sentence were "two blocks are attached to each table", for instance. 

The processing of this noun phrase will naturally result in the 

generation of some 'new' assertions, to state that all the objects 

referred to are blocks, These can to expressed wholly in terms of the 

"typical element", giving something like: 

isa(block,blockl). 

There is no point in worrying about expanaing this information in 

terms of the individual blocks - the appropriate level to exptess it 
is at the typical element (see Sectior 6.201). Indeed, it would not 

be possible to consider individuals if the noun phrase did not 
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provide a number or if there were a pending quantifier. 

The analysis of the second noun phrase is analogous to that of the 

first, and so this gives rise to an entity: 

entity: pulleyl 
dep list: [(external,3,F)...] 

and an assertion: 

isa(pulley,pulleyl) 

Now we must consider the relationship predicated between the blocks 

and the pulleys. There is a clear dependency here of the pulleys on 

the blocks - for each block there is a distinct set of pulleys. This 

is represented firstly as an addition to the list for 'pulleyl', 

giving as a result: 

entity: pulleyl 
dep list: [(external,3,F),(blockl,2,F)...j 

(There is still room for more dependencies). The relationship is 

then further established by the creation of a link between the 

"external" dependency of 'blockl' and the 'blockl' dependency of 

pulleyl'. Now the meaning of the "contain" relationship must be 

expanded out into assertions. Once again, it makes sense to strive 

for the most abstract level of processing possible. The sentence can 

be seen as asserting that the typical block contains the typical 

element of the corresponding set of pulleys. Thus an example of a 

new assertion that might be generated is: 

in(pulleyl,blockl) 

Does this express the correct relationship? In this example, not 
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all pulleys are in all blocks - each pulley is only in the one block 

that it depends on. The situation is, in fact, as follows: 

In blockl.l: 

pulleyl.1.1 
pulleyl.2.1 
pulleyl.3.1 

In blockl.2: 

pulleyl.1.2 
pulleyl.2.2 
pulleyl.3.2 

When we consider the meaning of 'in(pulleyl,blockl)' the consistency 

restriction for linked dependencies demands that the second subscript 

on Ipulleyl' must be the same as the first on 'blockl'. Hence the 

assertion actually means: 

(X) (Y) in(pulleyl.X.Y,blockl.Y) 

The restriction ensures that, for instance, 

'in(pulleyl.1.2,blockl.2)' is true, but 'in(pulleyl.3.1,blockl.2)' is 

not. So this relatively complex proposition is expressed correctly 

and concisely using 'typical elements' and the dependency list 
representation. 

4.5 A Note on Intensional Representations 

At this point, we should clarify just to what extent the kinds of 

world model entities being proposed are "intensional", lest there be 

any misunderstanding. 

In the discussion of "coextension", we remarked that it is 

unreasonable to expect a language understanding system ever to stop 
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discovering correspondences between objects introduced in different 

contexts. Hence we are led to model the world in terms of entities 

embodying a certain amount of redundancy - several distinct entities 

may in fact correspond to the same object in the world. The reason 

why there is this proliferation of entities is that we have to 

consider each object description as potentially introducing something 

new. An entity 'particlel' in the world model represents, not some 

particular object, but an intensional concept like "the particle 

mentioned as the subject of sentence 37". Thus, if two model entities 

are found to correspond to the same object in the world, they are not 

collapsed into one. Rather, the "coextension" information is recorded 

elsewhere, so that it can be used for making inferences. 

Although the entities in our world model have an intensional 

nature, nevertheless they are concerned with particular, finite, sets 

of objects, rather than more abstract concepts. A phrase like "a 3 

lb particle" does not give rise to an entity corresponding to the 

concept of "3 lb particle" - it does not express "what it means" to 

be a 3 lb particle, but simply that a particular object or set of 

objects with these properties is being considered. Hence two 

identical phrases give rise to different entities. However, an entity 

such as that arising from "a 3 lb particle" does in some sense 

"represent" the properties given in the description. This is because 

the only properties that this object is known to have initially are 

the essential properties of the "3 lb particle" concept. It follows 

that all inferences made about it are essentially intensional 

inferences about this concept, even though they are not expressed as 

such. 
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4.6 Limitations - Other Uses of Indefinite Noun Phrases 

We have so far considered indefinite noun phrases in only a very 

narrow sense. It is certainly not the case that an indefinite noun 

phrase is always used to introduce a finite number of objects to the 

hearer. A comprehensive natural language understanding program must 

be able to cope with at least the following other uses: 

- To state general laws. Indefinite noun phrases can also be 
used when general facts or laws are being stated, as in: 

A string has two ends. 

It is arguable that the meanings of such sentences must be 
expressed as complex logical formulae, and the simple 
assertions that we consider here are certainly not adequate 
for this. It is not clear whether the mechanisms presented 
here for dealing with finite quantification caa be extended 
to cover these examples. In particular, we would need to 
represent the fact that membership of a set may depend on 
some semantic criterion (like being a string), rather than 
being a simple consequence of the makeup o the dependency 
list. 

- To indicate choice within a set. In sentences like: 

Pick up a red block. 

an indefinite noun phrase may refer to an unspecified 
element of a known set. This phenomenon seems to belong 
mainly to questions and commands, for the selection of an 
appropriate element is generally a task to be attempted 
during problem-solving (see Section 8.2.5). However, 
Section 8.3.3 describes some of the problems with selecting 
elements of sets in declarative sentences. We have not 
attempted to tackle these. 

In conclusion, our mechanisms do not work directly for these other 

uses of indefinite noun phrases. We also do not present any algorithm 

for detecting in what way a given noun phrase is being used. Whether 

these gaps can be filled is a matter for further work to determine. 
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4.7 Summary 

This chapter has considered how various partial information about 

the entities arising from indefinite noun phrases can be represented 

and manipulated. It seems that early decisions about coextension, 

cardinality and quantifier scope are not always essential for a deep 

level of semantic analysis. Much of the semantic interpretation can 

take place at an abstract level neutral with respect to these 

uncertainties, and the information generated can be interpreted at 

any time in the light of whatever more specific details are 

available. The most important idea is that of formulating assertions 

in terms of 'typical elements' and cF using dependency lists to 

express information about what these stand for. 
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5. Definite Phrases Referring to Sets 

The use of dependency lists allows us to express economically 

complex propositions about indefinite noun phrase entities. However, 

these are not the only entities in the world model - we also have the 

reference entities of Chapter 3, and we must consider how plural 

definite phrases and "each" phrases are to be handled. In order for 

us to be able to deal with assertions about mixtures of different 

kinds of entities, there must be some compatibility between the 

various representations. This chapter extends the dependency list 
idea to cover new kinds of world model entities, so that in the end a 

dependency list is defined for everything in the world model. 

5.1 Representing Definite Sets 

This section will consider the representation of the referents of 

plural definite noun phrases (but not pronouns). Just as in the case 

of singular references, there is the possibility that the evaluation 

of these phrases cannot take place locally and that it may be 

necessary to consider various candidate referents in parallel. 

However, considering candidates in parallel is not as straightforward 

as in the singular reference case. 

5.1.1 Sets with Individuals as Candidate Elements 

Usually when a definite reference to a set occurs, there are a 

number of individuals that could be covered by the description given. 

It would be advantageous to keep our options open for as long as 

possible as to which of these are actually in the set. In many cases 

we might expect to be able to do this by carrying out semantic 

operations (performing inferences and adding to the database) at the 

level of the typical element of the set. Thus we might be able to 
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avoid early over-commitment by working at an abstract level. 

However, there is no guarantee that semantic operations on these sets 

can always be performed validly at the level of the typical element. 

This is because there is no reason to suppose that the elements will 
be indistinguishable in the same way as we found with indefinite noun 

phrases. Hence the detailed semantic analysis of the common 

properties may involve different assertions being relevant to 

different elements. If the elements are distinguishable, the 

interpretation of the properties may have to be tailored to the 

individual peculiarities of each element (see Section 6.2.1). 

The main point here is that if assertions are to be generated in 

terms of individual elements then we must be clear what the elements 

are. Otherwise the database will fill up with assertions about 

candidates that are later rejected. For instance, if we were 

confronted with 

The particles are fixed. 

and the known particles were {pl,p2,p3} then it would be very 

dangerous to add to the database: 

fixed(pl). 
fixed(p2). 
fixed(p3). 

until we were sure that these three entities were all being referred 

to by the phrase. Notice why this problem does not arise with 

singular references. Since with these we are certain that in the end 

assertions can be made about the entity as a whole (it corresponding 

to a single individual) we never have to phrase assertions about it 
in terms of candidates. So if we were processing the sentence: 
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The particle is fixed. 

with the same particles available, we would have the option of 

adding: 

fixed(ref(3)). 

(where 'ref(3)' was the reference entity involved) and keeping our 

options open. If different candidates were to call for different 

treatments in the semantic operation for "fixed", we would force a 

decision so that we could still treat the reference as a single item. 

Such an approach would not be justified for plural references. 

Because of this problem, it seems not to be feasible to keep the 

options for definite sets open for very long. But if this is not 

done, choices have to be made about the membership. Unfortunately, if 

there are n candidate members, there are (2"n)-1-n possible (plural) 

sets. This would produce a large number of possibilities to 

consider. 

A pragmatic way out of this is to suggest that such states of 

ignorance rarely arise in practice. Perhaps plural definite phrases 

are supposed to be exhaustive - that is,."the particles" means all 

the particles (maybe restricted by some focusing criteria). If this 

is so, it is to be expected that the constraints provided in the noun 

phrase itself will be just strong enough to identify the correct set. 

Thus when we wish to manipulate the set after these constraints have 

been applied, we can do so with confidence that the correct decision 

has been made. We can see the representation of the set as having 

two stages. Whilst constraints are still being applied, candidates 

can be rejected. However, as soon as we start considering 'new' 
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information about the set, a final decision must be taken and the 

representation 'frozen' in its current state. 

How are the constraints to be applied before a final decision is 

made about the set? Examples like: 

The 3 lb particles that lie on the smooth table (5.1) 

suggest that we can use a filtering technique similar to that used 

for singular references. We can eliminate candidates for membership 

of the set just as we did then. In this example the candidate list 
can be filtered by the successive constraints in exactly the same way 

as in "the 3 lb particle that lies on the smooth table". The only 

difference is that we no longer expect just one object to satisfy the 

restrictions. All these similarities suggest that initially the set 
10 

should be represented in the same way as a singular reference. So 

it looks as if the representation as a reference entity is adequate 

for what happens before the set is decided on. What about the 

representation afterwards? After the filtering process is complete, 

we have found the elements that make up the set referred to. This 

information must be stored as qualifying knowledge about an entity 

that represents the set in the world model. This entity has an 

"external" dependency corresponding to the set of elements that has 

been found; it can also never obtain more dependencies through the 

effects of quantification (Section 5.2). However, we cannot treat it 
in exactly the same way as an indefinite noun phrase entity. This is 

10 
however, notice that we must make an assumption that all 

constraints will be "distributive" (Section 6.3.2) for this to work. 
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because the collection of tokens representing the sub-entities is 

given to us in advance, rather than being implicitly available 

through the mechanism of adding subscripts. So we treat such a "set 

entity" as a special case, giving it a name of the form 'set(n)', 

where n is an integer. 

To demonstrate the stages of representation a definite set entity 

might go through, let us consider briefly a possible sequence for the 

phrase in example (5.1). The computer program would start semantic 

processing on this phrase by considering the meaning of the noun. 

Thus the initial state of the entity would be the same as that of a 

reference entity with all the known particles as its candidates, 

something like: 

reference entity: ref(2) 
candidates: {pl,p2,p3,p4} 

After the rest of the phrase was processed, some candidates would 

have been eliminated by the constraints, leaving something like: 

reference entity: ref(2) 
candidates: {pl,p3,p4} 

This would then become 'finalised', as soon as we needed to express 

'new' information about the set, to: 

set entity: set(1), 
elements: {pl,p3,p4} 
dep list: [(external,3,T)] 

To summarise, assuming that a plural definite phrase has a set of 

candidate individuals, it goes through two stages of representation. 

While processing of the set continues to be in a 'given' environment 

it behaves as a singular reference with candidates. When it finally 
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emerges into a 'new' environment, the remaining candidates become 

fixed as the elements of the set. From then on the set behaves 

essentially as a broken indefinite NP entity whose "external" 

decomposition is given by this set of elements. 

5.1.2 More Complex Candidate Sets 

Unfortunately, it is naive to hope that a collection of single 

individuals can be obtained as the initial candidate list for a 

plural definite NP. The entities satisfying a given constraint are 

just as likely to be complex entities like typical elements. We can 

eliminate some spurious possibilities by insisting that candidates 

not be 'broken' entities. Thus if a set of particles has been 

mentioned and 'broken', it is superfluous to have the typical 

particle as well as each of the individual particles as possible 

constituents of "the particles". However, if a candidate covering 

several objects is not 'broken we may have no alternative but to 

treat it as some kind of compound candidate: 

Some particles are free to move on a smooth flat table. 
The particles have mass b and c. (5.2) 

Our interpretation of "some" is as a word introducing a plural 

indefinite phrase with no explicit number. "Some particles" will 

hence give rise to something like: 

entity: particles 
dep list: [(external, ,F)...) 

When we see "the particles", we must consider candidate entities that 

are particles. However, the only particles encountered so far are 

those covered by the typical element 'particlel'. It is not possible 

to obtain individuals as candidates unless this entity is specially 
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broken, and this cannot be done before the size of the set is known. 

Even if it were possible, it would involve choosing an unnecessarily 

low level at which to process the set. In this case we seem to want 

to say that the definite phrase gives rise to an entity "the same as" 

particlel'. However, there may not always be only one typical 

element candidate, and we must be prepared Lo handle the case when 

there is more than one. Moreover, since quantification rules will 

need to distinguish between definite and indefinite entities, the 

entity arising from the definite reference must be distinguishable 

from the original 'particlel'. if all the candidates that have been 

found are compound entities and it is assumed that only one will turn 

out to be correct, the appropriate representation seems to involve a 

generalisation of our reference entity concept. Previously we 

considered a reference entity to represent an individual which was 

one of a set of candidate individuals; what is needed here is 

sometiing standing for a set which is one of a set of candidate sets. 

Thus a plural reference which has sets as candidates is 

appropriately represented as a kind of reference entity. How are such 

entities to be accommodated in our representation scheme? Since 

reference entities can now represent sets, we must consider giving 

them dependency lists (previously they always stood for individuals 

and could be considered to have empty dependency lists). We can 

define the dependency list of a reiereltce entity to be that of its 

one valid candidate. Much of the work of interpreting propositions 

about sets cannot take place before the dependency lists of the 

entities involved are available. Therefore an early decision on a 

candidate will often be needed for entities of this kind. 
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The representation for the entity evoked by the definite phrase in 

(5.2) would be something' like: 

reference entity: ref(1) 
candidates: {particlel} 
dep list: [(external, ,F)...] 

where the dependency list was in fact that of 'particlel'. 

The above paragraphs describe two ways of handling plural definite 

phrases, according to whether the candidates are single individuals 

or complete sets. It is not clear what should happen if there is a 

mixture of these. In such a case, the system will have to make a 

straight choice and be prepared to backtrack. However, it may well be 

that such situations arise rarely or not at all (we have not found 

any naturally occurring examples). The computer program takes the 

simplified view that the candidates left for a set entity will either 

be one compound entity (being the whole set) or a collection of 

simple entities (being the elements of the set). It cannot handle 

cases where there is a mixture of the two types (but no real examples 

of this have been found). 

5.2 Representing "each" Phrases 

This section considers how we can appropriately represent the 

referent of a phrase like "each particle" in our system. We must 

decide what the dependency list for the entity invoked looks like. We 

must also decide how (if at all) the entity differs from what we get 

from the corresponding phrase "the particles". in fact, the 

representation that we will use will also apply to phrases like each 

of the particles" and plural phrases followed by "each", as in "the 

particles each have ...". 
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The first thing to note about "each" phrases is that they have many 

of the features of ordinary singular phrases. Thus they do not 

always appear in the same syntactic contexts as plural phrases and 

often allow for pronominalisation with singular pronouns. This is in 

accordance with the intuitive feeling that they are emphasising the 

idea of a set consisting of individual elements, rather than the idea 

of a set as a whole. 

Each particle is attached to the two strings. 
When each particle hits the wall, it rebounds ... 

The first of these sentences does not conjure up the picture of a 1-1 

correspondence between particles and strings that a similar sentence 

with "the particles" might. Also, the singular pronoun sounds 

perfectly natural in the second sentence. (Opinions differ about the 

applicability of a plural pronoun here). 

Secondly, an "each" phrase communicates a set of objects - indeed, 

the same set that would be communicated by the corresponding plural 

phrase. We should thus expect the world model entity evoked to have 

a very similar structure of dependencies to the one that would arise 

from the plural phrase. 

The way we have tackled the representational problems associated 

with "each" phrases and their referents has been to consider that 

there are several ways to talk about a given set. If one uses the 

plural forms, certain aspects are highlighted, and if one uses the 

singular forms, others are highlighted instead. However, this is only 

really a "surface" phenomenon - the same set if being talked about in 

both cases. The surface markings are important when one attempts to 

expand propositions about sets into propositions about individuals 
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(Chapter 6), but they are no longer significant when one considers 

the deeper semantics. 

Since there is only one set involved, regardless of which kind of 

phrase is used, we need only one entity in the world model, and this 

will be set up the same in both cases. Since we already have 

mechanisms for producing world model entities for plural definite 

phrases, we can use these for both. However, there must also be a way 

of marking a mention of an entity so that the surface information is 

not lost. So the referent of an "each" phrase is specially marked by 

a "4/" sign in the computer program. This mark is purely for the sake 

of characterising how the entity is mentioned, and is no longer 

present in any assertions that are generated. The effect of its 

presence is that, when the entity's dependency list is retrieved, the 

"external" dependency (which would normally be present for a plural 
11 

phrase) is seen under a different name. This ensures that it will 

be seen not to have arisen from an ordinary plural definite phrase. 

As an example of the treatment of "each" phrases, consider the 

sentence 

Each particle is on a table. 

The processing of the subject noun phrase goes through three phases. 

The first two correspond to what would happen if the phrase were "the 

particles". Assuming that there are individual candidates for the 

11 
This is produced from the name of the entity itself. If the 

entity is 'set(n)' then the name 'n' is used; otherwise if it is 
ref(n)' then the name of the correct candidate is used. 
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particles, we start with a reference entity: 

entity: ref(1) 
candidates: {pl,p2,p3} 

Having finished with the constraints provided by the phrase, we 

convert this to a set entity: 

set entity: set(1) 
elements: {pl,p2,p3} 
dep list: [(external,3,T)] 

The final step is to mark the referent as coming from an "each" 

phrase, giving: 

#set(1) 
dep list: [(1,3,T)] 

After the other noun phrase ("a table") has been interpreted, giving 

entity 'tablel', say, the semantic operation for "on" needs to be 

invoked. However, first of all, we need to know how to interpret this 

relation as applied to sets of objects, rather than individuals. This 

is done by calling a "semantic prepioc.essor". The semantic 

preprocessor will be given the two referents and the name of the 

operation, and will invoke the operation as necessary for 

combinations of the elements of the sets. It is here that the 

distinction between having 'set(1)' or '#set(l)' is relevant. 

The next chapter describes the function of semantic preprocessors 

in more detail. 

5.3 Summary 

This chapter has shown how the referents of plural definite phrases 

and "each" phrases can be represented in our framework. This 
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concludes the development of the system of representation for noun 

phrase referents. 

We now look at how it is possible to use this representation system 

to correctly interpret propositions about sets and to express 

quantifier scope. 
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6. Semantic Preprocessors 

English provides many ways of economically conveying large amounts 

of information in short phrases. In particular, a single statement 

about a set or several sets can expand into a large number of simpler 

statements about individual elements. A computer program interpreting 

such statements will often have to perform this expansion, even if it 
uses the methods of Chapter 4 to avoid considering unnecessary 

details. One possible method is for every semantic operation that is 

invoked to find the right level of detail and then to generate 

assertions at this level. However, there seem to be general 

principles about how people talk about sets which hold almost 

independently of the semantic operations involved, and it would be 

conceptually clearer to keep these distinct from the details of the 

semantics. Therefore it is appropriate to consider a set of semantic 

preprocessors, one of which is invoked whenever any semantic analysis 

is requested. A semantic preprocessor will examine the entities that 

are involved in the relationship and then call the appropriate 

semantic operation repeatedly for all the necessary subcases. As an 

example, in the processing of the sentence "the particles rest on a 

table", at some point the meaning of the preposition "on" will need 

to be consulted. The sentence mentions a compound "on" relationship 

between the particles ('particlel' and 'particle2', say) and the 

table ('tablel', say). This can be split up into simpler 

relationships before semantic operations are invoked. Here it would 

be reasonable for the semantic preprocessor to call the "on" 

operation for the pair <particlel,tablel> and then for the pair 

<particle2,tablel>. 

In order to find out about the entities it is concerned with, a 
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semantic preprocessor must look at the dependency lists. While it is 

looking at these, it may decide that there should be a correspondence 

between two different dependencies, in which case it can link them 

together. It may also decide that one entity should inherit one or 

more dependencies from another. Thus, before semantic preprocessors 

can appropriately decompose a relationship involving a set of 

entities, they must establish how those entities are bound together. 

This is effectively making decisions about quantifier scope. 

We will now examine some of the principles that could be embodied 

in semantic preprocessors. The rules that we suggest are in fact 

those used in the computer program. Since many semantic operations 

are unary or binary and others tend to decompose into operations of 

these types, we will confine our attention to the unary and binary 

cases. We will also consider only relationships with reasonable 

"distributive" properties. Non-distributive properties will be 

discussed briefly in Section 6.3.2. 

6.1 Naming and Linking Dependencies 

When a semantic preprocessor looks at an entity's dependency list, 

the most important information actually comes from the names given to 

the dependencies. From these, it is possible to determine the origin 

of the dependencies - something which is essential for correct 

decisions about linking. In the previous chapters, we have 

encountered two situations where dependencies are created and given 

names. 

1. A plural phrase always gives rise to an entity with an 
"external" dependency - marked appropriately with the name 
"external". 

2. A singular phrase usually gives rise to an entity with an 
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empty dependency list. However, if it is an "each" phrase, 
there is a dependency named after the entity itself. 

We now look briefly at places where linking and copying of 

dependencies seems appropriate, to see how these naming conventions 

can be exploited. 

6.1.1 "External pairing" 

It is interesting that, when a relation between two sets is 

expressed with two plural noun phrases, very often the intended 

interpretation is as if the word "respectively" is present. Thus the 

normal interpretation of "two particles have mass b and c" is that 

one particle has mass b and the other mass c - the elements of the 

two sets are "paired" together. A semantic preprocessor might well 

benefit from a rule that recognised this situation, which we might 

call "external pairing". For the kinds of semantic operations 

involved in mechanics problems, this would produce reasonable 

results. The main doubts that arise follow from the fact that the 

interpretation taken is in no sense a logical consequence of the way 

the sentence is formulated. For instance, in "the particles are 

attached to the strings", theoretically particles could be associated 

with strings in many possible ways. In practice, people wishing to 

communicate do not seem to use such vague phrasing unless there are 

clear conventions. The only other reasonable possibility for this 

example (with all combinations of particles and strings attached to 

one another) can be much more clearly formulated as either: 

Each particle is attached to the strings. 

or: 
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The particles are attached to each string. 

(Note that, because the "each" phrases are singular, the rule no 

longer applies here). 

Partial semantic evidence can be found for our interpretation in 

many examples where the relationship has uniqueness properties. 

Thus, for instance, in "the particles are on the tables" it is 

clearly impossible for any one particle to be on more than one table. 

However, it is not clear that semantics can provide a general 

solution for ambiguities of this type. 

How can a semantic preprocessor make use of this rule? In terms of 

dependency lists, all we have said is that if both entities have a 

"external" dependency then the semantic operation must be invoked for 

pairs of sub-entities that correspond along this dimension. So if the 

two entities are: 

entity: el dep list: [(external,2,F)...] 
entity:- e2 dep list: [(external,2,T)...] 

the we should only consider calling the operation with arguments 

(e1.1, e2.1) 
(e1.2, e2.2) 

This correspondence between the two "external" dependencies can be 

expressed by linking the dependencies together in the way we 

considered in Section 4.4.3. A binary semantic preprocessor that 

incorporates this kind of pairing between sets can therefore use the 

rule that two dependencies named "external" should always be linked. 

In fact, for the examples we will consider, it is possible to 

generalise this further to state that for a binary operation any two 
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dependencies with the same name should be linked. This will turn out 

to help us with examples involving quantification. 

6.1.2 "Each" quantification 

The consideration of "each" phrases naturally brings up the problem 

of representing quantifier scope in the semantic analysis. Quantifier 

scope is normally seen as an aspect of the global structure of a 

sentence, so that it cannot be completely determined or expressed 

until the whole of the input has been examined. Our framework of 

early, local semantic interpretation does not allow this view because 

it does not fit in with the idea of building meaning representations 

incrementally. Instead we view quantifier scope as a way of 

expressing dependencies between sets and attempt to determine these 

locally during semantic preprocessing. 

When the effect of universal quantification is examined, it is 

apparent that the distinction between definite and indefinite phrases 

is important. Thus: 

Each rod is on the table (6.1) 

has quite a different structure to: 

Each rod is on a table (6.2) 

In the first of these, the relative scope of "the" and "each" is 

irrelevant. Neither phrase depends on the other, and the processing 

of the relationship is adequately covered by our previous rules. In 

the second case there is possible ambiguity about the relative scope 

of "each" and "a". This creates the possibility that the table 

entity depends on the set of rods (the definite determiner "shields" 
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the table from this in (6.1)). Because of this difference, in the 

preprocessing of semantic operations there must be a rule looking out 

for the combination of a universally quantified phrase with an 

indefinite phrase. Which decision should be made about the relative 

scopes? In the examples that we have found, the reading with the 

"universal" quantifier dominating the "existential" has usually 

seemed to be the preferred interpretation. There are two reasons for 

picking this reading: 

- If the alternative is meant, it is usually more clearly 
stated using a device to make the existential phrase 
definite, for instance: 

There is a table and each rod is on it 

- This reading makes fewer assumptions about the scene 
described. That is, since (6.3) implies our preferred 
reading of (6.2), the latter is always correct, even if it 
is incomplete. If it is later discovered that all the 
tables are the same, it is conceivable that this could be 
dealt with as extra information (in the spirit of Section 
4.1). 

(6.3) 

Given this preferred reading for the combination of universal and 

existential quantifiers, how is it to be reflected in the way 

semantic operations are performed? Firstly, since the indefiaite 

entity is to depend on the set, all the dependencies that the set has 

should be copied into its dependency list. Secondly, these 

dependencies should be linked to their copies, so that we only 

consider "corresponding elements" in the relationship. During the 

copying, we need only create a new dependency if the indefinite 

entity does not already have one of the same name. This avoids the 

possible situation where one entity depends on another several times. 

Let us now consider the stages of analysis for example (6.2), 
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firstly when the set of rods is known by its elements. The initial 

set of rods is represented by something like: 

set entity: set(1), elements: {rl,r2,r3} 
dep list: [(external,3,T)] 

and the derived '#set(1)' with 

dep list: [(1,3,T)] 

represents the referent of each rod". The referent of "a table" is 

something like: 

entity: tablel dep list: [...] 

After the 'on' relation has been dealt with, the entities look like: 

entity: set(1) dep list: [(external,3,T)] 
>-These dependencies linked 

entity: tablel dep list: [(1,3,T)...] 

(Remember that the dependency list of '#set(1)' is that of 'set(1)' 

with the "external" dependency seep. under another name). We can then 

venerate assertions like: 

on(rl,tablel.1) on(r2,tablel.2) on(r3,tablel.3) 

In this case the set quantified over is given by a special 'set' 

entity (see Section 5.1), which has one dependency. This dependency 

is "copied" across to the depending entity. If sentence (6.1) were 

preceded by something like "A room contains some rods of length 21", 

with the rods represented by an unbroken entity: 

entity: rodl 
dep list: [(external, ,F)...] 
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the results would look more like the following. The reference to the 

set of rods would give rise to a reference entity: 

reference entity: ref(1), referring to rodl 
dep list: [(external, ,F)...] 

and the derived '1/ref(1)' with 

dep list: [(rodl, ,F)...] 

would be the referent of the phrase "each rod". The referent of "a 

table" would again be: 

entity: tablel dep list: [...] 

After the 'on' relation has been processed, the entities would look 

like: 

entity: rodl dep list: [(external, ,F)...] 
>-These dependencies linked 

entity: tablel dep list: [(rodl, ,F)...] 

(Remember that the dependency list of '#ref(1)' is that of 'ref(1)' 

with the "external" dependency seen under another name. Moreover, the 

dependency list of 'ref(1)' is that of its valid candidate, -rodl'). 

We would then be able to generate an assertion like: 

on(rodl,tablel) 

Thus, for these simple cases the effects of quantifier scope can be 

achieved by the appropriate matching operations on dependency lists 

together with the existing conventions for interpreting 

under-specified assertions. 
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6.1.3 Sharing Information by Linking 

The fact that two dependencies of entities involved in a binary 

relation are linked can be useful for updating partial descriptions 

of objects. Since we interpret a link between dependencies as 

implying a 1-1 correspondence along that dimension, the two numbers 

associated with the dependencies must be equal. Thus if one is known 

but the other is not, the value can be simply copied across. 

Similarly if the usage flag for one entity is "T" then this value 

must also be taken by the other flag. The "T" value means that the 

sub-entities along the dimension we are considering are 

distinguishable. The semantic operation will be generating assertions 

in terms of corresponding elements, and so the sub-entities of the 

other entity will be distinguishable through their appearance in 

these assertions. For example, consider the two entities: 

entity: el dep list: [(external,2,F)...] 
entity: e2 dep list: [(external,2,T)...] 

and a relationship of "contact" being predicated between them. The 

semantic preprocessor will recognise "external pairing" and link the 

two dependencies together. When the semantic operation is invoked, it 
will generate assertions which express relationships like: 

contact( el.1,e2.1) 
contact(el.2,e2.2) 

Once this has been done, el.1 and el.2 are suddenly distinguishable. 

So the "F" flag must be changed to "T"; this can be done in the 

preprocessing. Even when nothing new is contributed directly by a 

link between dependencies, it is still useful to bind together the 

corresponding components, so that further information about one leads 
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immediately to more knowledge about the other. 

The following example (from [McKenzie 60]) illustrates how 

cardinality information can propagate by means of this stage of 

semantic preprocessing. 

Two gear wheels ... are mounted on 
frictionless spindles. (6.4) 

Here the number of spindles is not communicated directly by the noun 

phrase but can be deduced as a result of the pairing between wheels 

and spindles. Before the 'mounted on' relation is processed, the 

spindles entity has an unknown number associated with its "external" 

dependency. When the relation is processed, this information is 

"shared" with the "external" information of the wheels. Hence the 

number 2 is communicated across (and the dependency will be 'used' if 
and only if that of the wheels entity is). Assuming that the gear 

wheels are represented as an unbroken entity (at the stage we are 

concerned with), the two entities before the "mounted on".operation 

appear as: 

entity: wheell dep list: [(external,2,F)...] 
entity: spindlel dep list: [(external, ,F)...] 

After the pairing, the latter looks like: 

entity: spindlel dep list: [(external,2,F)...] 

and assertions such as the following are in the database: 

mountedon(wheell,spindlel) 

The meaning of this assertion expresses the correct pairing behaviour 

because of the conventions of interpretation giver. in Section 4.4. 
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6.2 Decomposing Complex Relationships 

6.2.1 Unary operations on complex entities 

When we have to process a relationship involving a complex entity, 

we may not always be justified in picking the most abstract level 

possible for carrying out the semantic operation. Some operations on 

sets cannot be reliably phrased in terms of typical elements, but 

rely on the availablity of individual elements for their expression. 

Consider the following excerpt from a problem concerning a V-shaped 

groove (from [Street 29]): 

...the faces of the groove each making angles beta 
with the vertical plane... (6.5) 

Here there is a single modifier ("making angles beta with 

applied to a compound entity ("the faces"). The modifier is even 

"distributive", inasmuch as it is true for each face that it "makes 

angle beta with ... . However, things are not so simple. Although 

the modulus of both of the angles is beta, the two angles have 

different senses (otherwise the faces would be parallel). Thus, 

although it is possible to express some of the information given by 

this phrase at the level of the typical face (ie the modulus of the 

angle), the fact that we know that the faces are different means that 

some information (ie the sense of the angle) must be expressed 

separately for each individual. 

This situation is likely to arise frequently in a system carrying 

out a deep level of semantic analysis. In such a system, a 

(linguistically) simple statement can expand into a large set of 

predications, expressing the fine details of the situation. For 

instance, a simple statement that "A is in equilibrium" might give 
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rise to a large number of assertions, expressing which parts of A are 

in what positions, what values various parameters of A have and so 

on. The assertions for "being in equilibrium" are likely to be 

different for each object the description is applied to. Thus, if 
this modifier is applied to a set it is unlikely that assertions can 

be produced at the level of the typical element. Instead, the 

manipulations must be carried out for each individual, with 

assertions produced which are tailored to its own peculiarities and 

appropriateness judged in terms of its own particular situation. 

How can one decide at what level to decompose the work involved in 

unary operations on indefinite NP's? One principle is clear: 

1. Applying an operation to an "unbroken" entity need not 
involve considering sub-entities. 

The validity of this principle follows from the fact that an 

"unbroken" entity represents a homogeneous mass of objects (as far as 

we currently know), which behave identically under inference. 

Otherwise the differences between elements would have required making 

a proper "break" along one dimension of the.entity. All checks and 

assertions about "unbroken" entities can be made "in one go". The 

example of the blocks of pulleys in Chapter 4 illustrates this 

happening. At no stage in the problem does any of the entities become 

'broken' Hence it is never necessary to consider individual objects. 

It i obviously most efficient to do all semanLic processing at the 

highc c (most abstract) level possible. However, what happens when 

an tity has been "broken"? Whether the operation can be carried 

or at the highest level now depends on whether t*"e processing in the 

eration makes use of properties that are held by some of, but riot 
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all, the elements of the set. If it does, different elements may 

satisfy semantic checks in different ways or assertions of different 

forms may have to be generated for different elements. In this case 

it is essential to consider each of the sub-entities individually. 

Example (6.5) illustrates this. The set of faces is 'broken' because 

the representation of a groove involves a way of distinguishing 

between the faces. The semantic operation for "making an angle beta 

with ..." must produce different assertions for each face, and this 

is betrayed by the 'brokenness' of the faces entity. 

Since it is hard to tell in advance whether a semantic operation 

makes use of properties that elements of a set disagree on, there are 

two possible strategies for handling "broken" entities. Firstly, one 

can attempt to do the processing at the highest possible level and 

resort to lower levels if this fails. Secondly, one can always do the 

processing at the lowest level where the entities are 

distinguishable. The latter is the approach taken in the computer 

program. That is, we take the lowest level where the entities are 

already broken and perform the operation at that level. In either 

case, the following principle holds: 

2. In general, most operations on a "broken" entity must 
consider all the sub-entities. 

So far in this discussion vie have only considered situations where 

the entity involved has one dependency. If a unary operation is 

applied to a more complex entity, it is necessary to consider each 

dimension separacely, using the principles we have cbtained. Thus, 

for example, an operation on: 

entity: p 
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dep list: [(a,2,T),(b, ,F),(c,3,T)...] 

must in general consider individually the entities: 

p.1.X.1 p.1.X.2 p.1.X.3 
p.2.X.1 p.2.X.2 p.2.X.3 

for variable X. 

6.2.2 Binary operations 

The basic principles for decomposing unary relations according to 

the brokenness of the entities can also be used for binary relations. 

We just need to consider each entity separately, picking an 

appropriate level of abstraction using our criteria. The basic 

semantic operation can then be invoked for all possible pairs of sub- 

entities, one from each of the arguments. The only restriction is 

that we must always choose consistent values along dependencies that 

are linked. Thus the assumption is that all restrictions on valid 

pairs will have been expressed in advance through dependency linking. 

As a simple example, a binary relationship between the entities: 

entity: el dep list: [(a,2,T),(b, ,F)...] 

These dependencies linked 

entity: e2 dep list: [(b, ,F),(c,2,T)...] 

(where the two 'b' dependencies are linked) would decompose by our 

rules into relationships between the following pairs: 

<e1.1.X,e2.X.1> 
<e1.1.X,e2.X.2> 
<el.2.X,e2.X.1> 
<el.2.X,e2.X.2> 

where X is a variable. 
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6.3 Limitations 

6.3.1 Restrictions on Communicating Dependencies 

A possible problem with communicating dependencies only when two 

entities participate in a semantic operation (and not using any 

syntactic cues) is that dependencies may exist between entities that 

are only indirectly related. For instance, in: 

A string hanging over a pulley is placed in each lift (6.6) 

(where the desired dependencies are marked) the relationships that' 

are likely to be examined are that between the strings and the 

pulleys aid that between the lifts and the strings (if we ignore any 

deeper semantic manipulations). Since new dependencies are only 

established in the preprocessing of semantic operations, it is not 

clear how the pulleys can be made dependent on the lifts (or how it 

can be ascertained that there is more than one pulley). Moreover, 

even if this can be achieved, it is necessary to obtain the required 

pairing' between strings and pulleys in the 'hanging over' 

relationships after these have been dealt with. 

The solution to these problems might be to have a special way of 

dealing with binary relationships involving two indefinite NP 

entities. When such a relationship occurs, the two entities could be 

made tc share the same dependency list (apart from possible 

"external" dependencies). If this is done, the discovery of an e::tra 

dependency for one entity later on will be immediately reflected in 

the dependency list of the other. Thus in the example, the strings 

and pulleys would share a single dependency list after the 'hanging 
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over' relationship was processed. When the 'placed in' relation was 

dealt with, an extra entry would be made on the list for the strings. 

This would be immediately reflected in that for the pulleys. How 

would pairing between strings and pulleys be achieved? This would be 

simply a consequence of the shared dependency and the conventions for 

interpreting 'underspecified' assertions (Section 4.4). 

Unfortunately, such a solution would require some refinement to 

take account of examples like the following (from [Dull, Metcalfe and 

Williams 64]): 

A bridge ... is supported by a pier at each end (6.7) 

Here two indefinite entities (the bridge and the piers) participate 

in a semantic ;relationship (support) but do not share all 

dependencies (the dependency on the ends). The computer program can 

currently deal with this example, because it has not been modified in 

accordance with the above suggestions. 

6.3.2 Problems with Non-Distributive Relations 

We have used the term "distributive" to refer to a property or 

relation which, when applied to a set of objects, says the same thing 

about each one. Thus "the blocks are blue" means that each block 

individually is blue, for example ("being blue" is distributive). It 
is unfortunately the case that we have relied heavily on 

distributivity in formulating our rules for semantic preprocessors, 

and in other places as well. 

One place where we depend on distributivity to a large extent is in 

the treatment of constraints as means of reducing candidate sets. 
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Since filtering requires considering one candidate at a time, it is 

only possible to do this"if all the restrictions can be seen as 

simple constraints on single elements. An example like: 

'The particles 3 ft apart (6.8) 

cannot be accommodated in this framework (we cannot go through the 

candidates one by one, eliminating those that are not "3 ft apart"). 

This e:,,ample is contrived and sounds odd. Perhaps such restrictions 

are rarely used in practice. 

Even when we consider 'new' information, it is clear that our 

methods will not work with properties that cannot be applied 

individually to all the elements of a set. Examples like: 

Two spherical balls whose masses are in the ratio 3:1 
are suspended side by side so that their centres are in a 

horizontal line and the balls hang just touching. (6.9) 

(from [McKenzie 60]) require some "breaking up" of the set before 

they can be processed and have idiosyncratic properties. These are 

examples of properties applied to sets as a whole rather than to 

individual elements (although they expand in terms of differing 

properties of elements). 

How can we deal with non-distributive relations? There is, 

perhaps, no way of avoiding considering each one as a spcciai case 

and specifying how it deals with sets and can use the dependency 

information associated with its arguments. Each non-distributive 

property has its own peculiar way of assigning properties to 

individual elements, and it is not clear what generalisations there 

are. 
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Even if we ignore the problem of blatently non-distributive 

relations, we must still be aware of the problems that are introduced 

by the use of a uniform set of semantic preprocessors. There is a 

significant danger that the conceptual clarity that these offer can 

be achieved only at the expense of severely limiting the scope of the 

semantic operations. Thus, for instance, although "a string is 

attached to two blocks" does indeed mean that the string is attached 

to the first block and the string is attached to the second block, 

the processing of the relationship should almost certainly see the 

situation as a whole. Given the global picture, a semantic routine 

can suggest one block being at each end of the string. Given 

separately the two relationships between individuals, it is much 

harder to decide this. It is clear that in general decomposing 

statements about sets is non-trivial, and a much more flexible system 

is needed than we have presented here. It might well be the case 

that there are very few relations that are truly "distributive", in 

which case a lot more work needs to be done before we have developed 

a firm framework for dealing with propositions about sets. 

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed how one can build general 

procedures for dealing with propositions about sets. A semantic 

preprocessor is a procedure that decomposes complex propositions 

about sets into propositions about simpler objects (usually 

individuals). We have seen how semantic preprocessors can use the 

dependency list representation to organise semantic operations on 

sets and to achieve the effects of quantifier scope. The operation of 

semantic preprocessors has been seen to involve two phases - first, 
the appropriate linking together of dependencies of the entities 
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involved, and second the decomposition of the relationship into 

simpler ones, according to the 'brokenness' of the entities. Examples 

of the rules that one might use in these phases have been presented. 

Iii summary, there are two main ways in which we differ from Woods 

and Colmerauer in our treatment of quantification: 

1. Quantification scope is expressed not as the differing 
placement of sub-formulae within a logical formula, but as 
relationships ("links") between complex entities in the 

world model. These relationships are permanent ties 
between the entities and are used in the interpretation of 
assertions made about them. 

2. The effects of quantifier scope are communicated solely 
through the processing of semantic relationships between 
entities and not as part of a global construction for the 

sentence. 

The basis for the whole mechanism is the dependency list 

representation, which is similar to the representation of objects as 

Skolem functions, suitably modified to allow partial information to 

be recorded. 

At the level of concrete rules for determining quantifier scope, 

our system produces only a small offering - that the quantification 

of an "each" phrase dominates that of an indefinite phrase that it is 

semantically related to. This compares with the many rules used by 

Woods and Colmerauer, covering a variety of quantifiers as well as 

negation. Vanlehn's [Vanlehn 78] survey of rules for interpreting 

quantification in natural language shows that almost all have 

counter-examples (although the combination of "each" and "a" is 

fairly reliably interpreted in the way we have chosen). There are 

still many unsolved problems in this area. 

The rules that have been informally developed for the formation of 
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dependency lists and for the workings of semantic preprocessors can 

now be summarised more formally in Appendix II. 

Now that the development of the representational system is 

complete, we look briefly at what implications it has for the 

inference system that is used. Then-we consider the scope of our 

methods by looking at examples and possible extensions. 
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7. The Inference System 

7.1 The Role of the Inference System 

The use of a flexible system of representation for noun phrase 

interpretation necessarily places a burden on the inference system. 

Because of the intensional nature of our world model entities, there 

are usually more of them than there are objects in the 'world' under 

consideration. A fact about a single object in the world may be 

expressed in many possible ways according to which entities are used 

to represent it. Somehow sense must be made of all this information. 

To help it with this, the inference system must use the extra 

information about how typical elements of sets relate to particular 

elements and which entities are known to correspond to the same 

object in the world, as well as ordinary inference rules and the 

assertions in the database. The use of this extra information for 

our representation system can be seen as taking the form of two 

special inference rules. 

It is worthwhile referring back to figure 2-1 to see what the role 

of the inference system is in our framework. We are not pretending 

that this is the only role that inference can play in natural 

language understanding, but rather we are concentrating on the 

aspects that most concern out work on early noun phrase 

interpretation. When, in our framework, a piece of semantic analysis 

is requested by the syntactic routines, a semantic preprocessor steps 

in to make multiple calls to a semantic operation. Because of this 

intermediate stage, the semantic operation only has to deal with 

"unbroken" entities - usually entities that correspond to single 

objects. In the course of the analysis it performs, assertions are 
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generated about these entities. Some of the assertions are 

constraints that must be satisfied - these are sent to the constraint 

satisfaction routines, which try substituting candidates for 

reference entities. It is only at this stage that the inference 

system is invoked - it is used in an attempt to prove the truth of an 

assertion expressed entirely in terms of "unbroken" entities and in 

which candidates have been substituted for reference entities. Note 

that the context also means that all inference if goal-directed - the 

inference system is always presented with a specific goal to be 

proved. It is hence based around a simple backwards chaining 

approach, where a goal can be proved ether if it is in the database 

or if there is an inference rule tnat can replace it by subgoals that 

are themselves provable. 

7.2 The 'Reference' Rule 

The 'reference' rule allows account to be taken of which entities 

in the world model could correspond to the same object in the world. 

A reference entity and one of its candidates are related in this way, 

as are two entities whose coextension has been explicitly stated 

(Section 4.1). The rule which enables this information to be used 

states that: 

If an assertion holds of one entity then it also holds of 
any other entity that could be coextensive with it. 

The main use of this is to enable assertions made about reference 

entities to be interpreted in terms of their possible candidates. 

For instance, if 'ref(1)' has candidates 'a' and 'b' and 'p(ref(1))' 
is provable, then both 'p(a)' and 'p(b)' will be provable. 

In the computer program, an explicit record is kept of pairs of 
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entities that could be coextensive, in a way that generalises the use 

of candidate sets for reference entities. Thus, given an assertion 

to be inferred, the system can easily produce other assertions as 

'equivalent' goals by substituting coextensive entities for some of 

the arguments. 

Given this rule of inference, it is possible to 'deduce false 

propositions when a reference has more than one candidate. As an 

example, consider the following sequence: 

A particle slides down the side of a wedge. 
It has a mass of 5 lbs. 

The phrase "it" can be taken as referring to either the particle or 

the wedge, and the second sentence gives 'riew' information about 

whichever this is. This produces an assertion like: 

mass(ref(1),5,lbs) 

where 

ref(1) one of {particlel,wedgel} 

Our rule of inference enables both of 

mass(particlel,5,lbs) 
mass(wedgel,5,lbs) 

to be deduced as possible consequences of this, although only one is 

correct (but which?). As a result, in the following analysis a 

constraint that the particle have non-zero mass would be satisfiable, 

as would a constraint that the wedge have non-zero mass. In 

situations like this, the inference system will allow some 

constraints to be satisfied when they should not be. This is a 
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necessary consequence of postponing reference evaluation decisions 

(but the problem arises much more rarely than in a system that 

postpones reference evaluation completely). Fortunately, any 

disadvantages are on the side of the system being over-conservative 

and allowing too many constraints to hold. This simply gives rise to 

a larger search space of possible analysis paths than necessary and 

can never lead to the correct path being lost. In the above example, 

the result is that possibilities requiring either of the assertions 

to be true can be followed after this point. If one of the 

consequences were not deducible then any line of analysis that relied 

on it could never be tried and the search tree would be incomplete. 

How efficient is it to use the "reference' rule? If there are no 

reference entities around that are associated with the entities in a 

goal assertion, it produces very little overhead (no 'equivalent' 

asserticns are generated). However, if there are relevant reference 

entities, the effect on the amount of time spent on proofs can be 

considerable. In our computer program, whenever there is an assertion 

to be proved, the alternative "equivalent' goals are tried one by one 

until one succeeds. Since this applies to every subgoal generated in 

the proof, the presence of reference entities could cause a huge 

increase in the size of the search tree for a procf. In the examples 

we have tried, this has not been a problem, but is remains to be seen 

what the effect of using the 'reference" rule will be in other 

situations. 

The computer program is actually able to use an improved version of 

the 'reference' rule, at the expense of only dealing properly with 

reference entities (and not instances of coextensior in general). 
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This relies on the fact that the creation of reference entities 

always extends the set of entities in the direction of "greater 

abstractness". A new reference entity has only "less abstract" 

entities as its candidates. As was remarked in the first section of 

this chapter, reference entities do not appear in the original goals 

presented to the inference system. These goals are expressed entirely 

in terms of "least abstract" entities. Now, if a fact has been put in 

the database about one of these "least abstract" entities then either 

it-appears in terms of the entity itself or it appears in terms of a 

more abstract entity (a reference entity which has it as a 

candidate). It is only necessary to produce 'equivalent' assertions 

that are more abstract. If one of these more abstract goals is being 

pursued, it is again only necessary to consider 'equivalent' goals 

that are even more abstract. Moreover the same applies in more 

lengthy inferences. For instance, if we had the goal: 

fixed(particlel) 

and 'particlel' was a candidate for both 'ref(1)' and 'ref(2)' then 

we could generate three possible 'equivalent' goals: 

1. fixed(particlel) 

2. fixed(ref(1)) 

3. fixed (ref (2) ) 

If we also had available an inference rule: 

if contact(A,B) and fixed(B) then fixed(A) 

and decided to use it, possibility (1) would lead us to the subgoals 

contact(particlel,B) and fixed(B) 
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the first of which would generate two 'equivalent' goals as before. 

On the other hand, following possibility (2) would give us the 

subgoals 

contact(ref(l),B) and fixed(B) 

We would not want to start generating equivalent goals to these in 

terms of 'particlel', because this would duplicate the investigations 

going on for possibility (1). This would be avoided if we used the 

"abstractness" criterion, because 'ref(l)' is more "abstract" than 

'particlel'. The situation is perhaps best expressed pictorially, 

with each reference entity placed above its candidates (fig 7-1). 

ref(l) ref(2) 

a b particlel d 
Mo re 
Abstract 

Figure 7-1: Typical Layout of Reference Entities 

In this scheme, new reference entities are added at the top of the 

diagram, whereas new indefinite entities are added at the bottom. If 
a fact has been stated about 'a' in this example, either it has been 

explicitly stated in terms of 'a' or in terms of 'ref(l)' (or a 

mixtuie of the two). If a fact has been stated about 'ref(l)' then it 
cannot have been stated in terms of any other entity. Goals given to 

the inference system are always in terms of entities at the bottom of 

the diagram, and so it is only necessary to follow links "upwards" to 

generate equivalent subgcals. In particular, inferences like "p(a) 

implies p(ref(l)) implies p(b)" are not desirable, and can be 

avoided. 
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7.3 The 'Compound Entity' Rule 

The 'compound entity' rule enables the relationship between typical 

elements of sets and particular elements to be taken into account. It 
is used to infer particular consequences from general assertions 

about sets, and embodies the conventions for interpreting "under- 

specified" assertions (Section 4.4). This rule is only necessary for 

interpreting information about those sets that arise from indefinite 

noun phrases - all information about definite 'set entities' (5.1) is 

necessarily immediately expressed in terms of individual elements 

(because such entities are 'broken'). The rule states that: 

If an assertion containing one or more "under-specified" 
indefinite entities holds, then a derived assertion obtained 
by adding "subscripts" to the entities holds as long as: 

1. Subscripts occur in an order that corresponds to the 
order of dependencies in the dependency lists, with no 

gaps.. 

2. Each subscript is a legal value for the dependency it 
corresponds to. 

3. Any two added subscripts that correspond to linked 
dependencies must be equal. 

The first of these restrictions is just to ensure consistency in the 

meaning of names with subscripts. Thus if' 'particlel' has cwc 

dependencies then 'particlel.3' always refers to the typical element 

of the set obtained by choosing the third division of the first 
dependency. The corresponding typical element for the second 

dependency would be 'particlel.X.3', where X is a variable. The 

secor_d restriction ensures that the 'number' and `usage' information 

for dependencies is taken into account. If a dependency is 'unused', 

the only legal subscript is a variable (there is no point in 

considering the sub-entities along this dimension, even if we know 
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how many there are). On the other hand, if it is 'used' then the 

subscript could be either a variable or an integer between 1 and the 

'number'. Finally, the third restriction ensures that 'linking' 

information is used correctly for decoding statements about 

'corresponding' elements of sets. 

How is this inference rule used by the computer program? The rule 

is a way of deducing things about entities whose names include 

subscripts. Given an assertion containing such an entity, it can be 

used to generate subsuming assertions that may be true. Hence it is 

used for suggesting alternative levels at which the proof of a 

subgoal can proceed. If a name with a subscript occurs in a goal, a 

possibility is to try and prove the same goal with the subscript 

removed. The third restriction on the -compound entity' rule provides 

a check that the new goal really does imply the old one. 

As a simple example, if we have: 

entity: particlel 
dep list: [(external,2,T)...j 

and the assertion 

isa(particle,particlel) 

in the database, then the goal "isa(particle,particlel.1)" will be 

provable by means of the "compounJ entity" rule -- the property of 

being a particle is true of an element because it is true of the 

typical element. 

Is the inference rule presented here adequate for all inferences 

about sets? It enables propositions about elements to be deduced 
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from propositions about sets, but gives no help for inferences in the 

other direction. Fortunately, as we noted in the first section of 

this chapter, the inference system is only called upon to satisfy 

goals containing 'unbroken' entities. A proposition about such an 

entity can only be true by dint of being expressed in terms of that 

entity or more 'abstract' entities (entities that represent sets 

including all the objects corresponding to the entity). For if an 

entity is 'unbroken' no semantic operations have been carried out on 

individual sub-entities. Thus we have a situation analogous to that 

with the 'reference' rule - inferences only need to consider more 

'abstract' alternative goals. Hence the rule given is adequate. 

How efficient is it to use the 'compound entity' rule? As in the 

case of the 'reference' rule, it causes an extra level of search to 

take place for each subgoal of a proof. The explosive nature of this 

search is limited somewhat by the fact that only more abstract' 

goals are proposed by it at any time. Moreover, the applicability of 

the rule can be detected quickly by syntactic means - a subscripted 

name is related syntactically to the names of the sets it is subsumed 

by. 

7.4 General Proof Strategy 

The strategy used by the computer program for attempting proofs 

involves mixing together the two inference L'ules into a single 

mechanism for proposing alternative goals. 

Whenever a subgoal is generated, it and alternative 'more abstract' 

goals are proposed one by one until one can be satisfied. In order to 

satisfy such a goal, the system tries first to find a matching 

assertion in the database; failing this, it tries to find an ordinary 
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inference rule that matches the goal and uses this to generate a new 

set of subgoals. 

7.5 Problems with Negation 

It seems reasonable to expect semantic operations to generate 

constraints about what must not be true, as well as what must be 

true. Hence we must examine the status of negation in the inference 

system, and in particular, how negation interacts with our special 

inference rules. Our basic strategy is to equate negation with 

unprovability. However, this introduces some interesting problems. 

The first problem arises with the 'reference' rule, which as we 

remarked can prove false propositions. If the system can prove a 

proposition 'P' by using the 'reference' rule with a false candidate 

for a reference entity then it will never be able to prove 'not(P)'. 

For in order to establish 'not(P)' it must have completely failed to 

prove 'P'. This is a serious problem, because it can lead to a 

correct path being eliminated from the search tree. 

A possible solution would be for the system to have two modes of 

inference - 'optimistic' and 'pessimistic'. In 'optimistic' mode it 
would prove everything that could 'possibly' be true. This would be 

equivalent to the system as described, and would be the normal 

approach for satisfying constraints. In 'pessimistic' mode it would 

only prove things guaranteed to be true. Thus it would only use the 

'reference' rule in situations where 'identity' was posJtively 

established. In order to produce an 'optimistic' proof of 'not(P)', 

the system would attempt a 'pessimistic' proof of 'P' and succeed if 
and only if that failed. This would guarantee that true propositions 

could always be proved. It would also lead to a few more false 
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propositions being provable. The extension of the computer program to 

allow these two modes of inference should be straightforward, but it 
has not yet been undertaken. 

The second problem with negation concerns the generation of 

subsuming alternatives for subgoals. If proposition 'P' subsumes 

proposition 'Q' then 'not(P)' does not (necessarily) subsume 

not(Q)'. For instance, trying to prove 'p(particlel)' is a 

reasonable way of proving 'p(particlel.1)', but it would be wrong to 

try and prove 'not(p(particlel))' in order to get 

'not(p(partic1el.1))' (One cannot assume that a goal is unprovable 

because a more general goal is). Our syntactic mechanism for 

generating alternative goals by the 'compound entity' rule does not 

work for negations. The action of this iule must be switched off in 

such contexts. It must also be possible to prevent any subgoal from 

being proved in a way that uses an over general' negation. The 

current program incorporates a way of doing this. 

7.6 Summary 

This chapter has investigated the kind of inference system that is 

needed to support the representation system we have developed. Two 

special inference rules have been described, which allow the system 

to make use of the extra level of information kept about world model 

entities. 

It is now time to summarise the scope and limitations of the system 

as a whole. 
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8. Summary and Examples 

This chapter surveys a set of examples that indicate the scope of 

our representational system. We look firstly at examples that the 

computer program can deal with. Then we look at examples whose 

treatment seems to be within the scope of the system but which cannot 

at the moment be handled by the program. Finally we consider examples 

that seem to demand much more sophisticated treatment. 

8.1 Capabilities of the Program 

The following examples can all be processed by the computer 

program, and illustrate the kinds of problems that our theoretical 

ideas address. Many of them also appear in Appendix VI together with 

traces of their analysis by the program. 

8.1.1 Reference Evaluation 

The system of incremental reference evaluation allows the 

determination of the referents of definite phrases to be distributed 

throughout the analysis. Thus it is possible to keep on doing 

semantic interpretation in positions where references cannot be 

uniquely identified without the program being forced into early 

choices. 

Two pulleys of weights 12 lb and 8 lb are connected 
by a string passing over a fixed pulley. 

Over the pulley of weight 8 lbs is hung another string. 
What is the acceleration of the string which hangs 

over the fixed pulley? (8.1) 

This example presents a typical mechanics problem, with definite and 

indefinite noun phrases occurring in various places. It serves to 

illustrate the symmetry between the treatments of 'given' and 'new' 

information. The property of having weight 8 lb is supplied in the 
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first sentence as 'new' information about a 'new' object and in the 

second sentence as a constraint on a reference to be evaluated. The 

same applies to the property of hanging over a fixed pulley in the 

first and third sentences. In the program these pairs are handled 

almost identically, the only difference being in the generation of 

'given' rather than 'new' assertions and the use of reference 

entities rather than indefinite entities. The filtering of candidate 

sets proceeds in the background without interrupting the smooth 

progress of the semantic analysis. 

A uniform rod is supported by a string 
attached to its ends. (8.2) 

This example illustrates how the constraint propagation methods used 

enable semantic checks imposed in one part of the analysis to affect 

reference evaluation carried out in another (see Section 3.5). 

8.1.2 Operations on Sets 

The program is able to represent various kinds of sets and to 

expand certain kinds of propositions about sets into propositions 

about individual elements. It allows some flexibility for 

incorporating rules of various kinds for this. The rules discussed 

cover examples like: 

Two particles are attached to 
the left end of a string. (8.3) 

Particles of mass b and c are attached 
to the ends of a rod. (8.4) 

In the former, the program assumes that each particle is attached to 

the end; in the latter, it assumes a pairing between particles and 

ends. 
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It is possible to carry out semantic operations on sets before 
12 

their cardinality is known . The system can often continue with 

semantic interpretation in spite of uncertainty of this kind by 

dealing at the level of typical elements, to cover examples like: 

A man holds some uniform balls. (8.5) 

Moreover, the rules for handling propositions about sets enable the 

cardinality of some sets to be determined retrospectively, as in: 

Blocks of mass m are attached at the ends of a light rod. (8.6) 

where it is concluded that there are two blocks. 

8.1.3 Plural Definite Phrases 

The system can represent and cope with two types of subsequent 

reference to sets - where the individual members of sets are 

available as candidates and where only the "typical elements" of sets 

are available. In the former case, it is necessary to make a 

"maximality assumption" - that a plural definite noun phrase refers 

to the maximal set of objects that satisfy the constraints it 

supplies. In the latter case it is necessary to choose a candidate 

before any semantic operations on the set can take place. Cases with 

mixed candidate sets cannot be dealt with. 

A situation where individual members of the set can be found is 

given in: 

A table supports two balls of mass 5 and 6 lbs. 

12 

Or if the cardinality is unmanageable, as in "30000 balls". 
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The balls are uniform. 

A situation where only typical elements can be used is given in: 

A man holds some uniform balls. 
The balls weigh 5 lbs. 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

8.1.4 "Each" Phrases 

The system can represent the meaning of "each" phrases of two 

possible kinds, corresponding to the two different kinds of plural 

reference. An example of an "each" phrase where the individual 

elements of the set are not available (semantic routines have not 

carried out any operations at that level) is: 

Two men are standing on a scaffold. 
Each man supports a uniform pole. (8.9) 

This example also shows the effect of the "each" quantifier on 

indefinite phrases. The system is able to achieve the effects of 

quantifier scope when the objects referred to by these phrases are in 

a semantic relation. In this example, the program is able to tell 
that there are two poles and each man is supporting precisely one of 

them. 

The program can also deal successfully with the interaction of 

these quantifiers when the indefinite phrase occurs first, as in: 

A bridge 60 ft long is supported by a pier at each end. (8.10) 

(from [Dull, Metcalfe and Williams 64]). The discovery that what 

initially appears to be a single pier is in fact two does not force 

any backtracking or reworking of pieces of analysis by the program. 

This is because the interpretation of indefinite phrases is carried 
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out at such a level of abstractness that it remains valid even when 

extra information of this kind appears. The system does not have to 

make early decisions about indefinite phrases, but can proceed 

smoothly with an incremental interpretation. 

The interaction of sets and quantifiers can be handled smoothly, 

allowing examples like: 

Two boxes each containing 3 blocks of mass a b and c 
are attached to the hinges of a door. (8.11) 

8.2 Possible Extensions 

The following examples illustrate some phenomena that cannot 

currently be handled by the computer program. However, there seem to 

be no special reasons why they cannot be accommodated in our 

theoretical framework, and so it is conceivable that the program 

could be extended to handle them. (Of course, illusions of this kind 

car, be quickly shattered as soon as a serious attempt is made at 

implementation). 

8.2.1 Complex Constraints on References 

The mechanisms described for handling the interaction between 

"each" phrases and other definite phrases are not adequate for some 

examples: 

The man in each lift ... (8.12) 
The string attached to each pulley ... (8.13) 

In both of these, the initial noun phrase is normally read by a 

person as referring to a set of objects (or, rather, to the typical 

element of a set in the same way as an "each" phrase does). However, 

our rules interpret it as referring to a single object that satisfies 
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a set of constraints ("the man is in each lift") rather than the 

preferred interpretation as a set of objects one for each of a set of 

constraints ("the men are in the lifts"). The correct interpretation 

seems to be very sensitive to the precise formulation of the 

relationship: 

The string which is attached to each pulley ... (8.14) 

is often interpreted by people differently to (8.13) above, and in a 

way that corresponds to our rules. Somehow the system should be 

sensitive to these nuances. Vanlehn [Vanlehn 78] has made a more 

detailed analysis of examples like this, but it seems to be 

impossible to form rigorous rules that have no significant counter 

examples. 

8.2.2 Sets of sets 

We have not by any means covered all the cases where nouo phrases 

can invoke entities with multiple dependencies. One other place where 

this can happen involves the application of set-valued functions to 

sets of objects (see Appendix IV). An example is: 

The ends of the three strings. (8.15) 

(where the function "ends of" is applied to the set of strings). 

What should be invoked here (for the ends) seems to be an entity with 

two dependencies (each of the three strings has two ends). Or perhaps 

there should be just one dependency, with cardinality 6. A more 

thorough study needs to be made of how phrases like this are used, in 

order that an appropriate representation can be chosen. 
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8.2.3 Questions and Commands 

Our representation for the interpretations of indefinite noun 

phrases is totally geared towards being used for declarative 

sentences and cannot possibly suffice for questions or commands like: 

Is there a red pyramid on the table? (8.16) 

One simple possibility for extending the system would be to initially 

interpret questions and commands in the same way as statements, 

except for noting the different sentence type. The 'new' entities 

introduced could then be replaced by variables and the 'new' 

assertions used as a set of constraints to be used by a problem- 

solver or inference machine in answering the question or performing 

the command. For the example above, if the sentence "There is a red 

pyramid on the table" gave rise to 'new' assertions: 

isa(pyramid,pyramidl) 
colour(pyramidl,red) 
on(pyramidl,tablel) 

then the question as stated would give rise to the goal: 

Is there an X such that 

isa(pyramid,X) 
colour(X,red) 
on(X,tablel)? 

which would be more or less satisfactory. The application of this 

simple technique to sentences involving sets and quantification is 

however unlikely to be so straightforward. There is also the problem 

that the kinds of "semantic checks" usefuL in the analysis of 

questions may bear little resemblance to those used for statements. 
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8.2.4 Subsequent reference to "each" phrases 

One advantage of our explicit representation of dependencies in the 

composition of world model entities is that it makes available an 

extended range of things to be evoked by definite descriptions and 

pronouns. 

10 men are standing in a lift. 
Each man weighs 100 lb. 
He also carries a 5 lb block. (8.17) 

Traditional approaches to quantification have had trouble accounting 

for the fact that the scope of "each man" covers that of "a 5 lb 

block", even though there is no quantifier in the third sentence. Our 

approach makes available a world model entity to be invoked by the 

pronoun (-#ref(2)-, or whatever was used to represent "each man") and 

the existing rules already specify that the block entity should 

inherit dependencies from it. It seems only to be necessary to make a 

change in the program so that the reference entity collecting 

candidates for "he" can accept -#ref(2)- as one. 
13 

8.3 Major Problems 

The following examples demonstrate some of the basic lacks in the 

system. An attempt to deal with these would probably require a major 

revision to the basic framework. 

8.3.1 Other Quantifiers 

We have only dealt with restricted kinds of quantification - 
existential quantification and universal quantification over finite 

13 
Since this section was written, this change has in fact been made 

successfully to the program. 
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sets. The existing methods do not say much about how the following 

sentences could be analysed incrementally: 

Every string has two ends. 
Half of the people in the world are female. 
There are a few particles on the floor. (8.18) 

The first two of these are a problem because they are about (almost) 

infinite sets which are only known intensionally. Although the 

entities of our world model are intensional in some sense, they are 

of a completely different nature to this (see Section 4.5). The third 

sentence introduces information of a very vague nature which is 

awkward to represent. 

8.3.2 Complex Statements 

In order to be able to build up meaning representations 

incrementally, we have had to make the basic assumption that the 

meaning of a sentence can be expressed as a conjunction of parts, 

each of which can be evaluated separately. In particular, we have not 

considered sentences with negation or other logical operators: 

The particle does not touch any point of the table. 
The ends of the string are not both fixed. (8.19) 

8.3.3 Selecting Subsets from sets 

There are many ways in English of expressing selections of elements 

from sets. Unfortunately it is not always clear how a computer 

program should make the appropriate choices. 

One of the particles is fixed. 
3 of the blocks weigh 5 lbs; another 5 weigh 10 lbs. (3.20) 

It is possible that making an arbitrary choice of which elements to 

select from the representation of the set may be a successful 
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strategy. The general problem of maintaining cardinality information 

about a set given various descriptions of its subsets is difficult. 

Moreover, although our dependency list representation makes it 

possible to represent sets and individuals, it has no special 

facilities for representing arbitrary subsets. 

Examples like this point out a basic lack of flexibility in the 

dependency list representation. For a dependency list can only 

represent the structure of a set as a fixed collection of independent 

dimensions. If a set cannot be seen as the product of independent 

dependencies, it cannot be represented. Hence we cannot deal with a 

set which we only know about through the properties of arbitrary 

subsets. Perhaps extensions to the existing ideas will be able to 

handle this. 
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9. Conclusions 

Let us now briefly 'review what this research set out to do and 

consider to what extent the aims have been achieved. The overall goal 

was to shed some light on the (somewhat vague) question "How much 

early semantic analysis is it feasible to build into a computer 

program?". In order to study this, we looked at existing attempts to 

carry out "early" interpretation of noun phrases. These had to face 

the problem of local uncertainty in semantic analysis - the problem 

that the significance of a fragment of text may not be apparent until 

it is seen in the context of a larger fragment. In such situations, 

the only hope for early semantic analysis seemed to be to make 

arbitrary decisions and be prepared to backtrack. In response to 

this problem, we developed a system of incremental reference 

evaluation. This allowed early semantic interpretation to cope 

successfully with: 

- Cases where the referents of definite phrases can only be 
obtained by consideration of global constraints generated 
after the phrases are read. 

- Cases where the cardinality of sets introduced by 
indefinite ncun phrases can only be obtained by 

consideration of semantic relationships with other noun 
phrases occurring later. 

By using representations for the kinds of partial information 

available in these cases we were able to construct a system that 

could continue reliably with semantic analysis through the 

uncertainties. Having done this, we should now look briefly at the 

question - what has this shown about the feasibility of early 

semantic analysis in general? 

An important thing that has become clear is that there is no simple 
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answer about what is possible and what is not. The problems for early 

semantic analysis that we considered were only problems for its 

efficiency - none of the examples we looked at presented any absolute 

obstacle to it. Of course, they introduced uncertainties that would 

have severely restricted the usefulness of any computer program 

pursuing a naive approach. However, the only reason that we saw the 

examples as restricting the feasibility of early semantic analysis 

was because a straightforward attack would have been extremely 

inefficient and would have offered an inappropriate way of tackling 

them. All that we have managed to show is that a more considered 

approach to early semantic analysis, making use of partial 

information and avoiding arbitrary decisions, can overcome these 

particular search problems. It maybe introduces other search problems 

(in the inference system), but it does seem to offer a reasonable and 

feasible alternative. Unfortunately, the feasibility of early 

semantic analysis can only be estimated by informal and intuitive 

arguments about the relative efficiency of different programs. 

Another reason why a simple answer is not possible is that it all 

depends on what depth of semantic analysis is to be involved. Naive 

approaches to early semantic analysis fail on the problems we have 

considered because they insist on an over-detailed level of 

interpretation before the requisite information is available. We have 

shown that much of semantic analysis can take place at more abstract 

levels, independent of decisions that are to be made about the low 

level details. So the choice of an appropriate depth of analysis is 

very important for determining how much early semantic analysis is 

feasible. We have attempted to find an approach that does not lose 

any flexibility when it chooses an abstract level to work at - this 
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has been motivated by the desire to have available semantic checks of 

some complexity. Unfortunately, this means that sometimes early 

decisions have to be made when analysis at an abstract level needs 

more details than it can provide. Examples , this are the places 

where "questions" force choices about referents and plural definite 

references have to be "finalised". If we had been content with a more 

superficial semantic analysis (in terms of semantic markers, say) 

then it might not have been necessary for even these choices to be 

made. 

Our approach has been to assume that a deep level of semantic 

analysis is given, and then to try and find out what degree of early 

semantic analysis is feasible. We have been able to push out the 

boundaries further than originally appeared possible. Questions of 

reference evaluation and logical quantification seemed to present 

serious search problems for early semantic analysis. However, we have 

shown that the use of appropriate representations allows some of 

these problems to be neatly solved. There are still limitations, of 

course, but perhaps later work will be able co push back the 

frontiers even further. It is especially important that the efficient 

implementation of inferences involving partially-specified or 

intensionally defined entities be investigated - we have only begun 

to consider some of the problems in Chapter 7. 

Some cf the ideas which this research has thrown up are ;.ntere9ting 

in their own right and may be useful even outside the context of 

early semantic analysis: 

- The idea of seeing reference evaluation as a constraint 
satisfaction task. This would seem to be appropriate 
whenever complex criteria of semantic well-formedness are 
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allowed to have an influence on it. Thus some of our 
methods could also be applied in a system that postponed 
reference evaluation until a late stage. 

- The idea of representing quantifier scope as dependencies 
between complex entities in the world model. This might 
provide the basis for a new approach to quantification that 
could handle troublesome issues like pronominal reference 
to "each" phrases. This remains to be properly 
investigated. 

- The idea of representing sets that cannot conveniently be 
enumerated by using typical elements, with an extra level 
of information about what kind of sets they correspond to. 
This is obviously more generally applicable (although the 
basic concept is not original with us), and might even be 
extended to deal with infinite sets. 

Finally, it is hoped that some of the points that we have made about 

the treatment of definite reference and phrases describing sets may 

have clarified some of the important issues and made some useful 

distinctions. This might include the notion of 'broken' and 

'unbroken' entities and the two kinds of definite reference to sets. 
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I. Constraint Satisfaction Algorithm (see Section 3.4) 

1.1 Reference Entities 

Associated with a reference entity are various features that 

summarise the state of evaluation and facilitate constraint 

satisfaction. We will use the following notation for these: 

A reference entity r has at any point in time the 

attributes: 

- cands(r) - a set of admissible candidates 

num(r) - a number expressing the minimum number of 
candidates that are expected to be valid 

- constr(r) - a set of constraints on possible values of 
r 

var(r) - a "dedicated variable" that stands for r in 

the propositions of constr(r) 

ment(r) - the set of other reference eLltities mentioned 
in constr(r) 

These features have all been introduced in Chapter 3 except for 

"var". It is essential to know what part r plays in the constraints 

of constr(r), and this can be marked in the propositions either by 

the name of r (eg. "ref(23)") or by any other token specific to 

r. Since we will require the ability to "instantiate" this with 

possible candidates, it seems best to conceptualise this token as a 

variable. 

1.2 Global Variables 

The algorithm will make use of two global variables: 

- Todo - The set of reference entities whose candidates are 
to be reconsidered 

- Charged - A flag indicating whether a change has occurred 
in the most recently considered candidate set 
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1.3 Algorithm to Satisfy a Constraint C 

Note that this and the next sections owe much to existing work on 

constraint satisfaction. 

Preliminaries: 

Let R be the set of reference entities occurring in C. 
Let C' be C with every occurring reference r replaced by its 

own variable var(r) . 

If IRI=O, fail if C' cannot be proved; otherwise succeed. 

Sturing Constraints: 

If IRI>1, 

For each r in R, 

constr(r) <- constr(r) U {C'}, 

ment(r) <- ment(r) U (R-r) 

Main filtering: 

Todo <- 0, 
For each r in R, 

Filter r with respect to {C'} 

Until Todo=O. 

Select r in Todo, 
Todo <- Todo-r, 
Filter r with respect to constr(r) 

I.4 To filter an entity r with respect to constraints Cs 

Changed <- false, 
For each c in cand(r) , 

Instantiate var(r) with c, 
If Cs can be deduced such that 
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For each r' in ment(r) there is c' in cands(r') 
such that 

var(r') is instantiated consistently as c' 

then OK 

Otherwise, 

cand(r) <- cand(r)-c, 
Changed <- true 

Clear all variable instantiations 

If I cand(r) k <num(r) , fail. 
If Changed, Todo <- Todo U ment(r). 
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II. Summary of Rules about Dependency Lists 

In the previous sections, rules have been given for the formation 

of dependency lists for entities in the world model and for 

manipulations on these to obtain the effects of interacting sets and 

quantifiers. These can now be brought together and summarised. 

II.1 Initial values of dependency lists 
The initial values of the dependency lists of entities depend on 

the kinds of phrases that they arise from, as follows: 

- Singular indefinite noun phrase. The entity arising 
initially has an empty dependency list 

- Plural indefinite noun phrase. The entity has a single 
dependency, named "external". This is -unused' and has 
whatever number information is given in the phrase 

- Singular definite noun phrase. The reference entity has the 
same dependencies as whichever candidate is the -correct- 
one 

- Plural definite noun phrase. In its initial 'given 
environment the entity behaves as the last case above. When it emerges into a -new" environment, it either becomes a 
reference entity (as the last case) or a special set 
entity. In the second case, it has one dependency 
("external"), which is "used" and has the same number as 
the number of remaining candidates. 

- Simple or compound modifier. A simple modifier has no 
dependencies. A compound modifier behaves as a set entity. 

- -Each- phrase. The referent is the same as that of the 
corresponding set phrase. However, it is marked so that the 
"external" dependency is seen by the semantic preprocessors 
as being named after the entity itself. 

11.2 Binary matching operations on dependency lists 
The following rules capture all the individual mechanisms described 

earlier for binary operations. They thus include "external pairing 

and the effects of universal quantification (to the extent that has 

been discussed here). 
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The execution of a binary semantic operation consists of the 

following manipulation on the dependency lists of the participating 

entities followed by the invocation of the appropriate semantic 

routine for "corresponding" pairs of entities. 

- Any dependencies which appear under the same name in both 
lists should immediately share all information (number and 
usage) and in addition be linked together 

- If an indefinite entity is involved, it must inherit all 
those non-"external" dependencies from the other entity 
that it does not already have. 

11.3 Generating "corresponding pairs" 

Given euticies p, q, the combination <p', q'> is generated if: 

There is a function f: Dependencies --> Integers U Variables 
such that: 

If dl and d2 are linked dependencies, f(dl) = f(d2). 
If d is a broken dependency, 1 =< f(d) _< number of d. 
If d is an unbroken dependency, f(d) is in Variables 

and for such dependencies f(dl) = f(d2) <=> dl = d2. 

and 

p' is the realisation cf p under f. 

q' is the realisation of q under f. 

An entity X is the realisation of entity Y 
under function F if: 

Y is set(N) with dependency d, F(d)=n 
and the nth member of set(N) is X 

or 
Y is ref(N), Y plural, Z is the valid candidate of Y 

and X is Z under f 
or 

Y is ref(N), Y singular and X is ref(N) 
or 

Y is #Z and X is Z under F 
or 

Y is an indefinite entity, 
Z is the incarnation of Y 
with respect to its dependency list and F, 
and X is Z with trailing variables removed. 
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Z is the incarnation of Y with respect to L and F if: 

or 
L is 'nil' and Z is Y' 

The first element of L is d and 
Z is the incarnation of Y.F(d) with respect to 
the rest of L and F 
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III. Meanings of Predicates used in Examples 

The following are the main predicates used in examples in this 

thesis. Explanations have been provided so as to make the examples 

more understandable, and not because there is any great significance 

in the precise predicates or where they are used. Indeed, most of the 

examples only incorporate a 'toy' semantic analysis meant to suggest 

a more complete treatment but not to overwhelm the reader with 

details. 

III.1 Main Predicates 

isa(A,B) - 
Object B is idealised as having type.A. 

hasname(A,B) - 
Object B has been mentioned with noun A. 

length(A,B,C) - 
The length of object A is quantity B at time C. 

mass(A,B,C) - 
The mass of object A is quantity B at time C. 

coeff(A,B,C) - 
The coefficient of friction of object A is quantity B 
at time C. 

fixed(A) - 
Object A occupies a fixed location. 

uniform(A) - 
Object A is uniform. 

measure(A,B,C) - 
Quantity A has number B in units C. 

suppcrts(A,B) - 
Object A supports object B. 

contact(A,B,C) - 
Object A is in contact with object B at time C. 

fixed contact(A,B,C) - 
Object A is fixed to and in contact with object B 
at time C. 

point of(A,B) - 
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Object B is a point of object A. 

end(A,B,C) - 
Object B is the end of object A of type C 
(C is left or right). 

midpt(A,B) - 
Object B is the midpoint of object A. 

hinge(A,B,C) - 
Object B is the hinge of object A of type C 

(C is up or down). 

III.2 Predicates used for "Semantic Tests" 

tsatisfies(A,B) - 
Object B has property A. 

tctrgravity(A,B) - 
Object As centre of gravity is given by the part B. 

thaspart(A,B) - 
Object A can have a part of type B. 

mentioned(A,B) - 
Object A has been mentioned with plurality B. 

tshape(A,B) - 
Object A has shape B. 

separable(A,B) - 
Objects A and B are not fixed relative to one another. 

contactpt(A,B) - 
One possible point for making contact with object A 
is given by part B. 

diff(A,B) - 
A and B are different objects. 

vacant(A) - 
Object A is not in fixed contact with anything. 
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IV. A Note on Functions 

There are various reasons why it is necessary to take special 

account of nouns which name "functions". However, since a discussion 

of this issue does not belong in the main development of the thesis, 

it has been postponed until this appendix. 

The first point to make is that ,functions provide an important 

exception to our simplified rule for determining given/new status. 

Thus In: 

What is the mass of the particle? 

the noun phrase "tile mass ..." is definite, but may not be referring 

to an individual explicitly encountered before. The definite article 

can be used here because there is always a guarantee that the value 

of a function (here, the function of mass) exists and is unique for 

each possible argument (here, the particle). In the computer program, 

there is a special mechanism for functions which looks to see if a 

function value is already known. If so, the referent of the noun 

phrase is known to be an entity coextensive with the existing one. 

Otherwise an entity assumed to correspond to a new object is created. 

When a function can have sets as its values, an element of a 

particular value is often referred to with the indefinite article: 

An erd of the string. 

Since every string is guaranteed to have a unique set of two erds, 

"the ends of" can be seen as a function which, given a string as its 

argument, produces a set of two ends as its result. In thtp phrase, 

one of the elements of such a set is being selected. The phrase would 
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sound quite reasonable even if we were already acquainted with both 

of the ends. However, this contradicts our rule that expects 

indefinite articles to introduce 'new' objects. Once again, a special 

mechanism is necessary. The use of the indefinite article to select 

an element from a known sets seems to be confined to function values 

- for other sets, the formulations "one " and "one of the s" seem 

more natural. We discuss the problems associated with selecting 

elements from known sets briefly in Section 8.3.3. 

The second point of interest about functions is that the entity 

representing the value of a function usually needs to inherit a 

certain amount of the 'extra information known about the function 

argument. Thus "the mass of 2 particles" refers to a set in the same 

way as "2 particles" does. Also, a function applied to a reference 

entity must have as its candidates the values of the function when 

applied to that entity's candidates. In the program, when an entity 

representing the value of a function is created, the entity is made 

according to. the "pattern" specified by the argument entity. if the 

argument is a reference entity, then it will be also, each dependency 

of the argument will give rise to a dependency of the function value, 

and so on. 

It is interesting that the set of functions available is not 

independent of the context of the text. Thus, although some functions 

(like 'mass' and 'velocity') are known about in advance, some may 

only come to exist through the recognition of standard situations. 

For instance, the use of the definite article for the particles in: 

In an Atwood's machine the particles have ... (9.1) 
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(from [Street 29]) is possible because the context has already 

established the existence and uniqueness of two particles. These can 

perhaps be regarded as "functions of the situation". We have not yet 

investigated this fully. 
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V. Program Description 

This appendix describes the implementation of the program referred 

to in the body of the thesis, and includes some excerpts from the 

code. The reader is assumed to be familiar with Prolog, the syntax of 

Dec10 Prolog and the syntax of Prolog grammar rules (DCG's). Some of 

the examples have been cleaned up and simplified slightly for the 

sake of clarity (the total program occupies over 40 pages of code). 

A description of an earlier version of the program is to be found in 

[Mellish 78], which also goes into more detail about some parts of 

the syntactic analysis. 

V.1 Introduction 

The program described here was designed to read in mechanics 

problems stated in English and convert them into a formal 

representation that could be used by a problem solving program [Bundy 

et al 79]. This program was not written entirely by the author - the 

verb routines and semantic operations were written by Martha Palmer. 

However, this appendix will concentrate on those aspects which have 

most to do with the rest of the thesis. 

V.2 Basic Strategy 

In the program, partial results of semantic analysis, as well as 

other global information about the input, are stored in a special 

datastructure associated with the current clause. Such structures are 

passed as arguments to most procedures in the program, and are 

generally denoted by the variable 'X'. The internal form of a clause 

datastructure is described in Section V.9. The basic idea is that at 

any stage there will be many uninstantiated variables in this 

structure. As the program discovers more about the input, some of 
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these variables become instantiated, possibly with complex values 

that themselves contain uninstantiated variables. So the clause 

datastructure will gradually express more and more information 

through the process of becoming progressively more defined. At the 

end, there may still be uninstantiated variables, but it is known 

that no more information will arise. At this point, the important 

parts of the structure are printed out to form the program's output. 

Another argument that is passed to many procedures iE the flag 

recording whether the current phrase is conveying 'given' or 'new' 

information - this has the value 'test' or 'add' correspondingly. 

This flag is normally denoted by the variable 'F'. 

V.3 Top level control 

The main flow of control of the program is determined by the state 

of the syntactic analysis of the input. Syntactic analysis is 

interleaved with semantic analysis, inasmuch as semantic 

interpretation of a fragment generally follows directly on the 

determination of the syntactic structure. Therefore it is not 

surprising that the top level of the program is formulated as grammar 

rules. Figure 9-1 shows the code for dealing with a single clause of 

the input (predicate 'sentence). The procedure is to simply find 

constituents ('0') in the clause, interpreting them appropriately, 

until something like a full stop appears. At this point, the main 

verb is retrieved and a semantic routine associated with it is 

called. 

V.4 Syntactic Roles 

The interpretations of the main constituents of a clause are 

assigned syntactic roles which will be used by the verb routines. The 
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sentence(F,X) --> readcons(F,X). 

readcons(F,X) --> constituent(O,F,X), action(O,F,X). 

action(binder:B,F,X) --> !, binder(B,F,X). 
action(O,F,X) --> readcons(F,X). 

binder('.',F,X) --> {level(X,0)}, !, {endofsent(F,X)}. 
binder('.',F,X), {endofsent(F,X)}. 

endofsent(F,X) :- clearuproles(X), testrole(mainverb,V,X), 
Goal=.. [V,F,X] , call(Goal). 

Figure 9-1: Top level control 

main procedures that manipulate syntactic roles are: 

- newrole(R,C,X) - Store value C under role R in X, 

- testrole(R,C,X) - Return the value C recorded under role R 
(failing if there is not one), 

- closerole(R,X) - Make the value recorded under role R 

invisible to future 'testrole' operations, 

- clearuproles(X) - Clear up the roles at the end of a clause 

V.5 Constituent Analysis 

The result of interpreting a constituent is a structure of the form 

Y:G, where Y is a type indication and G is a semantically meaningful 

value. The types are simple syntactic identifiers (like 'binder', 

Iverbgr'), except that a more detailed breakdown of noun phrases than 

usual is carried out. Thus a noun phrase referring to a physical 

object gives rise to type 'physobj', whereas a phrase like "the mass 

of the particle" gives rise to type 'defineas' ("definite measure"). 

These types are specific to the mechanics domain and enable a certain 

amount of case analysis on constituents to be done by pattern 

matching. The analysis of a constituent takes place in two stages 

(fig 9-2). The technique apparently has some similarities with "left 

corner parsing". First of all, the next word or words in the input 
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constituent(Y:G,F,X) --> 
first(A,C,X), 
{accommodate(A,Y:G,X)}, 
second(C,Y,GI,F,X), 
and(Y,G1,G,F,X). 

first(np,indefsp,X) 
first(np,defsp,X) 
f irst(np,physob j : G, X) 

first(pp(P),findpob j ,X) 
first(aux,aux:A,X) 
first(binder,binder:B,X) 
first(verbgr,verbgr:I,X) 

-- [a]. -- [the]. 
--> [it] , 

{test(mentioned(G,sing),X)}. -- [P], {prep(P, , )}. -- [A], {aux(A)}. -- [B], {binder(B)}. -- verbgr(I,X). 

accommodate(np,O,X) presubst(O,X). 
accommodate(pp(P),pobject:O,X) :- dprep(P,X), newrole(pp(P),O,X). 

presubst(O,X) :- testrole(mainverb,I,X), !, saftermv(O,X). 
presubst(O,X) :- testrole(hv,Hv,X), !, safterhv(O,X). 
presubst(O,X) :- newrole(subject,O,X). 

dprep(P,X) :- (testrole(mainverb,V,X) -> prepfor(V,P); true). 

second(Y:G,Y,G,W,W) :- !. 

second(C,Y,G,F,X,W1,W2) :- 

C=..[NIAs], 
append(As,[Y,G,F,X,W1,W2],Al), 
L=..[NIA1], 
call(L). 

Figure 9-2: Constituent Analysis 

string are examined to determine what kind of constituent comes next 

(the first argument returned by 'first'). Then an appropriate "top 

down" routine (the second argument returned by 'first) is called to 

finish off the work. In between, what will be the new constituent's 

interpretation is accommodated into the set of filled syntactic roles 

(with failure occurring if this cannot be done). (If the 

interpretation can be finished in the first stage, the second 

argument of 'first' returns this and the second stage is avoided). 

Finally, a general routine 'and' investigates whether the constituent 

found was in fact the first of a conjunction of phrases of this type. 
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Figures 9-3 and 9-4 show two of the routines for analysing 

constituents. 

verbgr(mainverb(V,[N,M,T,A]),X) --> 
{testrole(hv,A1,X), !, closerole(hv,X)}, 
push(A1), vg(V,T,A,M,N). 

verbgr(mainverb(V,[N,M,T,A]),X) --> 
vg(V,T,A,M,N). 

vg(V,fut,A,M,N) --> [will], inf(V,A,M). 
vg(V,pres,A,M,sing) --> [is], papr(V,A,M). 
vg(V,pres,A,M,plur) --> [are], papr(V,A,M). 
vg(V,past,A,M,sing) --> [was], papr(V,A,M). 
vg(V,past,A,M,plur) --> [were], papr(V,A,M). 
vg(V,pres,compl,M,sing) --> [has], pa(V,M). 
vg(V,pres,compl,M,plur) --> [have], pa(V,M). 
vg(V,past,compl,M,N) --> [had], pa(V,M). 
vg(V,pres,inst,actv,sing) --> [does,V], {verb(V)}. 
vg(V,pres,inst,actv,plur) --> [do,V], {verb(V)}. 
vg(V,past,inst,actv,N) --> [did,V], {verb(V)}. 
vg(V,pres,inst,actv,N) --> [P], {pres(P,V,N)}. 
vg(V,past,inst,actv,N) --> [P], {past(P,V)}. 

papr(V,cing,passv) --> [being,P], {pastpart(P,V)}. 

papr(V,inst,passv) --> [P], {pastpart(P,V)}. 
papr(V,cing,actv) --> [P], {prespart(P,V)}. 

pa(V,passv) --> [been,P], {pastpart(P,V)}. 
pa(V,actv) --> [P], {pastpart(P,V)}. 

inf(V,compl,M) --> [have], pa(V,M). 
inf(V,A,M) --> [be], papr(V,A,M). 
inf(V,inst,actv) --> [V], {verb(V)}. 

Figure 9-3: Verb Group Parsing 

Iverbgr' parses a main verb group (incorporating a previously found 

auxiliary -- by - if necessary), to get the root V(erb), T(ense) (past 

present or future), A(spect) (continuing, instant or completed), 

M(ood) (active or passive) and N(umber) (singular or plural). In 

fact, of these only V, M and N are used. 

'defsp' analyses a noun phrase that has begun with "the" (a proper 

definite noun phrase). The first three clauses deal with phrases like 

"the former", "the other end of the string" and "the mass of the 
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defsp(physobj,G,F,X) --> [former], {forlat(1,X,G)}. 
defsp(Y,G,F,X) --> [other], !, part(P,one), ofobj(G1,F,X), 

{postpart(P,other,G1,G,test,X)}. 
defsp(defineas,G,F,X) --> dim(D,), !, ofobj(G1,F,X), 

{disfn(G1,D,F,X,G)}. 
defsp(Y,G1,F,X) --> (([N],{num(N,L)}); []), 

physobj(L,S,H,G,test,X), 
postphysobj(H,G,Y,G1,F,X). 

physobj(L,S,H,G,F,X) --> getadjs(As), 

[C], {class(C,Cl,[S,H])}, 
{np(G,L,C1,F,X)}, 
{doadjs(As,G,F,X)}, 
postadjs(F,physobj:G,X). 

np(G,L,C,add,X) gensym(C,G), newindef(G,L,X), 
distrib([C],G,makenoun,add,X). 

np(G,L,C,test,X) test(hasname(C,R),X). 

doadjs([},_,,_). 
doadjs([AIAs],G,F,X) :- distrib([A],G,makeadj,F,X), 

doadjs(As,G,F,X). 

postadj(F,Y:G1,X) --> [P], {prep(P,s, )}, 
parse(physobj:G,F,X), 
{distrib(G1,G,P,F,X)}. 

postadj(F,O,X) --> [P,R], {prep(P,,), relpron(R)}, 

subsentence(F,X,Y). 

postphysobj(poss,Gl,defineas,G2,F,X) --> 
dim(D,), {disfn(G1,D,F,X,G2)}. 

postphysobj(noposs,G1,physobj,G1,F,X). 

Figure 9-4: Proper Definite Noun Phrases 

particle" respectively. The fourth deals with the mare normal 

definite noun phrase. An optional number is read, then the 

pre-nominal adjectives are collected up until a common noun ('class' 

name) is found. After the referent has been created (in 'np', which 

Igensym's a token if the environment is 'add' but otherwise merely 

provides a constraint on the value), the semantics of these 

adjectives are invoked and then all "post adjectives" are dealt with. 

The second 'postadj' clause shows the treatment of one kind of 

relative clause. A new "clause datastructure" Y is derived from X, 
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and eventually the 'sentence' predicate will be invoked recursively 

with one of the syntactic roles already filled. 

Before we look in more detail at how the semantic routines are 

invoked, we should have a brief look at how the dictionary is 

organised. 

class(pier). 
class(ball). 
class(rod). 

class(men,man,[plur,noposs]). 
class(boxes,box,[plur,noposs]). 

class(C,C,[sing,noposs]) :- class(C). 
class(C1,C2,[S,P]) :- 

name(C1,X1), ending(X1,X2,S,P), 
name(C2,X2), class(C2). 

ending("'s",[I,sing,poss). 
ending("s",[],plur,noposs). 
ending("s"',[],plur,poss). 
ending(""',[],sing,poss). 
ending([LILS],[Lllis],S,P) :- ending(Ls,Ms,S,P). 

verb(contain). 
verb(attach). 

pastpart(hung,hang). 

pastpart(P,V) :- name(P,X), 
(append(Z,"ed",X); append(Z,"en",X)), 
verbdb(Z,V). 

prep(into,d,loc). 
prep(over,s,loc). 
prep(with,s,noloc). 

prepfor(suspend,from). 
prepfor(rest,on). 
prepfor(be,loc). 

prepfor(V,P) :- prep(P, ,loc), prepfor(V,loc). 

Figure 9--5: Dictionary extract 

The task of the di'..tionary is always to answer questions of the fcrrr, 

"is word X of category Y?" and not "what is the category of word X?". 
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It thus suffices to have it indexed on the syntactic categories. 

Regular words in root form, as well as irregular forms, are dealt 

with by simple lookup. Regular inflections (for possessives, past 

participles, etc) are treated by more complex routines, which try to 

decompose a word into a known root with a given ending. 

The dictionary incorporates a crude analysis of which prepositions 

are expected to appear with which verbs (predicate 'prepfor'). 

V.6 Semantic verb routines 

When the main constituents of a clause have been interpreted, a 

routine named after the main verb is called to investigate the 

semantics of the clause as a whole. Examples of such routines are 

given in figure 9-6. The function of a verb routine is to access the 

filled syntactic roles, determine the appropriate sense of the verb 

and then invoke more primitive semantic operations to express the 

meaning. There may be several clauses for a single verb, as in the 

example for "be" here. The appropriate clause will be chosen by a 

mixture of pattern-matching of types and by the success or failure of 

"semantic checks" on the semantic operations: 

V.7 Semantic Preprocessing 

All access to the basic semantic operations is through the 

"semantic preprocessors". In the program, both single objects and 

typical elements of sets are represented by single Prolog terms. 

Those corresponding to sets are distinguished because they have 

non-trivial "dependency lists" saying what kinds of sets they are 

(see Section V.10). Effects of quantifier scope can be obtained by 

adding appropriately to this information. The semantic preprocessors 

handle the necessary copying and matching of dependency information 
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connect(F,X) :- 

logsubj(physobj:Str,X), 
logobj(physobj:Objs,X), 
disfn(Str,end,F,X,Ends), 
distrib(Objs,Ends,makecontact,F,X). 

be(F,X) :- 

logsubj(defineas:M,X), 
logobj(measpair:P,X), 
distrib(M,P,breakdown,F,X). 

be(F,X) :- 

logsubj(physobj:S,X), 
logohj(adj:A,X), 
distrib([AJ,S,makeadj,F,X). 

be(F,X) :- 
logsubj(physobj:S,X), 
applypps(S,F,X). 

logsubj(O,X) :- ismood(actv,X), testrole(subject,O,X). 
logsubj(O,X) ismood(passv,X), pp(by,O,X). 

logobj(O,X) ismood(actv,X), testrole(object#l,O,X). 
logobj(O,X) ismood(passv,X), testrole(subject,O,X). 

pp(P,O,X) :- testrole(pp(P),O,X), closerole(pp(P),X). 

applypps(S,F,X) :- pp(P,physobj:O,X), !, 

distrib(S,O,P,F,X), applypps(S,F,X). 

applypps( , , ). 

Figure 9-6: Example verb routines 

and also expand out operations on sets into operations on "unbroken" 

entities (roughly, into operations on the representations of single 

objects). The two main types of call to the semantic preprocessors 

are as follows: 

1. distrib(Entityl,Entity2,Key,F,X) 

2. disfn(Entity,Key,F,X,Result) 

In each of these, the argument 'Key' is the name of the semantic 

operation to be invoked. Examples are 'makeadj' (apply the meaning of 

an adjective), 'makenoun' (apply the meaning of a noun), any 

preposition or the name of a specific relation ('makecontact' names 
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the routine dealing with the proposition that two objects are in 

contact). 'distrib' deals with a relation between two entities (one 

of which may be simply a modifier or list of modifiers), and 'disfn' 

deals with obtaining the value when a function is applied to an 

entity. We will look at 'distrib' in slightly more detail. The first 

stage of semantic preprocessing involves looking at the dependency 

lists of the two entities. If both entities are "indefinite entities" 

(they arise from the interpretation of indefinite noun phrases) or 

both are not, it suffices to share all information about 

similarly-named dependencies ('match'). Otherwise, it is necessary to 

investigate whether dependencies should be. copied from the definite 

to the indefinite entity ('copy'). The depenaency lists are retrieved 

by the predicate 'deplist'. This also returns as the fourth argument 

the "simplest" world model toker. that is known to correspond to the 

same object in the world. Finally, 'distrib' caj.ls 'generate, which 

invokes the specified semantic operation for each subcase. 

The basic idea of 'generate is to go through each of the 

dependency lists (L1 and L2) of the two entities involved (El and 

E2), adding "subscripts" it all possible ways. A subscript converts 

the name of the typical element of a set to the name of a single 

element. Thus if 'particlel' is a typical element, then the elements 

are given by 'particlel.l', 'particlel.2', etc obtained by adding the 

subscript: 1, 2, etc. While this is going on, an environment (Env) 

keeps track of what numbers are associated with which dependencies 

(dependencies with the same names must always be given the same 

subscripts). If a dependency is marked "unused" (the component Use is 

a variable), it is not necessary (it may not even be possible) to 

generate numerical subscripts, and so a variable must be given as the 
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distrib(E1,E2,K,F,X) 
indef(E1), indef(E2), !, 
deplist(E1,X,L1, 
deplist(E2,X,L2, 
match(L1,L2), 
generate(E1,L1,E2,L2,K,F,X). 

distrib(F,1,E2,K,F,X) :- 
indef(E1), !, 

deplist(E1,X,L1, 
deplist(E2,X,L2,E3), 
copy(L2,L1), 
generate(E1,L1,E3,L2, ,K,F',X). 

distrib(E1,E2,K,F,X) : 

indef(E2), ! , 

deplist(E1,X,L1,E3), 
deplist(E2,X,L2,_), 
copy(L1,L2), 
generate(E3,L1,E2,L2,K,F,X). 

distrib(E1,E2,K,F,X) :- 
deplist(E1,X,L1,E3), 
deplist(E2,X,L2,E4), 
matc;i(Li,L2), 
generate(E3,L1,E4,L2, K,F,X). 

copy(L,_) :- empty(L), !. 

copy(L1,L2) :- list(L1,D,R), dmakein(D,L2), copy(R,L2). 

dmakein(D,L) :- empty(L), dep(D,external, , ), !. 

dmakein(D,L) :- empty(L), !, r 
dep(D,Na, ,_,Nu,Us), dep(D1,Na,__,_,Nu,Us), L = [D1i_]. 

dmakein(D,L):- list(L,D1,L1), 
(dmatches(D,D1); makein(D,L1)), !. 

match(L,) :- empty(L), !. 

match(L17,L2) :- list(Ll,D,R), 
dtry(D,L2), match(R,L2). 

dtry(_,L) empty(L), !. 

dtry(D,L) :- list(L,D1,L1), 
(dmatches(D,D1); dtry(D,Ll)), !. 

dmatches(D1,D2) 
dep(D1,14a,Nu,Us), dep(D2,Na,Nu,Us). 

indef(E) :- atom(E). 
list([PIB],A,B) 

Figure 9-7: First stage of semantic preprocessing 
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generate(E1,Ll,E2,L2,Env,Key,F,X) :- empty(L1), 
generatel(El,E2,L2,Env,Key,F,X). 

generate(El,Ll,E2,L2,Env,Key,F,X) :- list(Ll,Dep,Rest), 
dep(Dep,Name,Type,Num,Use), 
( var(Use) - (enveval(Name,Env,Subs), 

generate(El.Subs,Rest,E2,L2,Env,Key,F,X)) 
gen(Num,Type,Name,El,Rest,E2,L2,Env,Key,F,X) 

gen(O, , , >_>_, , , , , ) 
gen(N,Type,Name,El,NewL1,E2,L2,Env,Key,F,X) :- N>O, 

nth(N,Type,El,NewEl), 
enveval(Name,Env,N), 
generate(NewEl,NewLl,E2,L2,Env,Key,F,X), 
Nl is N-1, 
gen(Nl,Type,Name,El,NewLl,E2,L2,Env,Key,F,X). 

generatel(NewEl,E2,L2,_,Key,F,X) empty(L2), 
do(NewEl,E2,Key,F,)). 

generate(NewEl,E2,L2,Env,Key,F,X) list(L2,Dep,Rest), 
dep(Dep,Name,Type,Num.Use), 
( envin(Name,Su.)s,Env) - (nth(Subs,Type,E2,NewE2), 

generatel(NewEl,NewE2,Rest,Env,Key,F,X)) 
( var(Use) -> generatel(NewEl,E2. ,Rest.Env,Key,F,X) 

genl(Num,Type,Name,NewEl,E2,Rest,Env,Key,F,X) 

genl(O, , , , , , , , , ) 
genl(N,Type,Name,NewEl,E2,NewL2,Env,Key,F,X) :- N>0, 

nth(N,Type,E2.NewE2), 
generatel(NewEl,NewE2,NewL2,Env,Key,F,X), 
Nl is N-1, 
genl(Nl,Type,Name,NewEl,E2,NewL2,Key,F,X). 

nth(N,subscr,E,E.N). 
nth(N,List,E,NewE) :- member(N,List,NewE). 

empty(X) :- var(X). 
list([AIB],A,B). 

do(El,E2,Key,F,X) :- Key =..[ZIArgs], 
append(Args,[El,E2,F,X],Ne,,vArgs), 
Goal =.. [ZINewArgs], call(Goal). 

Figure 9-8: Second stage of semantic preprocessing 

subscript. Otherwise, all possible numbers up to the given maximum 

(Num) must be generated as subscripts. The generation of subscripts 

is, in fact, only relevant for certain dependencies. Sometimes a 
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dependency will specify that the tokens standing for the set of 

objects are to be taken from a list. The 'nth' predicate decides 

according to the 'Type' of the dependency which of these is 

appropriate. Note that dependency lists are terminated by 

uninstantiated variables - hence the rather strange definition of 

,empty'. 

V.8 Semantic Operations 

Fig 9-9 gives some examples of routines implementing semantic 

operations. These are only invoked through the semantic 

preprocessors, and so it is not necessary to worry about sets of 

objects at this stage. 

makeadj(light,O,F,X) adddim(mass,[O,arbs],O,F,X). 
makeadj(fixed,O,F,X) :- declare(F,fixed(O),X). 

makenoun(C,G,F,X) :- ideal(C,I), 
declare(F,[isa(I,G),hasname(C,G)],X). 

breakdown(M,[N,U],test,X) :- test(measure(M,N,U),X). 
breakdown(M,[N,U],add,X) :- 

test(not(measure(M,*,*)),X), 
add(measuxe(M,N,U),X). 

in(S,(j,F,X) :- 

test(tsatisfies(container,O),X), 
declare(F,contains(O,S),X). 

makecontact(01,02,F,X) :- 

test(separable(01,02),X), 
findpoints(O1,P1, F,X) , 

findpoints(02,P2,F,X), 
distr.ib(P1,P2,findcontact,F,X). 

Figure 9-9: Semantic operations 

It is in the semantic operations that the actual assertions forming 

the program's output are generated. Some assertions generated are new 

information to be added to the database (predicate 'add'), some are 

constraints ("semantic checks") that must be satisfied (predicate 
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'test`), and some can be either of these, according to the 

environment flag (predicate 'declare'). The top level of the code for 

these basic 'add' and 'test' operations is shown in figure 9-10. 

declare(add,L,X) add(L,X). 
declare(test,L,X) test(L,X). 

add([],X) :- !. 

add([I,{Ls] ,X) :- !, conceal(L,X), add(Ls,X). 
add(L,X) :- conceal(L,X). 

test([],X) :- !. 

test([L)Ls],X) :- !, testl(L,X), test(Ls,X). 
test(L,X) :- testl(L,X). 

testl(L,X) :- 

f unctor(L,F,N), f unctor(L1,F,N), 
refsof(N,L,LI,X,R), 
incorp(R,L1,X). 

incurp(R, L, X) : - empty(R), !, deduce(L, X) . 
incorp(R,L,X) list(R, ,Rest), empty(R.est), 

applyconstr(L,R,X, ). 
incorp(R,L,X) :- putin(R,L,R,X), 

applyconstr(L,R,X, ). 

Figure 9-10: Basic 'add' and 'test' operations 

Both 'add' and 'test' are designed to deal with either lists of 

assertions or single assertions. 'add' simply involves storing the 

information in the "clause datastructure" ('conceal'), where it can 

be found later by the inference system. 'test' involves first of all 

finding which unevaluated references appear in the constraint using 

predicate 'refsof'. This returns the list of them as its last 

argument and also rewrites the assertion to be expressed in terms of 

their "dedicated variables" - giving the 3rd argument. It there are 

no unevaluated references, then satisfying the constraint simply 

involves trying to 'deduce' the proposition. if there is more than 

one of them, it is necessary to store the constraint for future use 

('putin'). In any case where there is at least one unevaluated 
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reference, a non-trivial constraint satisfaction process 

('applyconstr') must take place. 

The routine for dealing with inference ('deduce') is illustrated in 

fig 9-11. 

deduce(L,X) :- functor(L,F,N), f unctor(L1,F,N), up(N,L,L1,X). 

up(O,L,L1,X) :- 

( discover(L1,X); 
clause(Ll,true); 
(clause(L1,B), diff(B,true), deduceall(B,X)) 

) , 
down(L1,X,L). 

up(N,L,L1,X) :- N>O, 

arg(N,L,A), arg(N,L1,B), 
upl(A,B,X), 
N1 is N-1, up(N1,L,L1,X). 

deduceall((G1,G2),X) :- !, deduceall(G1,X), deduceall(G2,X). 
deduceall((G1;G2),X) :- !, deduceall(G1,X); deduceall(G2,X). 
deduceall(G,X) :- deduce(G,X). 

Figure 9-11: Inference 

In order to deduce an assertion 'L', the system tries to find an 

assertion that is the same or more general. (For instance, if the 

assertion is about an element of a set, it might be necessary to 

establish that it is true for the typical element). For each 

argument of the assertion, the predicate 'up1' is called to generate 

a name that is the same as or encompasses the one in that position. 

Finally (when the first argument to 'up' is zero) an attempt is made 

to prove the assertion obtained. The first option is to find the 

assertion already stored explicitly ('discover' is the dual of 

conceal'). The next best thing is to find an inference rule that 

might enable it to be proved (using predicate 'clause'). If the rule 

has no antecedents ("clause(Ll,true)"), we have succeeded; otherwise 

the antecedents will be the next things to prove. 
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V.9 The Clause Datastructure 

The datastructure associated with a clause (the value of 'X' in 

most of the code) is represented as a Prolog term with functor 'sent' 

and arity 6. The 6 fields of the structure can be accessed via the 

following predicates: 

1. roles(X,R) - R is the "list" of syntactic roles filled. 
The list is terminated'by a variable (rather than "nil") 
so that new entries can easily be added. Each element of 
the list consists of the name of the role, the value that 
fills it and a variable that will become instantiated if 
the role is "closed". 

2. modality(X,M) - M is the modality information about the 
proposition expressed by the clause (active/passive, 
past/present/future, etc). This information is accessed, 
for instance, by the predicate 'ismood', which determines 
whether the clause is active or passive. 

3. data(X,D) - D is the "data area" for the clause. In fact, 
there is only really one data area, which is shared by all 
clause datastructures. This area includes the current 
database, the extra level of information about objects in 
the world model and information about which objects have 
been mentioned (for generating candidates for pronoun 
referents). For practical, rather than theoretical, 
reasons, the current database is rewritten into its 
simplest form and transferred to the permanent Prolog 
database at the end of the processing of each input 
sentence. 

4. per(X,P) - P is the symbol representing the time period at 
which the events described in the clause are interpreted 
as taking place. Because the program has no proper 
treatment of time, this symbol is always the same. 

5. index(X,I) - This predicate is no longer used. 

6. ident(X,I) - I is a structure containing information about 
the identity of the clause. This includes the name (used 
only for debugging purposes), the name of the previous 
clause and the "level" (an integer which records how 
deeply embedded the clause is). 

V.10 Representation of Objects 

The followI ng conventions are used for representing objects 

referred to by noun phrases. Objects introduced by indefinite noun 
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phrases (in 'new' environments) are represented by Prolog atoms. 

Where a referent is known to be one of a set of candidates, a term of 

the form 'ref(N)' is used, where 'N' is an integer different from any 

one used previously in such a context. Where the referent is a set 

whose elements are provided by a given list, a term 'set(N)' is used, 

where 'N' is as before. The following paragraphs summarise the extra 

level of information kept about each kind of object. In addition to 

this, each object name is associated with every name that corresponds 

to the same object in the world by appearing in a tree representing 

this "equivalence class". 

V.10.1 Indefinite Fuun Phrases 

The referent of an indefinite NP is represented as a Prolog atom. 

Associated with this (and kept in the "data area" of the clause 

datastructure) is a dependency list, which says whether the atom 

stands for a single object or the typical element of a set. A 

dependency list is a list ending with a variable, bLcause new entries 

will in general be created at various times throughout the analysis. 

The components of each entry can be accessed through the predicate 

'dep' - if 'Dep' is a "dependency" then: 

dep(Dep,Namo, ,Type,Nuo,Use) 

means that 

'Name` is the name of the dependency (giving some 
indication as to its origin), 

- 'Type' (either 'subscr' or a list of object names) 
indicates h:;w object names for the elements of the set are 
to be generated. 'subscr' specifies that the. names can be 

derived by adding "subscripts" (for instance, if the atom 
is 'particlel' and the only dependency specifies 'subscr' 
then the names are 'paiticlel,l', 'particlei.2', etc.). If 

instead the dependency specifies a list of names, then 
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these are the names of the set elements, 

- 'Num' specifies how many objects are in the set described 
by the dependency. It may be an integer, or an 

uninstantiated variable , if the number is not known, 

- 'Use' specifies whether the division is into elements that 

are currently indistinguishable. An uninstantiated variable 
here means that there is currently no information in the 

database that enables the elements to be distinguished. If 

this is the case, the functioning of most semantic 
operations can consider the typical element without 
investigating the individual elements. 

Where the code accesses dependencies by pattern-matching, rather than 

by using 'dep', the actual form of a dependency can be seen. In fact, 

it is represented by a term with functor 'dep' and arity 5, the 

arguments being in the same order as all but the first argument of 

the predicate 'dep. 

V.10.2 Singular Definite Noun Phrases 

In general, the referent of a singular definite noun phrase is 

known to be the same as an object previously encountered, but it is 

not always known immediately which. The program represents the 

referent by a term 'ref(N)' and keeps extra information about what 

this is, as follows: 

- A candidate list. This gives the names of the objects that 

it could correspond to. The candidate list is formed when 
the first constrains (test') is made on the value, and 
gradually gets shorter as further constraints narrow down 
the possibilities. In fact, the list consists of terms of 

the form 'p(C,F)', where 'C- is the candidate and 'F' its 

current status (either 'in' or ':.ut', or an unAinstantiated 

variable if it is not known whether it is the correct 
candidate or not). 

- A list of constraints. These are constraints that 'Link 

possible values with possible values of other unevaluated 
references. They are simple assertions with each occurrence 
of 'ref(N)', for some N, replaced by an occurrence of the 
dedicated variable of that reference. The list ends with a 
variable, so that new constraints can be added dynamically. 
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- A dedicated variable. This is used to stand for the 

reference in constraints that are being manipulated by the 
constraint satisfaction code. It becomes instantiated with 
the "value" of the referent when that is known (if it is a 

single object). 

- A list of the other unevaluated references that are 
mentioned in the stored constraints. 

- A number. This gives the information about how many of the 

candidates are expected to be valid (1 for a singular noun 
phrase). 

V.10.3 Plural Definite Noun Phrases 

These referents are normally represented by terms of the form 

set(N)'. Associated with each such term is the list of elements of 

the set. The referent of a phrase starting with the word "each" is 

represented by a term '#X', where 
'#' 

is a defined prefix operator 

and 'X' is the term that would represent the corresponding plural 

definite noun phrase referent. 

V.10.4 Getting Hold of Dependency Lists 

Now that these details have been presented, some of the code for 

the predicate 'deplist' (as used in 'distrib') can be presented (fig 

9-12). 

The first clause deals with the "each" phrases - here, the 

dependency list differs only marginally from that of the 

corresponding plural phrase. The next case (for 'set(N)') just 

involves creating a dependency corresponding to the known list of 

elements (retrieved through 'findset'). For the case of 'ref(N)', 

there is an empty dependency list if all the candidates have empty 

dependency lists. Otherwise, a candidate is chosen (instaiitiate'), 

and its dependency list is taken. The fourth clause deals with 

objects arising from indefinite noun phrases (possibly bearing 
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deplist(#E,X,[dep(E1,_,Type,Num,Use)jL],El) :- 
deplist(E,X,[dep(external, ,Type,Num,Use)jL],El). 

deplist(set(N),X,[dep(external,_,L,Num,used)I ],N) :- 
findset(N,X,L), length(L,Num). 

deplist(ref(N),X,L,E) :- findref(N,X,Cands, ,Var, ), 
refdeps(N,X,Cands,Var,L,E). 

deplist(E,X,L,E) :- subz(E,X,L). 
deplist([A],X, ,A). 

deplist(L,X,[dep(external, ,L,Num,used)) ],[]) length(L,Num). 

refdeps(_,X,_,Var,L,E) :- 
nonvar(Var), !, deplist(Var,X,L,E). 

refdeps(N,X,Cands,, ,ref(N)) 
, ! 

refdeps(N,X,,_,L,E) 

deplist(V,X,L,E). 

subz(E.S,X,L) :- !, subz(E,X,(ILI). 
subz(E,X,L) :- atom(E), , , ,L). 

Figure 9-12: Getting hold of dependency lists 

"subscripts"), and the last two cover lists of modifiers. 
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VI. Program Traces 

The following are some examples of traces produced by the computer 

program, exactly as they appear on the terminal. Some preliminary 

comments are necessary to explain the layout of the traces. 

The program is written in a version of Prolog ([Roussel 75], 

[Pereira, Pereira and Warren 79], [Byrd 79]), an interactive logic 

programming language. At the top level of the Prolog interpreter, 

the system displays the prompt "I ?- " and reads a command from the 

user (terminated by a full stop). The command is then executed, the 

message "yes" is displayed (assuming successful execution) and the 

system asks for another command. 

The main commands for running the program are "start", "continue 

and "finish". "start" causes a sentence to be interpreted in a 

completely new context, whereas "continue" is used for processing a 

sentence that follows on from previous input. "finish" is used to 

carry out various housekeeping actions at the end of a mechanics 

problem. Not all the examples go through all these stages. Both 

"start" and "continue" cause a sentence to be read from the terminal 

(after the prompt "J: "). This sentence is then processed by the 

program, with lines periodically being printed out to indicate its 
progress. At the end, the user is asked whether the 'new' information 

generated should be added to a permanent database for use in the 

analysis of further sentences. The program also displays the 

assertions on the terminal, expanding them out as necessary to 

express them completely in terms of 'unbroken' entities and no 

reference entities. 

It is possible to alter the program so that it does not print out a 
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fully exhaustive trace every time. The examples were run with 

different degrees of tracing, according to the degree of detail 

appropriate to them. Trace messages are basically of four kinds: 

(starting with *) Outline of clause level syntactic analysis 
(starting with +) Record of 'new' information generated 
(starting with -) Record of 'given' information generated 
(starting with :) Miscellaneous (eg filtering details) 

These kinds are associated with decreasing pricrities, so that every 

trace with messages has all other kinds, every trace with - 

messages also has and "*" messages, and so on. Sometimes, for 

reasons of space and clarity, parts of the traces are omitted. These 

are marked clearly with inserts like: 

j...interpretation of noun phrase...] 

The command "what(X)" causes information about the entity with name 

'X' to be displayed on the terminal. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that integers preceded by the 

underline character, like " 3397", are Prolog uiainstantiat_ed 

variables. The program also uses "*" as a way of denoting a variable 

fDr the special inference system. 

VI.1 A very simple example 

This example illustrates the program working in the simple 

situation where all noun phrases intrc;duce .iew objects and there is 

no mention of sets (this situation is described at the end of Chapter 

2). Following the "*" lines, one can see that the program identifies 

three main constituents at the clause level of this example - the 

subject, main verb group and the prepositional phrase - be-fore coming 

to the final punctuation. The noun phrases that are the subject of 
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the sentence and the object to the preposition ('prepobject') are 

represented in the form "A:B", where 'A' is a crude type ('physobj' - 

physical object) which is ascertained syntactically and 'B' is the 

name of the entity that arises from the interpretation of the phrase. 

Both phrases are interpreted as they are read, with 'new' (+) 

assertions generated to express the information conveyed and 'given' 

(-) assertions being satisfied as "semantic checks". The program 

displays a summary of the syntactic structure of the sentence before 

invoking the verb semantics. 

I ?- start. 

1: A particle of mass b rests on a smooth table . 

+ new assertion isa(period,periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 
* looking for subject 
+ new assertion isa(particle,particlel) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(particle,particlel) recorded 
- testing assertion thasprop(particlel,mass) 
- test thasprop(particlel,mass) successful 
+ new assertion mass(particlel,massl,periodl) recorded 

testing assertion not(measure(massl,*,*)) 
test not(measure(massl,*,*)) successful 

+ new assertion measure(massl,b,arbs) recorded 
* constituent physobj:particlel found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb(rest,[sing,actv,pres,inst]) found 

* parsing prepositional phrase 
+ new assertion isa(surface,tablel) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(table,tablel) recorded 
- testing assertion thasprop(tablel,coeff) 
- test thasprop(tablel,coeff) successful 
+ new assertion coeff(tablel,coeffl,periodl) recorded 
- testing assertion not(measure(coeffl,*,*)) 
- test not(measure(coeffl,*,*)) successful 
+ new assertion measure(coeffl,0,arbs) recorded 
* constituent prepobject:physobj:tablel found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [sing,actv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject physobj:particlel 
mainverb rest 
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pp pp(on,physobj:tablel) 

+ invoking rest semantics 
+ invoking on semantics 
- testing assertion not(tshape(tablel,point)) 
- test not(tshape(tablel,point)) successful 
+ new assertion point of(tablel,pointl) recorded 
+ new assertion contact(particlel,pointl,periodl) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? n 
measure(massl,b,arbs) 
measure(coeffl,0,arbs) 
coeff(tablel,coeff1,periodl) 
mass(particlel,massl,periodl) 
contact(particiel,pointl,periodl) 
isa(period,periodl) 
isa(particle,particlel) 
hasname(particle,particlel) 
isa(surface,tablel) 
hasname(table,tablel) 
point of(tablel,pointl) 

ye s 

VI.2 Examples with Definite Reference 

The next two examples i.llustrate the creation and treatment of 

reference entities. The first one does not present any special 

reference evaluation problems, but shows how candidate sets are 

filtered and also illustrates the symmetry in the dandling of 'given' 

and 'new' environments. Thus the referent of "the pul?ey of weight 8 

lbs" is gradually pinned down through constraints on it and its 

weight. Also the semantics of "hang" are used in a 'new' environment 

in the second sentence and in a 'given' environment in the third. 

This example shows constraints being imposed which are really 

'questions' - in the analysis of "passing over" it is necessary to 

find an appropriate central point on the string 

(tctrgravity(stringl, 8438)). 

The second example is to illustrate now the propagation of 
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constraints can help in reference evaluation. It is described more 

fully in Section 3.5. 

Unfortunately, both of these examples have full tracing on to 

illuminate some of the inner details. This means that there is a 

large volume of output. One fact that may help to clarify the trace 

is that all semantic processing of relative clauses takes place 

before the analysis of the head noun phrase is complete. Hence the 

structure of embedded sentences is displayed by the program before 

that of the main clauses. 

I ?- start. 

I: Two pulleys of weights 12 lb and 8 lb are connected by a 
1: string passing over a fixed pulley . 

+ new assertion isa(period,periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 
* looking-for subject 
+ new assertion isa(pulley,pulleyl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(pulley,pulleyl) recorded 
- testing assertion thasprop(pulleyl.2,weight) 
- test thasprop(pulleyl.2,weight) successful 
+ new assertion weight(pulleyl.2,weightl,periodl) recorded 
- testing assertion not(measure(weightl,*,*)) 
- test not(measure(weightl,*,*)) successful 
+ new assertion measure(weightl,8,lbs) recorded 
- testing assertion thasprop(pulleyl.l,weight) 
- test thasprop(pulleyl.l,weight) successful 
+ new assertion weight(pulleyl.l,weight2,periodl) recorded 
- testing assertion not(measure(weight2,*,*)) 
- test not(measure(weight2,*,*)) successful 
+ new assertion measure(weight2,12,lbs) recorded 
* constituent physobj:pulleyl found 
* holding aux 
* constituent aux:are found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb(connect,[plur,passv,pres,inst]) found 
* parsing prepositional phrase 
+ new assertion isa(string,stringl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(string,stringl) recorded 
* doing embedded sentence 
* starting sentence2 
* parsing prepositional phrase 
+ new assertion isa(pulley,pulley2) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(pulley,pulley2) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed(pulley2) recorded 
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* constituent prepobject:physobj:pulley2 found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentence2 following from sentencel 

* modality [sing,actv,pres,cing] 
* roles filled 
subject physobj:stringl 
mainverb pass 
pp pp(over,physobj:pulley2) 

+ invoking pass semantics 
+ invoking over semantics 
- testing assertion tsatisfies(lineseg,stringl) 
- test tsatisfies(lineseg,stringl) successful 
- testing assertion tshape(stringl,point) 
- testing assertion tctrgravity(stringl,_8438) 

filtering reference 1 

candidate midpoint valid 
filtering for 1 over 

- test tczrgravity(stringi,ref(1)) successful 
- testing assertion thaspart(stringl,midpoint) 
- test thaspart(stringl,midpoint) successful 
+ new assertion midpt(stringl,midpointl) recorded 
- testing assertion tshape(pulley2,point) 
- test tshape(pulley2,point) successful 
+ new assertion contact(midpointl,pulley2) recorded 
+ new assertion contact(pulley2,midpointl) recorded 
[...trying to recognise standard pulley system...] 
* constituent prepobject:physobj:stringl found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [plur,passv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject physobj:pulleyl 
mainverb connect 
pp pp(by,physobj:stringl) 

+ invoking connect semantics 
- testing assertion thaspart(stringl,lend) 
- test thaspart(stringl,lend) successful 
+ new assertion ead(stringi,lendi,left) recorded 
+ new assertion isa(end,lendl) recorded 
- testing assertion thaspart(stringi,rend) 
- test thaspart(stringl,rend) successful 
+ new assertion end(stringl,rendl,right) recorded 
+ new assertion isa(end,rendl) recorded 
[...testing that 'pulleyl.2' and 'rendl' can be in contact...] 
+ new assertion fixed contact(pulleyl.2,rendl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed7contact(rendl,pulleyl.2,periodl) recorded 
[...trying to recognise standard pulley system...] 
[...testing that 'pulleyl.1' and 'lendl' can be in contact...] 
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+ new assertion fixedcontact(pulleyl.l,lendl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed_contact(lendl,pulleyl.l,peri.odl) recorded 
[...trying to recognise standard pulley system...] 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? y 

weight(pulleyl.2,weightl,periodl) 
weight(pulleyl.l,weight2,periodl) 
fixed(pulley2) 
measure(weightl,8,lbs) 
measure(weight2,12,lbs) 
fixed contact(pulleyl.2,rendl,periodl) 
fixed contact.( rendl,pulleyl.2,periodl) 
fixed contact( pulleyl.l,lendl,periodl) 
fixed contact(lendl,pulleyl.l,periodl) 
contact(midpointl,pulley2) 
contact(pulley2,midpointl) 
isa(period,periodl) 
isa(pulley,pulleyl.1) 
isa(pulley,pulleyl.2) 
hasname(pulley,pulleyl.1) 
hasname(pulley,pulleyl.2) 
isa(string,stringl) 
hasname(string,stringl) 
isa(pulley,puiley2) 
hasname(pulley,pulley2) 
isa(end,lendl) 
isa(end,rendl) 
midpt(stringl,midpointl) 
end(stringl,lendl,left) 
end(stringl,rendl,right) 

ye s 
I ?- continue. 

1: Over the pulley of weight 8 lbs is hung another string . 

* starting sentence3 
* parsing prepositional phrase 

testing assertion hasname(pulley,_720) 
filtering reference 6 
candidate pulley2 valid 
candidate pulleyl.2 valid 
candidate pulleyl.1 valid 
filtering for 6 over 

- test hasname(pulley,ref(6)) successful 
- candidates for pulley selected 
- testing assertion weight(ref(6),_2097,periodl) 

filtering reference 6 
candidate pulley2 invalid 
candidate pulleyl.2 valid 
candidate pulleyl.1 valid 
filtering for 6 over 
filtering reference 7 
candidate weight2 valid 
candidate weightl valid 
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filtering for 7 over 
filtering reference 7 
candidate weight2 valid 
candidate weightl valid 
filtering for 7 over 

- test weight(ref(6),ref(7),periodl) successful 
- testing assertion measure(ref(7),8,lbs) 

filtering reference 7 

candidate weight2 invalid 
candidate weightl valid 
filtering for 7 over 
filtering reference 6 
candidate pulleyl.2 valid 
candidate pulleyl.1 invalid 
filtering for 6 over 
filtering reference 7 
candidate weightl valid 
filtering for 7 over 
test measure(ref(7),8,lbs) successful 

* constituent prepobject:physobj:ref(6) found 
[...identifying main verb "hang" and new object 'string2'...] 

* final parse of sentence3 following from sentencel 

* modality [sing,passv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
pp pp(over,physobj:ref(6)) 
mainverb hang 
subject physobj:string2 

+ invoking hang semantics 
[...deciding that the midpoint is required...] 
+ new assertion midpt(string2,midpoint2) recorded 

testing assertion tshape(ref(6),point) 
filtering reference 6 

candidate pulleyl.2 valid 
filtering for 6 over 
test tshape(ref(6),point) successful 

+ new assertion contact(midpoint2,ref(6)) recorded 
+ new assertion contact(ref(6),midpoint2) recorded 
[...trying to recognise standard pulley system...] 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? y 

contact(midpoint2,pulleyl.2) 
contact(pulleyl.2,midpoint2) 
isa(string,string2) 
hasname(string,string2) 
midpt(string2,midpoint2) 

ye s 
I ?- continue. 

1: What is the acceleration of the string which 
1: hangs over the fixed pulley ? 
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* starting sentence4 
* looking for np to hold 
* constituent measpair:what found 
* holding aux 
* constituent aux:is found 
* looking for subject 

testing assertion hasname(string,_1732) 
filtering reference 9 

candidate string2 valid 
candidate stringl valid 
filtering for 9 over 
test hasname(string,ref(9)) successful 
candidates for string selected 

* doing embedded sentence 
* starting sentences 
* subject is physobj:ref(9) 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb(hang,[sing,actv,pres,inst]) found 
* parsing prepositional phrase 

testing assertion hasname(pulley, 2452) 
filtering reference 10 

candidate pulley2 valid 
candidate pulleyl.2 valid 
candidate pulleyl.1 valid 
filtering for 10 over 
test hasname(pulley,ref(10)) successful 

- candidates for pulley selected 
- testing assertion fixed(ref(10)) 

filtering reference 10 

candidate pulley2 valid 
candidate pulleyl.2 invalid 
candidate pulleyl.1 invalid 
filtering for 10 over 

test fixed(ref(10)) successful 
* constituent prepobject:physobj:ref(10) found 
* constituent binder: ? found 

* final parse of sentences following from sentence4 

* modality [sing,actv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
mainverb hang 
subject physobj:ref(9) 
pp pp(over,physobj:ref(10)) 

invoking hang semantics 
[...checking that both candidates of 'ref(9)' are stringlike...] 
[...establishing that midpoints are involved...] 
- testing assertion midpt(ref(9), 3168) 

filtering reference 9 

candidate 3tring2 valid 
candidate stringl valid 
filtering for 9 over 
filtering reference 12 
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candidate midpoint2 valia 
candidate midpointl valid 
filtering for 12 over 
test midpt(ref(9),ref(12)) successful 

[...testing that 'ref(10)', ie 'pulley2', is a point...] 
- testing assertion contact(ref(12),ref(10)) 

filtering reference 10 
candidate pulley2 valid 
filtering for 10 over 
filtering reference 12 
candidate midpoint2 invalid 
candidate midpointl valid 
filtering for 12 over 
filtering reference 9 

candidate string2 invalid 
candidate stringl valid 
filtering for 9 over 

filtering reference 12 
candidate midpointl valid 
filtering for 12 over 
filtering reference 10 
candidate pulley2 valid 
filtering for 10 over 
test contact(ref(12),ref(10)) successful 
testing assertion contact(ref(10),ref(12)) 
filtering reference 12 
candidate midpointl valid 
filtering for 12 over 
filtering reference 10 
candidate pulley2 valid 
filtering for 10 over 
test contact(ref(l.0),ref(12)) successful 

(...creating acceleration 'accelerationl' for 'stringl'...] 
testing assertion acceleration(ref(9),_800,periodl) 
filtering reference 9 

candidate stringl valid 
filtering for 9 over 
filtering reference 13 
candidate accelerationl valid 
filtering for 13 over 
test acceleration(ref(9),ref(13),periodl) successful 

* constituent defmeas:ref(13) found 
* constituent binder: . found 
* main verb is be 

* final parse of sentence4 following from sentence3 

* modality [sing,actv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject defineas:ref(13) 
mainverb be 
object#l measpair:what 

+ invoking be semantics 
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* producing final assertions 
add to database? y 

acceleration(stringl,accelerationl,periodl) 

ye s 
?- finish. 

* equation solving information 
given(weightl) 
given(weight2) 
sought(accelerationl) 
end of paragraph 

yes 

I ?- start. 

1: A uniform rod is supported by a string attached to its ends . 

+ new assertion isa(period,periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 
* looking for subject 
+ new assertion isa(rod,rodl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(rod,rodl) recorded 
- testing assertion thasprop(rodl,mass) 
- test thasprop(rodl,mass) successful 
+ new assertion uniform(rodl) recorded 
* constituent physobj:rodl found 
* holding aux 
* constituent aux:is found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb(support,[sing,passv,pres,inst]) found 
* parsing prepositional phrase 
+ new assertion isa(string,stringl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(string,stringl) recorded 
* doing embedded sentence 
* starting centence2 
* parsing prepositional phrase 

testing assertion mentioned(_2851,sing) 
filtering reference 1 

candidate striagl valid 

candidate rodl valid 
filtering for 1 over 
test meiitioned(ref(1),sing) successful 
candidates for pronoun selected 

[...creating left ends 'lentil' and 'lend2'...] 
[...for 'stringl' and 'rodl'...] 

testing assertion end(ref(1), 3035,left) 
filtering reference 1 

candidate stringl valid 
candidate roll valid 
filtering for 1 over 
filtering reference 2 

candidate leud2 valid 
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candidate lendl valid 
filtering for 2 over 
test end(ref(1),ref(2),left) successful 

[...creating right ends 'rendl' and 'rend2...] 
[...for 'stringl' and 'rodl'...] 

testing assertion end(ref(1),_3213,right) 
filtering reference 1 

candidate stringl valid 
candidate rodl valid 
filtering for 1 over 
filtering reference 3 
candidate rend2 valid 
candidate rendl valid 
filtering for 3 over 
test end(ref(1),ref(3),right) successful 

* constituent prepobject:physobj:set(1) found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentence2 following from sentencel 

* modality [sing,passv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject physobj:stringl 
mainverb attach 
pp pp(to,physobj:set(1)) 

+ invoking attach semantics 
testing assertion separable(stringl,ref(3)) 
filtering reference 3 

candidate rend2 valid 
candidate rendl invalid 
filtering for 3 over 
filtering reference 1 

candidate stringl invalid 
candidate rodl valid 
filtering for 1 over 
filtering reference 2 

candidate lend2 valid 
candidate lendl invalid 
filtering for 2 over 
filtering reference 1 

candidate rodl valid 
filtering for 1 over 
filtering reference 3 

candidate rend2 valid 
filtering for 3 over 
test separable(stringl,ref(3)) successful 

[...making other successful tests about 'ref(3)'...] 
+ new assertion fixed_contact(lendl,ref(3),periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixedcontact(ref(3),lendl,periodl) recorded 
[...trying to recognise standard pulley system...] 

testing assertion separable(stringl,ref(2)) 
filtering reference 2 

candidate lend2 valid 
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filtering for 2 over 
test separable(stringl,ref(2)) successful 

[...applying more tests to 'ref(2)' and 'rendl'...] 
+ new assertion fixedcontact(rendl,r.ef(2),periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed_contact(ref(2),rendl,periodl) recorded 
[...trying to recognise standard pulley system...] 
* constituent prepobject:physobj:stringl found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [sing,passv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject physobj:rodl 
mainverb support 
pp pp(by,physobj:stringl) 

+ invoking support semantics 
+ new assertion supports(stringl,rodl) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? n 

uniform(rodl) 
supports( stringl,rodl) 

fixed contact(lendl,rend2,periodl) 

fixed contact(lend2,rendl,periodl) 
isa(period ,periodl) 
isa(rod,rodl) 
hasname(rod,rodl) 
isa(string,stringl) 
hasname(string,stringl) 
isa(end,lendl) 
isa(end,lend2) 
isa(end,rendl) 
isa( end ,rend2) 
end(stringl,lendl,left) 
end(rodl,lend2,left) 
end(stringl,rendl,right) 
end(rodl,rend2,right) 

yes 

VI.3 Operations on Sets 

The next three traces illustrate the program carrying out 

operations on sets. Some of the sets referred to end up represented 

as 'broken' entities, whereas others remain 'unbroken. The 'what' 

commands after each example enable the final states of the entities 
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to be inspected. The third example shows an instance of cardinality 

information being propagated through an "external pairing" operation 

('blockl' starts off with an unknown number, but is later assigned 

the number '2' through the pairing with the ends of 'rodl'). 

I ?- start. 

1: Two particles are attached to the left end of a string . 

+ new assertion isa(period,periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 
* looking for subject 
+ new assertion isa(particle,particlel) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(particle,particlel) recorded 
* constituent physobj:particlel found 
* holding aux 
* constituent aux:are found 
* looking for mainverb 

* constituent verbgr:mainverb(attach,[plur,passv,pres,inst]) found 
* parsing prepositional phrase 
+ new assertion isa(string,stringl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(string,stringl) recorded 
+ new assertion end(stringl,lendl,left) recorded 
+ new assertion isa(end,lendl) recorded 
* constituent prepobject:physobj:lendl found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [plur,passv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject physobj :particlel 
mainverb attach 
pp pp(to,physobj:lendl) 

+ invoking attach semantics 
+ new assertion fixed contact(particlel,lendl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed contact(lendl,particlel,periodl) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? n 

fixed contact(particlel,lendl,periodl) 
fixed7contact(lend7.,particlel,periodl) 
isa(period,periodl) 
isa(particle,particlel) 
hasname(particle,particlet) 
isa(string,stringl) 
hasname(string.stringl) 
isa(end,lendl) 
end(stringl,lendl,left) 
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yes 
?- what(particlel). 

particlel - 

indefinite entity, with dependency list [(external,2,F)...] 

yes 
I ?- what(stringl). 

stringl - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [...] 

yes 

I ?- start. 

1: Particles of mass b and c are attached to the ends of a rod . 

+ new assertion isa(period,periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 
* looking for subject 
+ new assertion isa(particle,particlel) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(particle,particlel) recorded 
+ new assertion mass(particlel.2,massl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion measure(massl,c,arbs) recorded 
+ new assertion mass(particlel.l,mass2,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion measure(mass2,b,arbs) recorded 
* constituent physobj:particlel found 
* holding aux 
* constituent aux:are found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mairverb(attach,[plur,passv,pres,inst]) found 

* parsing prepositional phrase 
+ new assertion isa(rod,rodl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(rod,rodl) recorded 
+ new assertion end(rodl,lendl,left) recorded 
+ new assertion isa(end,lendl) recorded 
+ new assertion end(rodl,rendl,right) recorded 
+ new assertion isa(end,rendl) recorded 
* constituent prepobject:physcbj:set(1) found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [plur,passv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject phys-)bj:particiel 
mainverb attach 
pp pp(to,physobj:set(1)) 
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+ invoking attach semantics 
+ new assertion fixedcontact(particlel.2,rendl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed_contact(rendl,particlel.2,periodl) recorded 

+ new assertion fixed contact(particlel.l,lendl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed-contact(lendl,particlel.l,periodl) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? n 
measure(massl,c,arbs) 
measure(mass2,b,arbs) 
fixed contact(particlel.2,rendl,periodl) 
fixed_contact(rendl,particlel.2,periodl) 
fixedcontact(particlel.1,lendl,periodl) 
fixed_contact(lendl,particlel.l,periodl) 
mass(particlel.2,massl,periodl) 
mass(particlel.1,mass2,periodl) 
isa(period,periodl) 
isa(particle,particlel.1) 
isa(particle,particlel.2) 
hasname(particle,particlel.1) 
hasname(particle,particlel.2) 
isa(rod,radl) 

hasname(rod,rodl) 
isa(end,lendl) 
isa(end,rendl) 

end(rodl,lendl,left) 
end(rodl,rendl,right) 

ye s 
I ?- what(particlel). 

particlel - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(external,2,T)...] 

ye s 
I ?- what(set(1)). 

set(l) - 
set entity, with dependency list [(external,2,T)...] 
and elements lendl,rendl 

yes 
1 r- what(massl). 

massl - 

ye s 

indefinite entity, with dependency list [...] 

I ?- start. 
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1: Blocks of mass m are attached at the ends of a light rod . 

+ new assertion isa(period,periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 
* looking for subject 
+ new assertion isa(particle,blockl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(block,blockl) recorded 
+ new assertion mass(blockl,massl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion measure(massl,m,arbs) recorded 
* constituent physobj:blockl found 
* holding aux 
* constituent aux:are found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb(attach,[plur,passv,pres,inst]) found 
* parsing prepositional phrase 
+ new assertion isa(rod,rodl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(rod,rodl) recorded 
+ new assertion mass(rodl,mass2,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion measure(mass2,O,arbs) recorded 
+ new assertion end(rodl,lendl,left) recorded 
+ new assertion isa(end,lendl) recorded 
+ new assertion end(rodl,rendl,right) recorded 
+ new assertion isa(end,rendl) recorded 
* constituent prepobject:physobj:set(1) found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [plur,passv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject physobj:blockl 
mainverb attach 
pp pp(at,physobj:set(1)) 

+ invoking attach semantics 
+ new assertion fixed contact(blockl.2,rendl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed contact(rendl,blockl.2,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixedcontact(blockl.l,lendl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed contact(lendl,blockl.l,periodl) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? n 
measure(massl.l,m,arbs) 
measure(mass1.2,m,arbs) 
measure(mass2,0,arbs) 
fixed contact(blockl.2,rendl,periodi) 
fixedcontact(rendl,blockl.2,periodl) 

contact(blockl.l,lendl,periodl) 
fixedcontact(lendl,blockl.l,periodl) 
mass(blockl.l,massl.l,periodl) 
mass(blockl.2,massl.2,periodl) 
mass(rodi,mass2,periodl) 
isa(period,periodl) 
isa(particle,blockl.l) 
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isa(particle,blockl.2) 
hasname(block,blockl.1) 
hasname(block,blockl.2) 
isa(rod,rodl) 
hasname(rod,rodl) 
isa(end,lendl) 
isa(end,rendl) 
end(rodl,lendl,left) 
end(rodl,rendl,right) 

ye s 
I ?- what(blockl). 

blockl - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(external,2,T)...] 

yes 
I ?- what(massl). 

massl - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(external,2,T)...] 

yes 
I ?- what(set(1)). 

set(1) - 

yes 

set entity, with dependency list [(external,2,T)...] 
and elements {lendl,rendl} 

VI.4 Plural Definite Phrases 

The next two examples show the two different treatment of plural 

definite phrases. In the first one, the entity 'ba111' is unbroken, 

and so there are no individual elements available to be candidates 

for members of "the balls". Thus the definite phrase is represented 

as a reference entity, with 'ba111' as the only candidate. In the 

second example, the entity 'ba111' has been broken by its association 

with the modifier of mass 5 and 6 lbs". Thus "the balls" is 

represented as a 'set' entity, with the individual balls as its 
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members. 

?- start. 

1: A man holds some uniform balls . 

+ new assertion isa(period,periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 
* looking for subject 
+ new assertion isa(particle,manl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(man,manl) recorded 
* constituent physobj:manl found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb(hold,[sing,actv,pres,inst]) found 
* looking for object 
+ new assertion isa(particle,balll) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(ball,balll) recorded 
+ new assertion uniform(balll) recorded 
* constituent physobj:balll found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [sing,actv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject physobj:manl 
mainverb hold 
object#1 physobj :balll 

+ invoking hold semantics 
+ new assertion supports(manl,balll) recorded 
+ new assertion fixedcontact(manl,balll,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed contact(balll,manl,periodl) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? y 

uniform(balll) 
supports (maril,balll 
fixed contact(manl,balll,periodl) 
fixedcontact(balll,manl,periodl) 
isa(period,periodl) 
5sa(particle,manl) 
hasname(man,manl) 
isa(particle,balll) 
hasname(ball,balll) 

yes 
I ?- what(balll). 

balll - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(external,-,F)...] 
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yes 
I ?- continue. 

1: The balls weigh 5 lbs . 

* starting sentence2 
* looking for subject 
* constituent physobj:ref(1) found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb(weigh,[plur,actv,pres,inst]) found 
* looking for object 
* constituent measpair:[[5,lbs]] found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentence2 following from sentencel 

* modality [plur,actv,pres,inst] 
* roles tilled 

subject physobj:ref(1) 
mainverb weigh 
object#l neaspair: [ [5,lbs] ] 

+ invoking weigh semantics 
+ new assertion mass(balll,massl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion measure(ref(2),5,lbs) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? n 
measure(massl,5,lbs) 
mass(balll,massl,periodl) 

yes 
I ?- what(ref(1)). 

ref(1) - 

reference entity, with candidates {balll} 

yes 
I ?- what(ref(2)). 

ref(2) - 
reference entity, with candidates {massl} 

ye o 

I ?- what(massl). 

massi - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(external,_,F)...] 
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yes 

I ?- start. 

1: A table supports two balls of mass 5 and 6 lbs 

+ new assertion isa(period,periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 
* looking for subject 
+ new assertion isa(surface,tablel) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(table,tabiel) recorded 
* constituent physobj:tablel found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb( support,[sing,actv,pres,inst]) found 
* looking for object 
+ new assertion isa(particle,balll) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(ball,balll) recorded 
± new assertion mass(balll.2,massl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion measure(massl,6,ibs) recorded 
+ new assertion mass(balll.l,mass2,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion measure(mass2,5,lbs) recorded 
* constituent physobj:balll found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [sing,actv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject physobj:tablel 
mainverb support 
objectlfl physobj:balll 

+ invoking support semantics 
+ new assertion supports(tablel,bal11.2) recorded 
+ new assertion supports(tablel,baill.1) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? y 

supports(tablel,balll.2) 
supports( tablel,balll.1) 
measure(massl,6,lbs) 
measure(mass2,5,lbs) 
mass(halll.2,massl,periodl) 
mass(balll.l,mass2.periodl) 
isa(period,periodl) 
isa(surface,tablel) 
hasname(table,tablel) 
isa(particle,balll.1) 
isa(particle,balll.2) 
hasname(ball,balll.l) 
hasname(bail,balll.2) 

yes 
I ?- whaL(balll). 
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balll - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(external,2,T)...] 

yes 
I ?- continue. 

1: The balls are uniform 

* starting sentence2 
* looking for subject 
* constituent physobj:set(1) found 
* holding aux 
* constituent aux:are found 
* main verb is be 
* looking for object 
* constituent adj:uniform found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentence2 following from sentencel 

* modality [plur,actv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 

subject physobj:set(1) 
mainverb be 
object#1 adj:uniform 

+ invoking be semantics 
+ new assertion uniform(balll.l) recorded 
+ new assertion uniform(balll.2) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? n 
uniform(balll.1) 
uniform(balll.2) 

yes 
I ?- what(set(1)). 

set(1) - 

yes 

set entity, with dependency list [(external,2,T)...] 
and elements {balll.2,balll.1} 

VI.5 "Each" phrases 

The last few traces illustrate examples of the treatment of "each" 

phrases. The first two examples show "each" phrases of the two types, 
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with the underlying set entities unbroken and broken respectively. In 

the second one, an indefinite phrase that is affected by the presence 

of the "each" is completely interpreted before the "each" is read. 

The last example shows a complicated situation where there are plural 

noun phrases and "each" phrases all interacting. As a result, the 

entity 'blockl' ends up with two distinct dependencies. 

I ?- start. 

1: Two men are standing on a scaffold . 

+ new assertion isa(period.periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 
* looking for subject 
+ new assertion isa(particle,manl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(man,manl) recorded 
* constituent physobj:manl found 
* holding aux 
* constituent aux:are found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb( stand,[plur,actv,pres,cing]) found 
* parsing prepositional phrase 
+ new assertion isa(rod,scaffoldl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(scaffold,scaffoldl) recorded 
+ new assertion slope(scaffoldl,hor) recorded 
+ new assertion concavity(scaffoldl,stline) recorded 
* constituent prepobject:physobj:scaffolcil found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [plur,actv,pres,cingj 
* roles filled 
subject physobj:manl 
mainverb stand 
pp pp(on,physobj:scaffoldl) 

+ invoking stand semantics 
+ invoking on semantics 
+ new assertion point of(scaffoldl,pointl) recorded 
+ new assertion contact(manl,pointl,periodl) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? y 
concavity(scaffoldl,stline) 
slope(scaffoldl,hor) 
contac t(manl , po intl , peri.odl ) 
isa(period,periodl) 

isa(particle,manl) 
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hasname(man,manl) 
isa(rod,scaffoldl) 
hasname(scaffold,scaffoldl) 
point of(scaffoldl,pointl) 

ye s 
I ?- what(manl) . 

manl - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(external,2,F)...] 

ye s 
I ?- continue. 

1: Each man supports a uniform pole . 

* starting sentence2 
* looking for subject 
* constituent physobj: 4/ref(1) found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb( support,[sing,actv,pres,inst]) found 
* looking for object 
+ new assertion isa(rod,polel) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(pole,polel) recorded 

new assertion uniform(polel) recorded 
* constituent physobj:polel found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentence2 following from sentence 

* modality [sing,actv,pres,instj 
* roles filled 
subject physobj: //ref(1) 

mainverb support 
object/Il physobj:polel 

+ invoking support semantics 
+ new assertion supports(manl,polei) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? n 

uniform(polel) 
supports(rwanl,polel) 
isa(rod,polel) 
hasname(pole,polel) 

ye s 
I ?- what(maiil) . 

manl - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(external,2,F)...I 
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yes 
I ?- what(ref(1)). 

ref(1) - 
reference entity, with candidates {manl} 

ye s 

I ?- what(polel). 

polel - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(manl,2,F)...] 

ye s 

I ?- start. 

1: A bridge 60 ft long is supported by a pier at each end 

+ new assertion isa(period,periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 

* looking for subject 
+ new assertion isa(rod,bridgel) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(bridge,bridgel) recorded 
- testing assertion thasprop(bridgel,length) 
- test thasprop(bridgel,length) successful 
+ new assertion length(bridge?,lengthl,periodl) recorded 
- testing assertion not(measure(lengthl,*,*)) 
- test not(measure(lengthl,*,*)) successful 
+ new assertion measure(lengthl,60,ft) recorded 
* constituent physobj:bridgel found 
* holding aux 
* constituent aux:is found 
* looking for mainverb 

constituent verbgr:mainverb( support,[siag,passv,pres,inst]) found 
* parsing prepositional phrase 
+ new assertion isa(particle,pierl) re=orded 
+ new assertion hasname(pier,pierl) recorded 
- testing assertion mentioned( 7990,sing) 
- test mentioned(ref(1),sing) successful 
- candidates for pronoun selected 
[...creating left end 'lendl' for 'br.idgel'...] 
testing assertion end(ref(1), 3196,left) 
test end(ref(1),:-ef(2),lef0 successful 

[...creating right enu 'rendl' for 'bridgel'...] 
testing assertion end(ref(1),2708,right) 
test end(ref(1),ref(3),right) successful 

+ invoking at semaritics 
[...testing various constraints on 'pierl.2' and 'rei(3)'...] 
* new assertion fixed contact(pierl.2,ref(3),periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed` contact(ref(3),pierl.2,periodl) reccrded 
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[...testing various constraints on 'pierl.1' and 'ref(2)'...] 
+ new assertion fixedcontact(pierl.l,ref(2),periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed7contact(ref(2),pierl.l,periodl) recorded 
[...... ] 

* constituent prepobject:physobj:pierl found 
* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [sing,passv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 
subject physcbj :bridge 1 
mainverb support 
pp pp(by,physobj:pierl) 

+ invoking support semantics 
+ new assertion supports(pierl.2,bridgel) recorded 
+ new assertion supports(pierl.l,bridgel) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? n 
supports(pierl.2,bridgel) 
supports(pierl.l,bridgel) 
length(bridgel,lengthl,periodl) 
measure(lengthl,60,ft) 
fixed contact(pierl.2,rendl,periodl) 
fixed7contact(rendl,pierl.2,periodl) 
fixedcontact(pierl.l,lendl,periodl) 

isa(period,periodl) 
isa(rod,bridgel) 
hasname(bridge,bridgel) 
isa(particle,,pierl.1) 

isa(particle,pierl.2) 
hasnanLe( pier, pierl. 1) 
hasname(pier,pierl.2) 
isa(end,lendl) 
isa(end,lendl) 
end(bridgel,l endl,left) 
end(bridgel,rendl,right) 

yes 
I ?- what(bridgel). 

bridgel - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [...] 

ye s 
I ?- what(pierl). 

pierl - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(1,2,T)...] 
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ye s 

I ?- start. 

1: Two boxes each containing 3 blocks of mass a b and c are 
1: attached to the hinges of a door . 

+ new assertion isa(period,periodl) recorded 
* starting sentencel 
* looking for subject 
+ new assertion isa(container,boxl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(box,boxl) recorded 
* doing embedded sentence 
* starting sentence2 
* looking for object 
+ new assertion isa(particle,blockl) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(block,blockl) recorded 
+ new assertion mass(blockl.3,massl,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion measure(massl,c,arbs) recorded 
+ new assertion mass(blockl.2,mass2,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion measure(mass2,b,arbs) recorded 
+ new assertion mass(blockl.l,mass3,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion measure(mass3,a,arbs) recorded 
* constituent physobj:blockl found 
* object2 is physobj:blockl . looking for objectl 
* constituent binder:implicit.comma found 

* final parse of sentence2 following from sentencel 

* modality [sing,ac*_a,pres,cing] 
* roles filled 
subject physobj: 4Iboxl 

mainverb contain 
object#1 physobj:blockl 

+ invoking contain semantics 
+ invoking in semantics 
+ new assertion contains(boxl,blockl.3) recorded 
+ new assertion contains(boxl,blockl.2) recorded 
+ new assertion contains(boxl,blockl.l) recorded 
* constituent physobj:boxl found 
* holding aux 
* constituent aux:are found 
* looking for mainverb 
* constituent verbgr:mainverb(attach,[plur,passv,pres,inst]) found 
* parsing prepositional phrase 
+ new assertion isa(door,doori) recorded 
+ new assertion hasname(do' ,doorl) recorded 
+ new assertion hinge(doorl,uhingel,up) recorded 
+ new assertion isa(end,uhingel) recorded 
+ new assertion hinge(dcorl,lhingel,down) recorded 
+ new assertion isa(ena,llhi.ngel) recorded 
* constituent prepobject:physobj:set(1) found 
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* constituent binder: . found 

* final parse of sentencel following from start 

* modality [plur,passv,pres,inst] 
* roles filled 

subject physobj:boxl 
mainverb attach 
pp pp(to,physobj:set(1)) 

+ invoking attach semantics 
+ new assertion fixed_contact(boxl.2,lhingel,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed contact(lhingel,boxl.2,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed contact(boxl.l,uhingel,periodl) recorded 
+ new assertion fixed contact(uhingel,boxl.l,periodl) recorded 

* producing final assertions 
add to database? n 

measure(massl.l,c,arbs) 
measure(massl.2,c,arbs) 
measure(mass2.1,b,arbs) 
measure(mass2.2,b,arbs) 
measure(mass3.1,a,arbs) 
measure(mass3.2,a,arbs) 
hinge(doorl,uhingel,up) 
hinge(doorl,lhingel,down) 

fixed contact(boxl.2,lhingel,periodl) 
fixed contact(lhingel,boxl.2,periodl) 
fixedcontact(boxl.1,uhingel,periodl) 
fixed contact(uhingel,boxl.l,periodl) 
mass(blockl.3.1,massl.l,periodl) 
mass(blockl.3.2,massl.2,periodl) 
mass(blockl.2.1,mass2.1,periodl) 
mass(blockl.2.2,mass2.2,periodl) 
mass(blockl.l.?,mass3.1,periodl) 
mass(blockl.1.2,mass3.2,periodl) 
isa(period,periodl) 
isa(container,boxl.1) 
isa(contairer,boxl.2) 
hasname(box,boxl.1) 
hasname(box,boxl.2) 
isa(particle,blockl.1.1) 
lsa(particle,blockl.1.2) 
isa(particle,blockl.2.1) 
isa(particle,blockl.2.2) 
isa(particle,blockl.3.1) 
isa(particle,block1.3.2) 
hasname(block,blockl.1.1) 
hasname(block,blockl.1.2) 
hasname(block,blork1.2.1) 
hasname(block,blockl.2.2) 
hasname(block,blockl.3.1) 
hasname(block,blockl.3.2) 
isa(door,doorl) 
hasname(door,door l) 
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isa(end,uhingel) 
isa(end,lhingel ) 
contains(boxl.1,blockl.3.1) 
contains(boxl.2,blockl.3.2) 
contains(boxl.l,blockl.2.1) 
contains(boxl.2,blockl.2.2) 
contains(boxl.l,blockl.1.1) 
contains(boxl.2,blockl.1.2) 

ye s 
I ?- what(set(1)). 

set(1) - 
set entity, with dependency list [(external,2,T)...] 
and elements {uhingel,lhingel} 

ye s 
I ?- what(boxl). 

boxl - 
indefinite entity, with dependency list [(external,2,T)...] 

ye s 
I ?- what(blockl). 

blockl - 
indefinite entity, 
with dependency list [(external,3,T),(box1,2,T)...] 

ye s 
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